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Abstract: This Special Issue on “Selected papers from IEEE ICKII 2019” selected 13 excellent papers
from 260 papers presented in IEEE ICKII 2019 on topics in energies. The fields include: energy
fundamentals, energy sources and energy carriers, energy exploration, intermediate and final energy
use, energy conversion systems, and energy research and development. The main goal of this Special
Isue is to discover new scientific knowledge relevant to the topic of energies.

Keywords: energy sources and energy carriers; energy conversion systems; energy research
and development

The 2nd IEEE International Conference on Knowledge Innovation and Invention 2019 (IEEE ICKII
2019) was held in Seoul, South Korea on 12–15 July 2019. It provided a unified communication platform
for researchers in the topics of information technology, innovation design, communication science and
engineering, industrial design, creative design, applied mathematics, computer science, electrical and
electronic engineering, mechanical and automation engineering, green technology and architecture
engineering, material science, and other related fields. This Special Issue on “Selected papers from
IEEE ICKII 2019” selected 13 excellent papers from 260 papers presented in IEEE ICKII 2019 on topics
in energies. The fields include: energy fundamentals, energy sources and energy carriers, energy
exploration, intermediate and final energy use, energy conversion systems, and energy research and
development. The main goal of this Special Issue is to discover new scientific knowledge relevant to
the topic of energies.

The Topic of Energies and its Applications

This Special Issue on “Selected papers from IEEE ICKII 2019” selected 13 excellent papers from
260 papers presented in IEEE ICKII 2019 on topics in energies. The published papers are introduced
as follows:

Hwang et al. reported on “Optimization and Application for Hydraulic Electric Hybrid Vehicle” [1].
In this research, the rule-based control strategy was implemented as the energy distribution management
strategy first, and then the genetic algorithm was utilized to conduct global optimization strategy
analysis. The results from the genetic algorithm were employed to modify the rule-based control
strategy to improve the electricity economic performance of the vehicle. The simulation results show
that the electricity economic performance of the designed hydraulic hybrid vehicle was improved
by 36.51% compared to that of a pure electric vehicle. The performance of energy consumption after
genetic algorithm optimization was improved by 43.65%.

Liao reported “A Step Up/Down Power-Factor-Correction Converter with Modified Dual Loop
Control” [2]. In this study, A step up/down AC/DC converter with a modified dual loop control
is proposed. The step up/down AC/DC converter features the bridgeless characteristic which can

Energies 2020, 13, 1916; doi:10.3390/en13081916 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies1
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reduce bridge–diode conduction losses. Based on the step up/down AC/DC converter, a modified
dual loop control scheme is proposed to achieve input current shaping and output voltage regulation.
Fewer components are needed compared with the traditional bridge and bridgeless step up/down
AC/DC converters. In addition, the intermediate capacitor voltage stress can be reduced. Furthermore,
the top and bottom switches still have a zero-voltage turn-on function during the negative and
positive half-line cycle, respectively. Hence, the thermal stresses can also be reduced and balanced.
Simulation and experimental results are provided to verify the validity of the proposed step up/down
AC/DC converter and its control scheme.

Wu et al., reported “The Optimal Control of Fuel Consumption for a Heavy-Duty Motorcycle with
Three Power Sources Using Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation” [3]. This study presents a simulation
platform for a hybrid electric motorcycle with an engine, a driving motor, and an integrated starter
generator (ISG) as three power sources. This platform also consists of the driving cycle, driver,
lithium-ion battery, continuously variable transmission (CVT), motorcycle dynamics, and energy
management system models. Two Arduino DUE microcontrollers integrated with the required
circuit to process analog-to-digital signal conversion for input and output are utilized to carry out
a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation. A driving cycle called the worldwide motorcycle test
cycle (WMTC) is used for evaluating the performance characteristics and response relationship
among subsystems. Control strategies called rule-based control (RBC) and equivalent consumption
minimization strategy (ECMS) are simulated and compared with the purely engine-driven operation.
The results show that the improvement percentages for equivalent fuel consumption and energy
consumption for RBC and ECMS using the pure software simulation were 17.74%/18.50% and
42.77%/44.22% respectively, while those with HIL were 18.16%/18.82% and 42.73%/44.10%, respectively.

Tsai et al., reported “Optimal Configuration with Capacity Analysis of a Hybrid Renewable
Energy and Storage System for an Island Application” [4]. This study uses a Philippine offshore
island to optimize the capacity configuration of a hybrid energy system (HES). A thorough
investigation was performed to understand the operating status of existing diesel generator sets
and load power consumption, and to collect the statistics of meteorological data and economic data.
Using the Hybrid Optimization Models for Energy Resources (HOMER) software we simulated and
analyzed the techno-economics of different power supply systems containing stand-alone diesel
systems, photovoltaic (PV)-diesel HES, wind-diesel HES, PV-wind-diesel HES, PV-diesel-storage
HES, wind-diesel-storage HES, and PV-wind-diesel-storage HES. In addition to the lowest cost of
energy (COE), capital cost, fuel saving and occupied area, the study also uses entropy weight and the
Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method to evaluate the
optimal capacity configuration. The proposed method can also be applied to design hybrid renewable
energy systems for other off-grid areas.

Li et al., reported “Integrated Analysis of Influence of Multiple Factors on Transmission Efficiency
of Loader Drive Axle” [5]. In this study, a loader drive axle digital model was built using 3D commercial
software. On the basis of this model, the transmission efficiency of the main reducing gear, the
differential planetary mechanism, and the wheel planetary reducing gear of the loader drive axle were
studied. The functional relationship of the transmission efficiency of the loader drive axle was obtained,
including multiple factors: the mesh friction coefficient, the mesh power loss coefficient, the normal
pressure angle, the helix angle, the offset amount, the speed ratio, the gear ratio, and the characteristic
parameters. This revealed the influence law of the loader drive axle by the mesh friction coefficient,
mesh power loss coefficient, and speed ratio. The research results showed that the transmission
efficiency of the loader drive axle increased with the speed ratio, decreased when the mesh friction
coefficient and the mesh power loss coefficient increased, and that there was a greater influence
difference in the transmission efficiency of the loader drive axle.

Yu et al., reported “Management and Distribution Strategies for Dynamic Power in a Ship’s
Micro-Grid System Based on Photovoltaic Cell, Diesel Generator, and Lithium Battery” [6]. This study
examines the stable parallel operation of a ship’s micro-grid system through a dynamic power
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management strategy involving a step change in load. With cruise ships in mind, the authors
construct a micro-grid system consisting of photovoltaics (PV), a diesel generator (DG), and a lithium
battery, and establish a corresponding simulation model. The authors analyze the system’s operating
characteristics under different working conditions and present the mechanisms that influence the power
quality of the ship’s micro-grid system. Based on an analysis of the power distribution requirements
under different working conditions, the authors design a power allocation strategy for the micro-grid
system. Next the authors propose an optimization allocation strategy for dynamic power based on
fuzzy control and a load current feed-forward method, and finally, the authors simulate the whole
system. Through this study, the authors prove that the proposed power management strategy not only
verifies the feasibility and correctness of the ship’s micro-grid structure and control strategy, but also
greatly improves the reliability and stability of the ship’s operation.

Lin et al., reported “Analysis of Energy Flux Vector on Natural Convection Heat Transfer in Porous
Wavy-Wall Square Cavity with Partially-Heated Surface” [7]. This study utilizes the energy-flux-vector
method to analyze the heat transfer characteristics of natural convection in a wavy-wall porous square
cavity with a partially heated bottom surface. The effects of the modified Darcy number, modified
Rayleigh number, modified Prandtl number, and length of the partially heated bottom surface on the
energy-flux-vector distribution and mean Nusselt number are examined. The results show that when a
low modified Darcy number with any value of modified Rayleigh number is given, the recirculation
regions are not formed in the energy-flux-vector distribution within the porous cavity. Therefore, a low
mean Nusselt number is presented. The recirculation regions still do not form, and thus the mean
Nusselt number has a low value when a low modified Darcy number with a high modified Rayleigh
number is given.

Luo et al., reported “Performance Enhancement of Hybrid Solid Desiccant Cooling Systems
by Integrating Solar Water Collectors in Taiwan” [8]. In this study, a solar-assisted hybrid Solid
Desiccant Cooling System (SDCS) was developed, in which solar-heated water is used as an additional
heat source for the regeneration process, in addition to recovering heat from the condenser of an
integrated heat pump. A solar thermal collector sub-system is used to generate solar regenerated
water. Experiments were conducted in the typically hot and humid weather of Taichung, Taiwan,
from the spring to fall seasons. The experimental results show that the overall performance of the
system in terms of power consumption can be enhanced by approximately 10% by integrating a
solar-heated water heat exchanger, in comparison to the hybrid SDCS system. The results show that
the system performs better when the outdoor humidity ratio is high. In addition, regarding the effect of
ambient temperature on the coefficient of performance (COP) of the systems, a critical value of outdoor
temperature exists. The COP of the systems gradually rises with the increase in ambient temperature.
However, when the ambient temperature is greater than the critical value, the COP gradually decreases
with the increase in ambient temperature. The critical outdoor temperature of the hybrid SDCS is from
26 to 27 ◦C, and the critical temperature of the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS is from 27 to 30 ◦C.

Hsueh et al. reported “Condition Monitor System for Rotation Machine by CNN with Recurrence
Plot” [9]. In this paper, the authors introduce an effective framework for the fault diagnosis of 3-phase
induction motors. The proposed framework mainly consists of two parts. The first part explains the
preprocessing method, in which the time-series data signals are converted into two-dimensional (2D)
images. The preprocessing method generates recurrence plots (RP), which represent the transformation
of time-series data such as 3-phase current signals into 2D texture images. The second part of the
paper explains how the proposed convolutional neural network (CNN) extracts the robust features to
diagnose the induction motor’s fault conditions by classifying the images. The generated RP images
are considered as input for the proposed CNN in the texture image recognition task. The proposed
framework is tested on the dataset collected from different 3-phase induction motors working with
different failure modes. The experimental results of the proposed framework show its competitive
performance over traditional methodologies and other machine learning methods.
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Chen et al., reported “Design of a Logistics System with Privacy and Lightweight Verification” [10].
This study designs a secure logistics system, with anonymous and lightweight verification, in order
to meet the following requirements: mutual authentication, non-repudiation, anonymity, integrity,
and a low overhead for the logistics environment. A buyer could check the goods and know if the
parcel has been exchanged by a malicious person. Moreover, the proposed scheme not only presents
a solution to meet the logistics system’s requirements, but also to reduce both computational and
communication costs.

Chang et al. reported on the “Current Control of the Permanent-Magnet Synchronous Generator
Using Interval Type-2 T-S Fuzzy Systems” [11]. In this study, the current control of the permanent-magnet
synchronous generator (PMSG) using an interval type-2 (IT2) Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy systems is
designed and implemented. PMSG is an energy conversion unit widely used in wind energy generation
systems and energy storage systems. Its performance is determined by the current control approach.
IT2 T-S fuzzy systems are implemented to deal with the nonlinearity of a PMSG system in this paper.
First, the IT2 T-S fuzzy model of a PMSG is obtained. Second, the IT2 T-S fuzzy controller is designed
based on the concept of parallel distributed compensation (PDC). Next, the stability analysis can be
conducted through the Lyapunov theorem. Accordingly, the stability conditions of the closed-loop
system are expressed in Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) form. The AC power from a PMSG is converted
to DC power via a three-phase six-switch full bridge converter. The six-switch full bridge converter is
controlled by the proposed IT2 T-S fuzzy controller. The analog-to-digital (ADC) conversion, rotor
position calculation and duty ratio determination are digitally accomplished by the microcontroller.
Finally, the simulation and experimental results verify the performance of the proposed current control.

Lin et al., reported “The Optimal Energy Dispatch of Cogeneration Systems in a Liberty
Market” [12]. This paper investigates the cogeneration systems of industrial users and collects
fuel consumption data and data concerning the steam output of boilers. On the basis of the relation
between the fuel enthalpy and steam output, the Least Squares Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) is
used to derive boiler and turbine Input/Output (I/O) operation models to provide fuel cost functions.
The CO2 emission of pollutants generated by various types of units is also calculated. The objective
function is formulated as a maximal profit model that includes profit from steam sold, profit from
electricity sold, fuel costs, costs of exhausting carbon, wheeling costs, and water costs. By considering
Time-of-Use (TOU) and carbon trading prices, the profits of a cogeneration system in different scenarios
are evaluated. By integrating the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA),
an Enhanced ACO (EACO) is proposed to come up with the most efficient model. The EACO uses a
crossover and mutation mechanism to alleviate the local optimal solution problem and to seek a system
that offers an overall global solution using competition and selection procedures. The results show
that these mechanisms provide a good direction for the energy trading operations of a cogeneration
system. This approach also provides a better guide for operation dispatch to use in determining the
benefits accounting for both cost and the environment in a liberty market.

Hsu et al. reported “Article Numerical Simulation of Crystalline Silicon Heterojunction Solar
Cells with Different p-Type a-SiOx Window Layer” [13]. In this study, p-type amorphous silicon
oxide (a-SiOx) films are deposited using a radio-frequency, inductively coupled plasma chemical
vapor deposition system. Effects of the CO2 gas flow rate on film properties and crystalline silicon
heterojunction (HJ) solar cell performance are investigated. The experimental results show that the
band gap of the a-SiOx film can reach 2.1 eV at CO2 flow rate of 10 standard cubic centimeters per
minute (sccm), but the conductivity of the film deteriorates. In the device simulation, the transparent
conducting oxide and contact resistance are not taken into account. The electrodes are assumed to be
perfectly conductive and transparent. The simulation result shows that there is a tradeoff between the
increase in the band gap and the reduction in conductivity at an increasing CO2 flow rate, and the
balance occurs at the flow rate of six sccm, corresponding to a band gap of 1.95 eV, an oxygen content
of 34%, and a conductivity of 3.3 S/cm. The best simulated conversion efficiency is 25.58%, with an
open-circuit voltage of 741 mV, a short-circuit current density of 42.3 mA/cm2, and a fill factor of 0.816%.
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Optimization and Application for Hydraulic Electric
Hybrid Vehicle
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Abstract: Targeting the application of medium and heavy vehicles, a hydraulic electric hybrid
vehicle (HEHV) was designed, and its energy management control strategy is discussed in this
paper. Matlab/Simulink was applied to establish the pure electric vehicle and HEHV models, and
backward simulation was adopted for the simulation, to get the variation of torque and battery state
of charge (SOC) through New York City Cycle of the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA
NYCC). Based on the simulation, the energy management strategy was designed. In this research,
the rule-based control strategy was implemented as the energy distribution management strategy
first, and then the genetic algorithm was utilized to conduct global optimization strategy analysis.
The results from the genetic algorithm were employed to modify the rule-based control strategy to
improve the electricity economic performance of the vehicle. The simulation results show that the
electricity economic performance of the designed hydraulic hybrid vehicle was improved by 36.51%
compared to that of a pure electric vehicle. The performance of energy consumption after genetic
algorithm optimization was improved by 43.65%.

Keywords: hydraulic hybrid vehicle; NYCC driving cycle; optimization; genetic algorithm

1. Introduction

The increasing demand for fossil fuels in different fields since the Industrial Revolution has led
to increasing global CO2 emission and worsening global warming. Among all CO2 emission, the
emission of means of transportation is only second to the industry. Now, the passenger vehicles all
develop toward alternative energy, whereas the medium and heavy vehicles for goods transportation
are still using gasoline or diesel engines as the main power source. With global warming and increasing
stringent laws and regulations, they will definitely develop toward the same clean energy as the
passenger vehicles. According to Navigant Research, the market survey company, hydraulic hybrid
vehicles seldom known and underestimated in significance will gain a position in the heavy-duty truck
market, and even can be expected to apply to the next generation of vehicles. Therefore, hydraulic
electric hybrid vehicles (HEHV) will be the first choice for medium vehicles, heavy vehicles, and
common carriers. With the DSHplus software simulation, Sokar [1] compared the fuel economy of
the hydraulic transmission vehicles and hydraulic hybrid vehicles in urban and highway driving
cycles. Chen [2] compared the energy consumption of different hydraulic hybrid configurations,
and it showed the HEHV could have better energy efficiency over the pure EV system. The energy
optimization can be divided to hardware optimization and control strategy optimization. As for
hardware optimization, Ramakrishnan et al. [3] proposed the study on influence of system parameters
in hydraulic system on the overall system power and established the series hydraulic hybrid power
vehicle with LMS AMESim software. Change of size of accumulator and hydraulic motor/pump
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and internal pressure greatly improves the output power of the whole system, which also reduces
the fuel consumption and pollution of the hydraulic hybrid vehicles. The energy control strategy
can be divided into two categories [4]: (1) rule-based strategy and (2) optimization-based strategy.
For optimization strategy, Lu et al. [5] introduced the weighted-sum method and no-preference method
to solve the multi-objective optimization problem of plug-in electric vehicles, and it was validated with
ADVISOR software. Zeng et al. [6] proposed a different strategy, Equivalent Consumption Minimum
Strategy (ECMS), to solve the optimization problem of PHEV, and the Simplified-ECMS strategy could
effectively shorten the calculation time. Wang et al. [7] applied the Dynamic Programming for PHEV
and received an approximately 20% improvement in fuel economy.

The rule-based control, featuring a smaller amount of calculation, is adopted by many studies, to
design the energy management strategy. Yu et al. [8] developed a simulation model and rule-based
control strategy for extended-range electric vehicle (E-REV) and showed that a small engine can be used
to reduce the weight of vehicle and batteries of E-REV. Gao et al. [9] proposed two control strategies,
thermostat and power follower. With dynamic programming, it showed that the thermostat control
strategy optimized the operation of the internal combustion engine, and the power follower control
strategy minimizes the battery-charging and -discharging operations. Konev et al. [10] developed a
control strategy for series hybrid vehicle. The control strategy was to ensure gradual operation of the
motor along the steady-state Optimal Operating Points Line (OOP-Line) in the engine speed–torque
map, which could improve the efficiency of series hybrid vehicle. Liu et al. [11] developed a control
strategy for a series hybrid vehicle which included two parts, constant SOC control, and driving-range
optimization. Comparing to thermostat control strategy, the constant SOC control could have a
longer driving range. Li et al. [12] proposed a fuzzy logic energy-management system, using the
battery working state, which ensured that the engine would operate in the vicinity of its maximum
fuel-efficiency region. The rule-based design is fast and easy and can be readily applied to real
vehicle-control strategy. However, the rule-based control strategy is simple, so it cannot provide
optimal power management to HEV in real time. Therefore, an optimization algorithm is required for
rule-based control to improve the energy efficiency. Ho and Klong [13] introduced an optimization
algorithm for series plug-in hybrid electric vehicles by utilizing the genetic algorithm (GA), which
could determine the optimal driving patterns offline. Xu et al. [14] developed a fuzzy control strategy
for parallel hybrid electric vehicle. The control strategy was adjusted with GA. It was verified that GA
could effectively improve the efficiency of the engine and fuel consumption. Kaur et al. [15] proposed
a control strategy to control the speed of a hybrid electric vehicle. The controller, which was using
GA, could improve fuel economy and reduce pollution. Hu and Zhao [16] applied an adaptive based
hybrid genetic algorithm to optimize the energy efficiency of parallel hybrid electric vehicles and
presented the effectiveness of the hybrid genetic algorithm.

Therefore, global optimization, together with rule-based control method, are selected in this paper
for medium and heavy vehicles in fixed driving route, to adjust the rule-based control strategy and
improve the electricity economic performance of vehicles. The optimization approach selected in
this paper is genetic algorithm (GA). With global optimization ability and probability optimization
approach, GA can automatically obtain and instruct the optimized search space and adaptively adjust
the search direction without the need of clear rules.

2. Modeling

In this study, Matlab/Simulink serves as the main simulation program, and backward simulation
is used to establish the model. In order to compare the difference between an HEHV and a pure
electric vehicle, subsystem models of the electric system are established, including models of electric
motor, generator, and lithium ion battery. The subsystem models of hydraulic system include variable
hydraulic motor/pump and accumulator models. The whole vehicle model can be divided into
following subsystem models: (1) driver model; (2) vehicle dynamic model; (3) tyre and drive model;
(4) power component element; and (5) energy storage component model. Driving cycle of the EPA
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NYCC is employed in this study to get the vehicle driving force, and then gear ratio of the transmission
system is adopted to calculate the torque and speed needed for the motor. In HEHV, the electric motor
does not function as the regenerative brake; rather the hydraulic pump is used for energy recovery.
This is introduced in the following.

2.1. Driver Model

The EPA NYCC driving cycle for testing, as shown in Figure 1, is employed in this model. The total
driving time is 599 s. The stop time accounts for 35.08% of the total driving time. The maximum speed
and the average speed are 44.6 and 11.4 km/h, respectively.

Figure 1. United States Environmental Protection Agency New York City Cycle (US EPA NYCC)
driving cycle.

2.2. Vehicle Dynamic Model

A vehicle dynamic model is applied to respond to the driving tractive effort and resistance needed
for the simulation vehicle. The resistance included rolling resistance (Rr), aerodynamic resistance (Ra),
grading resistance (Rc), and acceleration resistance Rs. The tractive effort for driving needed by the
vehicle can be obtained with a vehicle dynamic model, which can be represented by Equation (1).
The detailed calculation of resistance will be introduced in the following:

Ft = Rr + Ra + Rc + Rs (1)

2.2.1. Rolling Resistance

During vehicle traveling, interaction force is produced in both radial and axial directions in the
area where the wheels make contact with the ground, and there is also deformation between the tyre
and the ground. The deformation process will be accompanied by a certain energy loss, regardless of
whether or not it is in tyre or ground. This energy loss is the cause of rolling resistance during wheel
turning. The rolling resistance can be represented by Equation (2), where μr is the rolling resistance
coefficient, and W is the vehicle weight:

Rr = Rr,A + Rr,B = μr·W (2)

2.2.2. Aerodynamic Resistance

The aerodynamic resistance can be represented by Equation (3) as follows, where CD is the
aerodynamic resistance coefficient, ρ is the air density, Af is the front area of the vehicle, v is the vehicle
speed, and vw is the wind speed.

Ra = CD·ρ2 ·A f ·(v− vw)
2 (3)
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2.2.3. Grading Resistance

During climbing, grading resistance is produced due to the influence of the vehicle weight. During
downhill, this resistance becomes the driving force instead. It can be represented by Equation (4),
where θ is the slope angle:

Rc = Wsin(θ) (4)

2.2.4. Acceleration Resistance

The vehicle driving state covers the acceleration and deceleration for most of the time, except on
highways, where it is fixed-speed driving. The required force for acceleration can be represented by
Equation (5), where a is the acceleration, and g is the gravity acceleration:

Rs = W· a
g

(5)

2.3. Tyre and Drive Model

Vehicle dynamics is used to analyze the vehicle tyre model. The angular speed (ωdrive) and the
torque (Tdrive) of its transmission shaft can be represented by Equations (6) and (7), where GR is the final
transmission gear ratio, r is the tyre radius, ηfd is the transmission efficiency, and Ftire is the tyre force.

ωdrive = GR· 60
2π·r ·v (6)

Tdrive = Ftire·r·
η f d

GR
(7)

2.4. Electric Motor Model

A 150 kW permanent magnetic motor was applied in this study. An efficient map of the motor
was reproduced from Autonomie simulation software. In simulation, the motor efficiency can be
obtained from a 2D look-up table through the efficiency curve shown in Figure 2, based on the motor
torque and speed.

Figure 2. Efficiency of electric motor.
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2.5. Variable Hydraulic Motor/Pump Model

Axial slope plate plunger type of hydraulic motor/pump is applied in this study, and its efficiency
is obtained through a look-up table, as shown in Figure 3. The fluid flow rate (QP/M) and output torque
(TP/M) are calculated according to Equations (8) and (9), where DP/M is the maximum hydraulic motor
displacement, N is the hydraulic motor speed, Sp is the plate angular position, ηvP/M is the volumetric
efficiency, ΔPP/M is the pressure difference at the entry and exit, and ηtP/M is the mechanical efficiency.

QP/M = DP/MNSp/(1000ηvP/M) (8)

TP/M = (SPΔPP/MDP/MηtP/M)/63 (9)

 
Figure 3. Efficiency of hydraulic motor/pump [1].

2.6. Battery Model

The battery used in this study was a lithium ion battery. An RC circuit design was applied, as
shown in Equation (10), where Vt is the battery terminal voltage, Voc is the battery open-circuit voltage,
Ibat is the output current, and Rint is the internal resistance.

Vt = Voc − Ibat·Rint (10)

Since the terminal voltage and the current can be measured, output of battery power Pbat can be
received from Equation (11).

Pbat = Ibat·Voc (11)

Equation (12) can be obtained by substituting Equation (10) to Equation (11).

Ibat =
Vt −

(
Vt

2 − 4·Rint·Pbat
)0.5

2Rint
(12)

The battery SOC is expressed by the capacity ampere hour. Since SOC changes with the current
charging and discharging, SOC can be obtained from Equation (13), where SOCint is the initial value of
the battery.

SOC = SOCint −
∫ t

0 Ibatdt

Ah
(13)
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2.7. Accumulator Model

For the accumulator model, the influence due to temperature change was not considered in this
study, so the gas-state change is set to be adiabatic process (rapid change, n = 1.4). The relationship
between the pressure and volume is shown in Equations (14) and (15), during actual expansion and
compression of gas.

PVn = C (14)

where P is pressure, V is volume of container area, and C is a constant value.

P0Vn
0 = P1Vn

1 = P2Vn
2 = C (15)

where P0 is initial pressure, P1 is the maximum activate pressure of accumulator, P2 is the minimum
activate pressure of accumulator, V0 is the total volume of accumulator, V1 is the volume of air in
accumulator when the pressure is P1, and V2 is the volume of air in accumulator when the pressure is P2.

The boundary movement work, Wb, of the accumulator can be expressed by Equation (16).

Wb =

∫ 2

1
PdV = P1V1 ln

P1

P2
(16)

The inlet/outlet fluid, Vf, of the accumulator can be expressed by Equation (17).

V f = V1
′ −V2

′

= (V0 −V1) − (V0 −V2) = V2 −V1 = P0
1
n V0

{(
1

P2

) 1
n −

(
1

P1

) 1
n

}
=

(P0
P1

) 1
n V0

{(P1
P2

) 1
n − 1

}
(17)

The accumulator SOC is expressed by the volume. Since the SOC changes with the volume flow
rate, the accumulator SOC can be expressed by Equation (18).

SOC = SOCint −
∫ t

0 Qdt

V f
(18)

2.8. Vehicle Configurations

Two vehicles configurations were applied in this study for energy-efficiency comparison.
The electric vehicle (EV) configuration is shown in Figure 4, and the HEHV configuration is presented
in Figure 5.

 

Figure 4. Electric vehicle (EV) configuration.
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Figure 5. Hydraulic electric hybrid vehicle (HEHV) configuration.

3. Optimization Control Strategy

In this study, genetic algorithm (GA) was applied as the optimization function. The rule-based
control was taken as the energy management strategy of HEHV first, and the simulation result
was compared with the pure-electric-vehicle model. Then, the selected optimization approach was
implemented for global optimization. From those results, together with a rule-based control approach,
the optimal electricity economic performance was obtained.

The global optimization calculation was made by genetic algorithm. The objective of GA
optimization was to minimize electricity consumption, and the objective function was set to be the
reciprocal of the lithium ion battery’s state of charge, SOL Li, as shown in Equation (19). The setting
of objective function in GA could correspond to the fitness function, as shown in Equation (20).
Parameters of GA set in this study are shown in Table 1.

cost =min (1/
∑

(SOC Li)) (19)

Fitness = 1/cost (20)

Table 1. Parameter settings of genetic algorithm (GA).

Gene Length 20 Bits (10 Bits for Both Acceleration and Accumulator SOC)

Group number 50
Algebra 40

Mating rate 0.9
Mutation probability 0.01

Two design variables (vehicle acceleration and accumulator SOC) were applied to judge the time
to use the hydraulic system in control strategy. The thresholds of vehicle acceleration and accumulator
SOC were set as selected variables x and y for optimization, respectively. If the vehicle acceleration
was higher than the acceleration threshold and the accumulator SOC was higher than the accumulator
threshold, the hydraulic pump provided the required power for vehicle acceleration. If the vehicle
acceleration was lower than the acceleration threshold and the accumulator SOC was lower than the
accumulator threshold, the electric motor provided the required acceleration power. If the vehicle
acceleration was higher than the acceleration threshold and the accumulator SOC was lower than the
accumulator threshold, the electric motor provided the major portion of required acceleration power.
Some other detailed judgements of applying hydraulic pump and the overall control flow are shown
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in Figure 6. To prevent the calculation of variables x and y from exceeding the maximum component
scope, the setting constraints of the variables are shown in the constraint Equations (21) and (22).

0 < x ≤ 1(vehicle acceleration constraint) (21)

0 ≤ y ≤ 0.4(accumulator constraint) (22)

Figure 6. Control flow of genetic algorithm.

The fitness function was adapted to judge whether the solution of GA was suitable for the overall
response of the hydraulic system. Values of acceleration threshold x and accumulator threshold y
were recorded each time the GA was simulated. After the algorithm completed the iteration set of
simulation, its fitness performance was looked up to ensure the value of fitness function was reasonable.
The number of mutations and whether the optimization was convergence were checked during the
operation of GA. In this study, the convergence of GA was judged by the difference of fitness values
between the final four generations. If each difference was smaller than 1%, the optimization reached
the convergence. From the solution of optimal fitness value, the recorded variables x and y were
selected as the optimal set threshold. This set of variables could be implemented in rule-based control
algorithm for real-time simulation and improve the energy consumption. With the implement of
genetic algorithm, the rule-based control algorithm for real-time simulation could achieve the energy
performance close to optimization.

The thresholds of vehicle acceleration and accumulator SOC calculated from the genetic algorithm
were 0.9 and 0.1, respectively. The diagram of control strategy was modified, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Updated control strategy from genetic algorithm.

4. Results

The vehicle parameters of the simulated vehicle are presented in Table 2. The mass of vehicle
includes the gross weight, which is 7200 kg, and 20 passengers, which is 1600 kg.

Table 2. Vehicle parameters.

Parameter Symbol Unit Value

Vehicle mass W kg 8800
Wheelbase cm 378

Wheel track cm 168
Front area A f m2 5.4

Aerodynamic drag coefficient CD 0.28
Rolling resistance coefficient μr 0.008

Tire radius r m 0.334
Air density ρ kg/m3 1.225

Gravitational acceleration g m/s2 9.81
Final reduction gear ratio GR 11.5
Hydraulic system weight kg 200

In this section, simulation results of the pure electric vehicle and HEHV are compared, and that of
the HEHV with optimized energy management strategy is explored. With the energy consumption of
the NYCC driving cycle as the analysis basis, the difference of component performance is discussed.
Firstly, the pure electric vehicle was established based on the set subsystem model, and it was taken as
the basic model. Then the HEHV model was established based on the hydraulic components (hydraulic
motor/pump and accumulator), and the rule-based control strategy was applied for the energy
management of the power system. Finally, the rule-based control strategy was improved based on the
results from the genetic algorithm, to get the HEHV with optimization energy management strategy.

4.1. EV vs. HEHV (Rule-Based)

This section compares the difference between the EV and HEHV and presents the causes of the
differences. The operating points of the EV electric motor are presented in Figure 8, and those of
HEHV electric motor are show in Figure 9. It is obvious that the HEHV electric motor does not work at
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heavy load and low speed, so it was replaced with a hydraulic motor/pump. Therefore, the operating
efficiency points concentrate on the high-efficiency region, and the HEHV features better electricity
economic performance than the pure electric vehicle.

 

Figure 8. Electric-motor operating points of EV.

 

Figure 9. Electric motor operating points of HEHV (rule-based).

In order to better understand the reason that the HEHV has a better economic performance than
the pure electric vehicle, the power of electric motors is compared. As shown in Figure 10, the power
of HEHV electric motor is smaller than that of pure electric vehicle. Figure 11 shows the comparison of
battery SOC, where the electricity economic performance of HEHV is greatly improved.

 
Figure 10. Electric motor power comparison of EV and HEHV.
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Figure 11. Battery SOC comparison of EV and HEHV.

Table 3 shows the electricity economic performance of the EV and HEHV (rule-based). Since a
hydraulic motor functions as the drive at the HEHV’s low speed, the use of an electric motor in the
low-efficiency zone is reduced, and the electricity is optimized. The electricity economy of the HEHV
has 36.5% improvement over that of EV.

Table 3. Comparison of electricity economic performance between the EV and HEHV (rule-based).

Energy Consumption (kWh) Electricity Economy (kWh /km)

Electric Vehicle (EV) 0.63 0.334
Hydraulic Electric Hybrid Vehicle,

HEHV (Rule-Based) 0.40 0.212

Percent difference +36.5% +36.5%

4.2. HEHV (Rule-Based) vs. HEHV (GA)

This research had taken the genetic algorithm (GA), together with rule-based control, to perform
global optimization, and it got the optimal electricity economic performance. In this section, the HEHV
with original rule-based control is compared with the HEHV with modified rule-based control based on
the genetic algorithm optimization. The distribution of operating points of the HEHV (rule-based) and
HEHV (GA) electric motors is presented in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. The distribution suggests
that the operating points of the electric motor after being modified for optimization concentrate more
on the high-efficiency region.

Figure 12. Efficiency points of the HEHV (rule-based) electric motor.
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Figure 13. Efficiency points of the HEHV (GA) electric motor.

To understand the motor-use state, the power is compared in this paper, as shown in Figure 14.
The usage rate of the electric motor after optimization is less than the original rule-based control
strategy, so that better electricity economic performance is reached.

 

Figure 14. Power comparison between the HEHV (rule-based) and HEHV (GA) electric motors.

The reason why the electric-motor-usage rate after optimization is less can be explained with the
help of a comparison of hydraulic motor power, as shown in Figure 15. It is found that the HEHV after
optimization uses more hydraulic energy than the original control strategy.

 
Figure 15. Comparison between HEHV (rule-based) and HEHV (GA) hydraulic motor power.
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As suggested by the comparison of operating-point distribution of hydraulic motor/pump of two
control strategies (Figure 16) and state of accumulator use (Figure 17), there are more operating points
for the hydraulic motor/pump after optimization than for the original strategy, and they tend to be
in the high-efficiency zone. The accumulator is applied more completely due to the wider range of
applications for the hydraulic motor/pump.

 

Figure 16. Comparison of operating-point distribution of hydraulic motor/pump (GA vs. rule-based).

Figure 17. Comparison between HEHV (rule-based) and HEHV (GA) accumulator SOC.

The analysis above indicates that the electricity economic performance of the HEHV after
optimization is more improved. Figure 18 shows the battery SOC comparison of the EV and HEHV
(Rule based) and HEHV (GA). It is clear that the HEHV after optimization is more improved than the
HEHV with original strategy.

The electricity economic performance of the HEHV (rule-based) and HEHV (GA) is drawn in
Table 4. Table 5 shows the percentage improvement of electricity in this study. The HEHV with original
rule-based control shows 36.5% improvement over the EV, and the HEHV with modified rule-based
control has 43.7% improvement.
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Figure 18. Battery SOC comparison between HEHV (Rule based), HEHV (GA), and EV.

Table 4. Comparison between electricity economic performances.

Power Consumption (kWh) Electricity Economy (kWh/km)

Hydraulic Electric Hybrid Vehicle,
HEHV (Rule-Based) 0.40 0.212

Hydraulic Electric Hybrid Vehicle,
HEHV (GA) 0.355 0.188

Percent difference +11.3% +11.4%

Table 5. Electricity improvement percentage.

Percent of Improvement

Electric Vehicle (EV) −
Hydraulic Electric Hybrid Vehicle, HEHV (Rule-Based) 36.5%

Hydraulic Electric Hybrid Vehicle, HEHV (GA) 43.7%

5. Discussion

This research mainly targeted the medium and large trucks for energy efficiency, and a hydraulic
hybrid electric powertrain system was proposed to apply on the medium duty vehicle for energy
efficiency. SimuLink simulation models of the EV and HHEV were built to evaluate the efficiency of
the HHEV system. Compared to the EV system, the HHEV system had better energy efficiency, but the
control algorithm was not optimized. To improve the efficiency, the genetic algorithm was implemented
to achieve the optimized energy efficiency. Since GA was a global optimization algorithm which
required longer CPU time for calculation and was not suitable for real-time control, the result of design
variables of GA was required to apply on the real-time control strategy, rule-based control. In this
research, two design variables of GA, thresholds of vehicle acceleration and hydraulic accumulator
SOC, were optimized. These two optimized variables were applied in the HHEV simulation. From the
simulation result, Tables 4 and 5, the rule-based model with GA could further improve the energy
efficiency. The simulation results show that the electricity economic performance of the designed
hydraulic hybrid vehicle was improved by 36.5% when compared to that of pure electric vehicle.
The performance of energy consumption after genetic algorithm optimization was improved by 43.7%.

6. Conclusions

In this study, HEHV energy management strategy was applied, and Matlab/Simulink simulation
program was utilized to establish a backward simulation model, to simulate the large-vehicle energy
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consumption. Movement situation of power components, SOC of energy storage components, and
overall electricity economic performance of the pure electric vehicle and HEHV were obtained with
the NYCC driving cycle. The following results can be achieved after simulation in this study:

• In the performance analysis of the pure electric vehicle, the electricity consumption of the set
driving cycle is 0.334 kWh/km, and this is taken as the basic model for future comparison.

• In HEHV analysis (rule-based control), the electricity economic performance after simulation of
the set driving cycle is 0.212 kWh/km, which is greatly improved than 0.334 kWh/km of pure
electric vehicle, saving 36.5% of electricity. This is mainly because the hydraulic motor/pump in
the pumping mode (energy recovery state) is more able to absorb, recover, and store the vehicle
kinetic energy than electric motor, and the hydraulic motor/pump also avoids the application of
electric motor at low speed.

• In the HEHV optimization analysis (genetic algorithm), 11.3% and 43.7% of electricity can be
saved as compared with the HEHV (rule-based control) and pure electric vehicle, respectively.

• Through the HHEV simulation, the genetic algorithm was able to improve the energy efficiency of
the HHEV by adjusting the chosen design variables of control strategy.
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Nomenclature

Af front area of the vehicle
Ah battery capacity (ampere hour)
CD aerodynamic resistance coefficient
DP/M maximum hydraulic motor displacement
Ft vehicle tractive effort
Ftire tyre force
GR final transmission gear ratio
Ibat battery output current
N hydraulic motor speed
P accumulator pressure
Pbat battery power
QP/M hydraulic pump fluid flow rate
Ra aerodynamic resistance
Rc grading resistance
Rint battery internal resistance
Rr rolling resistance
Rr,A front wheel rolling resistance
Rr,B rear wheel rolling resistance
Rs acceleration resistance
Sp hydraulic pump plate angular position
SOC state of charge
SOCint initial value battery state of charge
SOL Li lithium ion battery SOC
Tdrive tyre torque
TP/M hydraulic pump torque
V volume of accumulator container area
Vf accumulator inlet/outlet fluid
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Voc battery open circuit voltage
Vt battery terminal voltage
W vehicle weight
Wb accumulator boundary movement work
a vehicle acceleration
g gravity acceleration
r tyre radius
vw wind speed
ηfd transmission efficiency
ηtP/M hydraulic pump mechanical efficiency
ηvP/M hydraulic pump volumetric efficiency
θ road slope angle
μr rolling resistance coefficient
ρ air density
ωdrive tyre angular speed
ΔPP/M hydraulic pump pressure difference at the entry and exit
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Abstract: A step up/down AC/DC converter with modified dual loop control is proposed. The step
up/down AC/DC converter features the bridgeless characteristic which can reduce bridge-diode
conduction losses. Based on the step up/down AC/DC converter, a modified dual loop control scheme
is proposed to achieve input current shaping and output voltage regulation. Fewer components
are needed compared with the traditional bridge and bridgeless step up/down AC/DC converters.
In addition, the intermediate capacitor voltage stress can be reduced. Furthermore, the top and
bottom switches still have zero-voltage turn-on function during the negative and positive half-line
cycle, respectively. Hence, the thermal stresses can also be reduced and balanced. Simulation
and experimental results are provided to verify the validity of the proposed step up/down AC/DC
converter and its control scheme.

Keywords: bridgeless; AC/DC converter; power factor correction; zero-voltage switching (ZVS)

1. Introduction

Power factor correction is very popular and necessary for modern power sources in the ac grid.
It decreases line current harmonics, line losses, and increases system power capacity due to reducing
system reactive power flow [1–3]. Today, boost rectifiers are the most commonly-used circuit structures
implemented for power factor correction. However, some consumer electronic devices, portable
devices and server power applications [4,5] require lower dc voltage level than the main ac voltage
source. The dc output voltage in boost rectifiers is always higher than the peak value of the main
input ac voltage. Therefore, in low dc voltage level applications, another dc-dc step-down converter is
necessary that follows the boost rectifier to form a two-stage structure as shown in Figure 1. Because of
the two-stage structure, power efficiency may degrade and the total number of components in the
system is increased. Thus, the efficiency, cost, and volume of the two-stage power conversion system
are not a good choice and need to be improved.

Step-down PFC rectifiers, such as buck converters are therefore considered. However, the buck
rectifier input current is discontinuous. A dead angle also exists when the line input voltage is lower
than the output voltage so that the input current cannot be easily shaped [6–8]. As a result, the step
up/down AC-DC topologies are developed including buck-boost, Cuk, and Sepic type rectifiers [9–11].
The buck-boost rectifier also has inherent discontinuous input current like the buck converter, and needs
an additional filter to smooth the input current. Although the Sepic rectifier has continuous input
current, the output current is still discontinuous and easily causes output voltage ripples.

Bridgeless rectifier topologies are explored in [12,13] to reduce the diode bridge conduction
losses and increase the conversion efficiency. The bridgeless PFC boost rectifiers, such as the dual
boost rectifier and the totem-pole boost rectifier, have been discussed [14]. Due to the need for lower
output voltage applications, the bridgeless Cuk/Sepic rectifiers [15,16] with two dc/dc Cuk/Sepic
circuit structures were proposed. The bridgeless Cuk rectifier [16] is shown in Figure 2. However,
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four diodes are still needed to achieve step up/down output voltage. Other bridgeless Sepic [17] and
Cuk [18] power-factor-correction rectifiers were also proposed with reduced number of components and
conduction losses. These rectifiers were operated in discontinuous conduction mode without current
loop control. A control method for bridgeless Cuk/Sepic power factor correction rectifier operated
in continuous conduction mode was also proposed to achieve power decoupling [19]. Although,
the bulky electrolytic capacitor can be replaced with a small film capacitor, this control method requires
an extra voltage sensor for the intermediate capacitor and the system cost is increased.

Pulsating power buffering technology [8,20,21] has recently expanded, which can reduce the
number of components including passive and active ones. Although rectifiers using pulsating
power buffering technology have high power density, high conversion efficiency and high reliability,
high voltage stress is still present in the switches and diodes [22], which leads to high switching and
conduction losses and reduces the rectifier life-span.

This paper proposes a bridgeless Cuk rectifier with modified dual loop control scheme. The voltage
stresses in the switches and diodes can be adjusted to low voltage levels by the proposed control
scheme, which may reduce the switching and conduction losses and increase the rectifier life-span.
The detailed operation principle and switching sequence of the bridgeless Cuk rectifier are explained.
Simultaneously, a modified dual loop control scheme is also proposed to achieve input current shaping
and output voltage regulation as well as voltage stress reduction.

Figure 1. Two-stage AC/DC conversion structure.

Figure 2. Bridgeless Cuk rectifier [16].

2. Circuit Topology and Switching Sequence

The bridgeless Cuk converter [19] discussed in this paper is shown in Figure 3. The proposed
control switching sequence and key waveforms in one switching period during the positive and
negative half line cycle are shown in Figure 4. For convenience of discussion the active switches are
assumed to be ideal active switches with anti-paralleling body diode. Both the input inductor Ls and
output inductor Lo are assumed to be operated in continuous conduction mode. The circuit operation
can be divided into three operation states in one switching period T for both positive and negative
half-line cycles. The circuit operation principle of the bridgeless Cuk converter during the positive
half-line cycle is discussed first, as follows:
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Figure 3. Bridgeless Cuk converter [19].

Figure 4. Control switching sequence and key waveforms in one switching period.

(1) State 1 (t0 ≤ t <t1): In this state, as shown in Figure 5, both switches S1 and S2 are turned on.
The zero-voltage switching of S2 is obtained due to body diode conducting in switch S2 in the pre-state,
i.e., State 3. The input inductor Ls is magnetized by the input voltage Vs so as to increase the inductor
current iLs. The inductor current iLs flows through diode D1 and switch S1 and goes back to the main
ac source. Simultaneously, the intermediate capacitor Cd releases energy to the output inductor Lo and
load. The equivalent circuit equations are described as Equations (1)–(4).

Ls
diLs

dt
= vs, (1)

Lo
diLo

dt
= vCd − vo, (2)

Cd
dvCd

dt
= −iLo, (3)

Co
dvo

dt
= iLo − vo

Ro
, (4)
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Figure 5. Equivalent circuit of the bridgeless Cuk converter in State 1 during positive half line cycle.

(2) State 2 (t1 ≤ t <t2): In this state, as shown in Figure 6, switch S1 is turned on and switch
S2 is turned off. Switch current ids1 is increasing. Input inductor Ls is still magnetized by the input
voltage Vs so as to increase the inductor current iLs which still flows through diode D1 and switch S1

and then goes back to the main ac source. The voltage of intermediate capacitor Cd remains constant.
Simultaneously, the output inductor Lo is demagnetized and releases energy to the load through the
diode Dd. The equivalent circuit equations are expressed as Equations (5)–(8).

Ls
diLs

dt
= vs, (5)

Lo
diLo

dt
= −vo, (6)

Cd
dvCd

dt
= 0, (7)

Co
dvo

dt
= iLo − vo

Ro
, (8)

Figure 6. Equivalent circuit of the bridgeless Cuk converter in State 2 during positive half line cycle.

(3) State 3 (t2 ≤ t <t3): In this state, as shown in Figure 7, switch S1 is turned off and S2 is also turned
off. Input inductor Ls is demagnetized by the voltage −(Vcd−Vs) so as to decrease the inductor current
iLs which flows through diodes D1 and Dd, and the body diode of switch S2 and goes back to the main
ac source. The intermediate capacitor Cd is charged by the input inductor current iLs. Simultaneously,
the output inductor Lo still releases energy to the load through diode Dd. The equivalent circuit
equations are given by Equations (9)–(12).

Ls
diLs

dt
= vs − vCd, (9)

Lo
diLo

dt
= −vo, (10)

Cd
dvCd

dt
= iLs, (11)

Co
dvo

dt
= iLo − vo

Ro
, (12)
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Figure 7. Equivalent circuit of the bridgeless Cuk converter in State 3 during positive half line cycle.

Referring the gate signals shown in Figure 4, while the bridgeless Cuk converter is operated
during the negative half line cycle, the circuit operation principle in the proposed control switching
sequence can be described as follows:

(1) State 1 (t0 ≤ t <t1): In this state, as shown in Figure 8, both the switches S1 and S2 are turned on.
The zero-voltage switching of S1 is obtained due to body diode conducting in switch S1 in the pre-state,
i.e., State 3. The input inductor Ls is magnetized by the input voltage Vs so as to increase the inductor
current iLs in the inverse direction. The inductor current iLs flows through diode D2 and switch S2 and
goes back to the main ac source. Simultaneously, the intermediate capacitor Cd releases energy to the
output inductor Lo and load. The equivalent circuit equations are described as Equations (13)–(16).

Ls
diLs

dt
= vs, (13)

Lo
diLo

dt
= vCd − vo, (14)

Cd
dvCd

dt
= −iLo, (15)

Co
dvo

dt
= iLo − vo

Ro
, (16)

Figure 8. Equivalent bridgeless Cuk converter circuit in State 1 during negative half line cycle.

(2) State 2 (t1 ≤ t <t2): In this state, as shown in Figure 9, switch S2 is turned on and switch S1

is turned off. The switch current ids2 is increasing. Input inductor Ls is still magnetized by the input
voltage Vs so as to increase the inductor current iLs in the inverse direction which still flows through
diode D2 and switch S2 and then goes back to the main ac source. The intermediate capacitor Cd
voltage remains constant. Simultaneously, the output inductor Lo is demagnetized and releases energy
to the load through diode Dd. The equivalent circuit equations are expressed as Equations (17)–(20).

Ls
diLs

dt
= vs, (17)

Lo
diLo

dt
= −vo, (18)

Cd
dvCd

dt
= 0, (19)
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Co
dvo

dt
= iLo − vo

Ro
, (20)

Figure 9. Equivalent circuit of the bridgeless Cuk converter in State 2 during negative half line cycle.

(3) State 3 (t2 ≤ t <t3): In this state, as shown in Figure 10, switch S2 is turned off and S1 is also
turned off. Input inductor Ls is demagnetized in the inverse direction by the voltage (Vcd + Vs) so as to
decrease the inductor current iLs which flows through diodes D2, Dd and the body diode of switch S1

and goes back to the main ac source. The intermediate capacitor Cd is charged by the input inductor
current iLs in the inverse direction. Simultaneously, the output inductor Lo still releases energy to the
load through diode Dd. The equivalent circuit equations are given by Equations (21)–(24).

Ls
diLs

dt
= vs + vCd, (21)

Lo
diLo

dt
= −vo, (22)

Cd
dvCd

dt
= −iLs, (23)

Co
dvo

dt
= iLo − vo

Ro
, (24)

Figure 10. Equivalent circuit of the bridgeless Cuk converter in State 3 during negative half line cycle.

To further reveal the potential merits of the proposed step up/down converter with modified
dual loop control, Table 1 is provided to summarize comparisons for the bridge Cuk [11], bridgeless
Cuk [16], and the proposed step up/down converter with modified dual loop control. It is worth
mentioning that the power levels of the three converters in Table 1 are all at small power levels like
the fly-back converter. Although the control methods may be different, the harmonics of the three
converters all meet the IEC61000-3-2 Class D standard.
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Table 1. Comparisons of step up/down converters.

Topology Bridge Cuk [11] Bridgeless Cuk [16]
Proposed Step Up/Down
Converter with Control

Control Dual Loop Dual Loop Modified Dual Loop
Switch 1 2 2
Diode 5 4 3

Inductor 2 4 2
Capacitor 2 3 2

Total Number of Components 10 13 9
Voltage Gain vo

|vs | =
D

(1−D)
vo
|vs | =

D
(1−D)

vo
|vs | =

Do
(1−Dw)

Voltage stresses of switches vo/D vo/D vo/Do
D or Do one solution one solution Multiple solutions

Harmonics meet the standard meet the standard meet the standard

3. Control Scheme and Parameter Design

3.1. Control Scheme

According to the circuit analysis in the previous section, assume the duty ratio DW = D1 + D2

and D0 = D1. While the main ac voltage is operating in the positive half line cycle vs > 0, by utilizing
state-space averaged technique and flux balance theory in the input inductor Ls and output inductor
Lo, one can obtain the equations

vCd =
vS

(1−DW)
, (25)

vCd =
vo

Do
, (26)

Similarly, while the main ac voltage is operating in the negative half line cycle vs < 0,
the corresponding symmetrical equations can also be obtained as

vCd =
−vS

(1−DW)
, (27)

vCd =
vo

Do
, (28)

Merging Equations (25)–(28) in both the positive and negative half line cycles of the main ac
voltage, the voltage gain of the bridgeless Cuk converter is obtained as

vo

|vS| =
Do

(1−DW)
, (29)

As can be observed from Equation (29), the output voltage is related to the two parameters Do and
DW. If the input and output voltages are given, infinite different kinds of solutions exist in the Equation
(29). However, in the same operation condition for the conventional dual loop control scheme shown in
Figure 11, only one solution is obtained, i.e., Do =DW. Therefore, in order to reduce the voltage stresses
of all switches and diodes in the circuit, the conventional dual loop control scheme is not suitable.

Figure 11. Conventional dual loop control scheme.
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A modified dual loop control scheme is proposed. The proposed control scheme for the bridgeless
Cuk converter is shown in Figure 12. The actual input current iLs compared with the current command
iLs* to generate the current error as the input of the current controller and then produce the control
signal VDw. The actual output voltage Vo compared with the output voltage command Vo* generates
the voltage error as the voltage controller input. The voltage controller generates the current command
amplitude and also the control signal VDo. In the conventional dual loop control scheme, only one
control signal is produced to achieve both input current shaping and output voltage regulation. In the
proposed control scheme, two control signals VDw and VDo are produced to control the input current
shaping and output voltage regulation. Thus, the intermediate capacitor voltage is not fixed and can
be adjusted to fit a better low voltage level. Hence, the intermediate capacitor voltage stress could
be reduced and the adopted electrolytic capacitor life span could also be increased. According to the
circuit analysis in Section 2, the voltage stresses of active switches S1 and S2, diodes D1, D2, and Dd are
clamped and equal to the intermediate capacitor voltage. The average switching power loss Ps in one
switching period caused by transitions can be defined as

Ps = 0.5VDSIDS[tc(on) + tc(o f f )], (30)

where tc(on) and tc(o f f ) are the turn-on and turn-off crossover intervals, respectively. For simplification,
the switches are operated in the same turn-on and turn-off crossover intervals and at the same switching
frequency fs. The average switching power loss is then proportional to the voltage across the switch
VDS and the entire current IDS which flows through the switch as

Ps ∝ VDSIDS, (31)

According to the above equation, if the intermediate capacitor voltage is adjusted to fit a better
low voltage level, the average switching power loss is also reduced. This is also true for the diodes.
Therefore, the total losses in semiconductor devices can be reduced and the efficiency can be lifted.

 
Figure 12. Proposed modified dual loop control scheme.

3.2. Parameter Design

To verify the feasibility of the proposed step up/down AC/DC converter with modified dual loop
control, a parameter design for inductor and capacitor is discussed. In order to find the boundary
between the continuous and discontinuous modes for input inductor Ls, one can find that the critical
value of K1 at boundary between modes, Kcrit(Dw), is function of duty cycle Dw and can be expressed as

K1 > Kcrit(Dw), where K1 =
2Ls

RoTs
and Kcrit(Dw) =

(1−Dw)
2

Dw
(32)

The critical value Kcirt (Dw) is plotted vs. duty cycle Dw in Figure 13. Consider inductor Ls is
operated in CCM and the switching frequency is fs. The maximum input current ripple is less than
25% of the fundamental current. The minimum input inductor Ls value can be derived by the equation

Ls ≥ vs,max

0.25 · ΔiLs,BCM
· DW

fs
, (33)
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where ΔiLs,BCM is the input current ripple while inductor L1 is operated in BCM. Consider that inductor
Lo is operated in BCM and one can find that the critical value for K2 at the boundary between modes,
Kcrit(Do), is function of the duty cycle Do and can be expressed as

Figure 13. Proposed step up/down AC/DC converter Kcirt (Dw) vs. Dw.

K2 > Kcrit(Do), Where K2 =
2Lo

RoTs
and Kcrit(Do) =

1−Do

2
(34)

The critical value Kcirt (Do) is plotted vs. duty cycle Do in Figure 14. Similarly, the minimum value
of inductor Lo also can be derived as

Lo ≥ vCd,max

ΔiLo,BCM
· Do

fs
, (35)

where ΔiLo,BCM is the output current ripple while inductor Lo is operated in BCM.

 
Figure 14. Proposed step up/down AC/DC converter Kcirt (Do) vs. Do.

Consider the output capacitor and assume the switching ripple is neglected. The output capacitor
must be large enough to minimize the output ripple because the output voltage ripple frequency is
twice the input line frequency. The output filter capacitor can be determined by

Co =
Po

ωVo(2ΔVo)
, (36)

where ΔVo is the output voltage ripple and ω is the input line angular frequency.
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4. Simulation and Experimental Results

To verify the validity of the bridgeless step up/down AC/DC converter, some simulation results
are executed and a prototype system is constructed to facilitate the theoretical results as verification.
The simulation and experimental parameters are listed in Table 2. The input voltage is the AC grid
with 110 Vrms and 60 Hz fundamental frequency. The controlled output voltage is 48 V and the load
is 48 Ω. The assigned output power rating is 48 W. The simulation results for the input voltage Vs,
input current is and the corresponding intermediate capacitor voltage Vcd are shown in Figure 15.
It follows from Figure 15 that the input current shaping can be achieved. Figure 16 shows the switching
control signals for switch S1 and S2 and the corresponding voltage and current of switch S2 during
the positive half-line cycle. As can be seen from Figure 16, the ZVS turn-on of switch S2 is obtained
during the positive half-line cycle. Similarly, Figure 17 shows the switching control signals for switch
S1 and S2 and the corresponding voltage and current of switch S1 during the negative half-line cycle.
It also can be seen from Figure 17 that the ZVS turn-on of switch S1 is obtained during the negative
half-line cycle.

Consider that the load is a dynamic load and/or RL load such as a dc motor whose armature
winding resistance is Ra = 0.5 Ω, armature winding inductance is La = 0.5 mH, back electromotive
force is 47 V. Figure 18 shows the simulation results for the input voltage, input current and the
corresponding intermediate capacitor voltage. As can be observed from Figure 18, the output power is
about 120 W and the power factor correction is also achieved. Hence, the proposed converter can indeed
be operated in the RL load. Consider the intermediate capacitor voltage which can be adjusted using
the control signal VDo based on Equations (26) and (28). Figure 19 shows the simulation results for the
input voltage and the corresponding input current, and the control signal VDo and the corresponding
intermediate capacitor voltage VCd under the low control signal VDo value. Figure 20 shows the same
simulated condition under the high control signal VDo value. It can be seen from Figures 19 and 20 that
the lower the control signal VDo value, the higher the intermediate capacitor voltage VCd. That the duty
ratio Do affects the intermediate capacitor voltage level and also the voltage stresses of the switches
and diodes in the circuit is very important information. This also implies that the duty ratio Do affects
the converter power losses and efficiency. Finally, to facilitate understanding of the proposed step
up/down converter with modified dual loop control and as verification, a prototype is constructed with
a TMS320F28335 digital signal processor (DSP). The experimental hardware construction block diagram
is shown in Figure 21. Figures 22 and 23 show the experimental results for the switching control signals
and the corresponding voltage and current of switches S2 and S1 during positive and negative half-line
cycles, respectively. As can be observed from Figures 22 and 23, the ZVS soft switching of switches
S2 and S1 were indeed achieved and agreed with the simulation results. The measured harmonic
distribution of the input current is shown in Figure 24. One can find that the measured harmonic
currents meet the IEC 61000-3-2 Class D harmonic standards.

In order to understand the total harmonic distortion THDi of the input currents in the three
converters listed in Table 1, the PSIM software is adopted to carry out the simulation. The input voltage
is 110Vrms, the output voltage is controlled at 48 V and the load is 2 A. The corresponding parameters
and simulated results are shown in Table 3. As can be seen from Table 3, the input current THDi of the
bridge Cuk [11] is better than that of the bridgeless Cuk [16] and the proposed Cuk with modified
dual loop control scheme. Nevertheless, the parameter value of the bridge Cuk input inductor [11] is
larger than those for the other two. Although the bridge Cuk [11] has the smallest input current THDi,
the input inductor may make it appear bulky.
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Table 2. Parameters of the bridgeless Cuk converter for simulation and experimentation.

Parameters Value

Input Inductor Ls 1.5 mH
Output Inductor Lo 50 uH

Intermediate Capacitor Cd 5 uF
Output Capacitor Co 470 uF

Switching frequency fs 50 kHz

is

Vs

VCd

Figure 15. Simulation results for (top) the input voltage Vs, current is, and (bottom) corresponding
intermediate capacitor voltage.

Figure 16. Simulation results for (top) switching control signals and (bottom) corresponding voltage
and current of switch S2 during positive half line cycle.
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Figure 17. Simulation results for (top) switching control signals and (bottom) corresponding voltage
and current of switch S1 during negative half line cycle.

Figure 18. Simulation results for (top) the input voltage Vs, current is, and (bottom) corresponding
intermediate capacitor voltage while the load is a dc motor.

Vs

VCd

iLs

VDo

Figure 19. Simulation results for (top) the input voltage Vs, current is, (middle) the control signal VDo

with low parameter value, and (bottom) corresponding intermediate capacitor voltage.
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Vs

VCd

iLs

VDo

Figure 20. Simulation results for (top) the input voltage Vs, current is, (middle) the control signal VDo

with high parameter value, and (bottom) corresponding intermediate capacitor voltage.

Figure 21. Experimental hardware construction block diagram.

Figure 22. Experimental results for (top) switching control signals S1, S2 and (bottom) corresponding
voltage and current of switch S2 during positive half line cycle.
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Figure 23. Experimental results for (top) switching control signals S1, S2 and (bottom) corresponding
voltage and current of switch S1 during negative half line cycle.

Figure 24. The measured harmonic distribution of the input current compared with IEC61000-3-2 Class
D standard.

Table 3. Comparisons of the total harmonic distortion of the step up/down converters.

Parameters Bridge Cuk [11] Bridgeless Cuk [16]
Proposed Step Up/Down
Converter with Control

Input inductor 6.4 mH 1mH × 2 1.5 mH
Output inductor 206 uH 22uH x 2 50 uH

Intermediate capacitor 0.61 uF 1uF x 2 5 uF
THDi of

Input current 5.6% 15.2% 13.3%

5. Conclusions

This paper presented a bridgeless step up/down converter with modified dual loop control scheme.
The proposed system has ZVS soft switching in switches S1 and S2 during the negative and positive
half-line cycle operation, respectively. Thus, the switching losses can be reduced and the thermal
stress can be balanced between switches S1 and S2. There are fewer components compared to the
bridge Cuk and the bridgeless dual Cuk configuration. Therefore, the size and cost can be reduced.
In addition, based on the proposed control scheme, the voltage stresses of the intermediate capacitor,
active switches, and diodes can all be reduced. To verify the validity of the proposed step up/down
converter, simulation, and experimental results are offered. From simulation and experimental results,
the proposed bridgeless step up/down converter can indeed achieve input current shaping and output
voltage regulation as well as reduce the switching and conduction losses.
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Abstract: This study presents a simulation platform for a hybrid electric motorcycle with an engine, a
driving motor, and an integrated starter generator (ISG) as three power sources. This platform also
consists of the driving cycle, driver, lithium-ion battery, continuously variable transmission (CVT),
motorcycle dynamics, and energy management system models. Two Arduino DUE microcontrollers
integrated with the required circuit to process analog-to-digital signal conversion for input and
output are utilized to carry out a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation. A driving cycle called
worldwide motorcycle test cycle (WMTC) is used for evaluating the performance characteristics
and response relationship among subsystems. Control strategies called rule-based control (RBC)
and equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) are simulated and compared with the
purely engine-driven operation. The results show that the improvement percentages for equivalent
fuel consumption and energy consumption for RBC and ECMS using the pure software simulation
were 17.74%/18.50% and 42.77%/44.22% respectively, while those with HIL were 18.16%/18.82% and
42.73%/44.10%, respectively.

Keywords: heavy-duty motorcycle; simulation platform; energy management system; equivalent
consumption minimization strategy (ECMS); hardware in-the-loop; signal processing

1. Introduction

Hybrid electric vehicles received much attention in the past few decades due to urgent concerns
about the emission of carbon and exhaust gases. The reasons are that, on the one hand, the energy
efficiency of the entire powertrain can be enhanced so that the emission of carbon can be reduced; on
the other hand, the purely electric drive and smoothness of engine operation during city driving can
effectively reduce the emission of exhaust gases [1]. The architectures of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs)
can be divided into two types: series and parallel HEVs [2]. The series operation can solve the problems
of low efficiency and high fuel consumption caused by cold starting and the preheating process of
engines [3]. Furthermore, ultracapacitors can be used as energy storage systems. Their capacities can
affect the times of engine starting. The kinetic energy of vehicles can be restored using regenerative
braking. Therefore, the comfort and system efficiency of the integrated powertrain can be improved [2].
Furthermore, if the reactively controlled compression ignition (RCCI) engines can be implemented
into a series HEV, not only can the feature of good fuel economy be promoted, but the advantages of
low emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulate matter (PM) can also be gained [4]. As for
the parallel HEVs, the flexibility of utilizing multiple energy storage systems and electric power
systems possesses the potential of further reducing fuel consumption, as well as emissions of pollutants.
Moreover, compared with conventional vehicles, the energy management strategies can be designed
through optimal numerical analysis without sacrificing their drivability [5]. However, the relatively
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complicated architectures of parallel HEVs result in a higher cost of manufacture and maintenance [6].
Unlike conventional vehicles with internal combustion engines, one of the effective ways to improve
fuel economy and emissions of pollutants is utilizing the optimal strategy of energy management [7].
An efficient strategy of energy management for real-time control can be designed through a simulation
on an entire power system. This is further modified according to effective engineering experiences.
Consequently, the resulting performances of the designed vehicle can be significantly improved
especially when dealing with some rather complicated architectures of powertrain [8]. Currently,
when facing an urgent impact of ISO 26262, global industries of vehicles, such as factories of original
equipment manufacturing (OEM), tier 1 components, vehicular chips, and development tools, started
implementing ISO 26262 in the processes of product development or adjusting the software/hardware
development tools to meet the requirements of ISO 26262 [9]. To efficiently simplify the extremely
high-level and complicated tasks of vehicle dynamic computations, the required core technology will
definitely involve low-cost and high-efficiency embedded systems that are integrated with software
and hardware and capable of customization of the basic architecture for computing according to the
specific functionality [10]. Currently, a real-time simulation coupled with the hardware-in-the-loop
(HIL) platform is widely applied in industry [11,12]. A performance evaluation on a hybrid electric
system called a molten carbonate fuel cell/micro gas turbine (MCFC-MGT) using an HIL simulation
was proven to be an effective means of saving development cost [13]. Furthermore, when performing
tests on flexible alternating current transmission systems (FACTSs) under either conventional or newly
revised industry specifications, the HIL simulations are regarded as an efficient testing method prior to
the actual field tests [14].

With regard to past studies, the main goal to optimize synergy/electricity systems is enhancing
the energy efficiency and performance of an entire system for fuel saving coupled with cost
reduction. Accordingly, two major factors are the strategy of energy management and design
of the synergy/electricity powertrain. For the optimization of the former, especially on HEVs,
one of the widely applied control methods is rule-based control (RBC) [15]. Its advantages are
easy implementation, highly efficient computation, and fast experimental verification. However,
its inherent propensity to evaluate by engineering intuition showed its weakness when dealing with
rather complicated and highly nonlinear systems. To overcome this and enhance robustness due
to system uncertainty, fuzzy logic control (FLC) was introduced, and it is especially applicable to
various types of HEVs [16,17]. Sunddararaj et al. proposed the proportional/integral and fuzzy logic
control strategies for direct current DC/DC converters. This hybrid controller further improved the
performance of the bi-directional DC/DC converter and the power circuits for voltage gain, filtering,
system efficiency, and electricity quality [18]. However, for systems with considerable numbers of
control variables requiring a mass of logical rules for effective control, a global search using equivalent
consumption minimization strategies (ECMS) is adopted for optimization in a more numerically precise
manner [19,20]. Multi-dimensional look-up tables derived from the simulated results based on the
ECMS concept can be constructed through computer coding and directly downloaded to the control
unit to realize the practical implementation of optimal energy management in the synergy/electricity
powertrains. This research can be employed for other types of electric vehicles as long as the
characteristics of energy/power sources are built and the objective function (goal) is set. The major
advantage of EMCS is to accommodate both the theoretical optimization analysis and the direct
usage for the control unit because of the resulting matrix. The drawback is that, compared with the
time-independent or predictive control laws (such as dynamics programming), the ECMS optimization
cannot handle the system constraints (such as the start-to-end balance for state of charge). However, to
deal with the unknown out loads and the complicated system dynamics, it is one of the best candidates
for the optimization [21]. Other algorithms are introduced in the paragraph below.

The dynamic programming (DP) algorithm is a commonly used approach for optimization.
Basically, the optimal scheme for power distribution can be precisely calculated based on known
driving cycles [22,23]. However, traditional DP can only be used to attain the optimal solutions under
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the designated driving cycles rather than the unpredictable driving patterns in reality. An evolved
approach from DP called stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) is capable of dealing with uncertain
situations during actual driving and, thus, may further extend the application to real-time control [24].
However, the undesirably high computing load and sophisticated derivation of mathematics limit
its application to the practical control of vehicles. Alternatively, the genetic algorithm (GA) is a
feasible method to obtain accurate solutions especially for the control systems of vehicles with high
nonlinearity [25]. Other control strategies such as bionic optimization algorithms (e.g., particle
swarm optimization, bacterial foraging algorithm, etc.) can search for the best solution (minimal
equivalent fuel or minimal energy consumption) in real time. The optimal control variable is the
power (energy) distribution ratio [26,27]. Nevertheless, the resulting lack of analytical approaches
makes control rules hard to amend. Compared with the algorithms mentioned above, predictive
control, linear programming, robust control, etc. possess relatively clear expressions of mathematics
for advanced modification.

In this paper, the algorithms were implemented into a real vehicular controller for a hybrid electric
motorcycle. Therefore, considering the requirements of high computing efficiency and quantitative
analysis for control, both RBC and ECMS were adopted for comparison. For ECMS, the cost function
was set as the minimum energy consumption of the engine, motor, and integrated starter generator
(ISG). Furthermore, the penalty and the relationship between input and output for the optimal search
needed to be specified [28,29]. Thereby, a simulation platform for a hybrid electric motorcycle with
three power sources, i.e., the engine, motor, and ISG, was constructed. Then, through HIL as the
effective testing method, the performance, energy efficiency, and some other related data could be
obtained and evaluated.

2. System Configuration and Dynamic Model

The schematic configuration of the hybrid electric motorcycle with three power sources in this
study is shown in Figure 1. The basic specifications of the drivetrain, engine, and ISG were mainly
based on a commercially available motorcycle called the Honda PCX Hybrid. Moreover, a 48-V
driving motor, a lithium-ion battery, a continuously variable transmission (CVT), and a final drive were
included. The control strategy was formulated to optimize the power distribution among three power
sources based on instant data of minimum equivalent fuel consumption. The main specifications of
the test motorcycle are listed in Table 1.

 

Figure 1. The schematic configuration of the test motorcycle.
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Table 1. The main specifications of the test motorcycle. CVT—continuously variable transmission.

Item Parameters

Vehicle Weight Curb (kg) ≤225
Gross (kg) 285

Propulsion

Engine
Type Internal combustion engine

Peak power (kW) 9 kW/8500 rpm
Peak torque (Nm) 11.8 Nm/3000 rpm

Motor
Type Permanent magnet synchronous motor

Peak power (kW) 3 kW/2500 rpm
Peak torque (Nm) 12 Nm/2500 rpm

Integrated starter
generator

Type Permanent magnet synchronous motor
Peak power (kW) 1.2 kW/3000 rpm
Peak torque (Nm) 6 Nm/3000 rpm

Transmission
Type CVT

Gear ratio 2.55–0.81

The test motorcycle was a type of parallel hybrid. The engine was coaxially coupled with the
ISG. The ISG was placed between the engine and CVT. The driving motor was mechanically coupled
to the final drive gear and the output shaft of the CVT. Finally, the final drive was directly linked
to the rear wheel for propulsion. The simulation procedure of the test drive is stated below. The
control model tracked the instant driving pattern. This information was imported into the control
model of energy management to evaluate it with respect to the instant condition of power distribution.
Then, a demanded vehicle speed for the simulation platform was generated and compared with
the actual vehicle speed simulated from the vehicle dynamic model. The resulting error of driving
speed was transmitted to the driver model where the instant throttle opening and braking torque
were calculated based on proportional integral (PI) control. Then, this evaluated torque command
was transferred to the energy management system where an appropriate distribution ratio of torque
outputs was computed with reference to the instant state of charge (SOC) of the battery and the torque
constraints of power source. These evaluated torque commands were sent to the three models of power
source. Then, the actual vehicle speed at the next time step could be calculated via the motorcycle
dynamics model.

2.1. Driving Cycle Model

The motorcycle density in Taiwan is now the highest in Asia. Even though motorcycles are smaller
than cars, their total emissions of pollutants are relatively higher. All the newly produced motorcycles
are required to be tested for the emission of pollutants under the specific driving cycle, and they can
only be put onto the market when the test is passed. In order to simulate the performance and energy
consumption of the test motorcycle when actual driving on roads, the world motorcycle test cycle
(WMTC), in compliance with the Stage 6 Gasoline Vehicle Emissions Standards in Taiwan, was utilized,
as shown in Figure 2. According to the testing regulations of Taiwan driving cycles in WMTC Class
1, this research focused on engine displacement < 150 cc and maximal speed < 100 km/h, referring
to urban driving. The total driving time and maximum driving speed for WMTC were 600 s and
50 km/h, respectively.

2.2. Driver Model

The driver model in the simulation platform was used to simulate the driver’s control and
operational response for the accelerator and brake. The actual vehicle speed and demanded vehicle
speed plus the difference between them calculated from the simulation platform were input into the
driver model and converted to the required throttle opening and brake torque as outputs via the PI
controller for modulating the vehicle dynamics at the next instant.
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Figure 2. Speed profile of the world motorcycle test cycle (WMTC) driving cycle.

2.3. Engine Model

The specifications of the internal combustion engine model in this study were adopted from the
original design data of the Honda PCX Hybrid and, accordingly, the brake specific fuel consumption
(BSFC) in terms of engine torque and rotational speed was constructed. Then, the required torque
output of the engine plus that of the ISG due to the coaxial coupling between the engine and ISG was
sent to the CVT model.

2.4. Motor and ISG Model

The type of motor used for the motor and ISG models was a brushless DC motor. The torque
commands of the motor and ISG were sent from the energy management system to the motor and
ISG models where the appropriate torque for propulsion was evaluated by considering the maximum
physical constraint for protection. The corresponding efficiencies of the motor and ISG can be
calculated through two-dimensional (2D) look-up tables in terms of input torque and rotational speed
as shown below.

ηm(t) = f (Tm(t), Nm(t)), (1)

ηisg(t) = f
(
Tisg(t), Nisg(t)

)
, (2)

where ηm is the efficiency of the motor, Tm is the torque of the motor, Nm is the rotational speed of the
motor, ηisg is the efficiency of the ISG, Tisg is the torque of the ISG, and Nisg is the rotational speed of
the ISG.

2.5. Lithium-Ion Battery Model

A lithium-ion battery was used to provide the electric energy to the driving motor and ISG.
The relationships between internal resistance and voltage were obtained from the experimental
data, allowing the SOC of the battery to be estimated. Since the precision of estimating the SOC
affects the vehicle dynamics and strategy of energy management, an internal resistance model was
adopted. Accordingly, the equivalent internal resistance of battery was expressed in terms of SOC and
temperature, as shown below.

Rb = Rb(SOC, Tb), (3)
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where SOC is in a range of 0–1 (0%–100%). The formula to calculate SOC is described as

SOC =
SOCint ×AH − ∫ Ib

3600 dt
SOCint ×AH

, (4)

where SOCint is the initial state of charge of the battery, AH is the nominal capacity of the battery, Ib
is the discharging current of the battery, Ib is the current flowing to the motor, and ISG is calculated
based on the following expression:

Ib =
VOC −

√
VOC2 − 4× Pb ×Rb

2×Rb
, (5)

where VOC is the open-circuit voltage of the battery that is a function of SOC and Tb, i.e., VOC =

VOC(SOC, Tb), and determined by a look-up table from experimental data; Pb is the power of the
motor or ISG. Then, the voltage of the battery under charge/discharge loading, VL, can be calculated
as follows:

VL = VOC − Ib ×Rb. (6)

2.6. CVT Model

The CVT model was used to calculate the required torque and rotational speed of the engine
coupled with the ISG via the CVT transmission system. The output torque and rotational speed of the
CVT were related to those of the wheel, Tw and Ne, through the final drive with a final speed reduction
ratio. According to the original data of the Honda PCX Hybrid, two one-dimensional (1D) lookup
tables of the gear ratio and gear efficiency versus the engine speed were constructed, as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Gear ratio and gear efficiency vs. time for continuously variable transmission (CVT).

2.7. Motorcycle Dynamics Model

Considering the various types of resistance in driving, the wheel driving force is mainly the sum
of air resistance, rolling resistance, grade resistance, braking force, and inertia resistance. Based on this
mathematics model of dynamics, the rotational speed of wheel and vehicle speed at every instant could
be calculated, serving as feedback to the CVT model and driver model for correcting the instantaneous
motion of the motorcycle. Accordingly, the acceleration of the motorcycle in terms of the various forces
and resistances mentioned above can be written as

mv
dVv

dt
=

T fη f

Rw
− 1

2
ρaCdA f V2

v − μmvg cos(θ) −mvg sin(θ) − Fbrk, (7)
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where mv is the gross vehicle mass, i.e., the sum of vehicle mass and driver mass, T f is the torque of the
drivetrain, Rw is the tire radius, η f is the total efficiency of the drivetrain, μ is the coefficient of rolling
resistance, g is the acceleration of gravity, Cd is the coefficient of air drag, A f is the frontal area of
motorcycle, ρa is air density, Fbrk is the braking force, Vv is the vehicle speed, and θ is the inclined angle.

2.8. HIL Architecture

In this study, the HIL system of HEV consisted of two real-time Arduino DUE controllers, as shown
in Figure 4. One served as the embedded system of the vehicle called the energy management system,
and the other acted as the vehicle simulation platform comprising the driving cycle, driver, motor, ISG,
engine, lithium-ion battery, CVT, and motorcycle dynamics models. A transit circuit of UART to USB
was required for the computer to communicate with the Arduino controllers through the interface
pin locations named UART, SPI, andI2C. Furthermore, the Simulink Support Package for Arduino
Hardware in Matlab/Simulink®(2017a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) was utilized to connect with
the HIL system so that a real-time simulation model could be built.

 
Figure 4. Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) architecture for heavy-duty motorcycle.

The schematic diagrams of the input/output interface between two real-time controllers and the
software structure for the energy management system controller are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6,
respectively. To manage the insufficient analog outputs of the microcontroller, the digital outputs
were combined with analog signals as shown in Figures 5 and 6. By using the signal scale
transform, the resolution of the analog signal was maximized. Furthermore, for the digital-to-analog
transformation, values 0–4095 represent 0.56–2.76 V of output voltage. Therefore, the initial value
needed to be compensated for the signal inverse as best as possible. The simulation process is briefly
described below. Initially, the information of actual and demanded speeds of the vehicle were taken
from the driving cycle model and transmitted to the driver model. Then, the demanded torque of
vehicle, Tdem, was calculated based on PI control. In addition, the SOC was evaluated via the lithium-ion
battery model, and the rotational speed of the engine, as well as the ISG, Ne, was determined through
the CVT model. These three variables, i.e., Tdem, SOC, and Ne, were converted to voltage signals as
shown in the input interface of Figure 5 and then directed to the receiving port of the controller of the
energy management system as shown in Figure 6. Based on these input data, the demanded torques of
the engine, motor, and ISG, as well as the switching mode, were evaluated via the energy management
system model and transmitted through the transmitting port shown in Figure 6 back to the output
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interface of Figure 5. During the simulation, the processed variables were constantly switched between
digital values and voltage signals back and forth.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the input/output interface between two real-time controllers.

 

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the software structure for the energy management system controller.

3. Energy Management System

RBC and ECMS were used to develop the control strategies for the energy management system
capable of optimization in favor of fuel economy. Furthermore, the physical characteristics of the related
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vehicle dynamics were built into mathematical models. By combining these models and strategies,
various simulation cases could be performed. In consequence, the favored results of maximum energy
efficiency accompanied by the optimized strategy could be attained.

3.1. RBC Method

In this study, the RBC method was utilized to establish the decision-making algorithms for driving
torque distribution of three power sources for a hybrid electric motorcycle. Initially, the demanded
torque of the vehicle Tdem was calculated from the energy management system through PI control, while
SOC was evaluated in the lithium-ion battery model. Furthermore, Ne, which is equal to the rotational
speed of ISG due to their coaxial coupling, was obtained, while Nm was determined via the CVT model
based on a parallel configuration. Then, based on these three inputs of rotational speed, an appropriate
set of driving torque distribution of three power sources was calculated through three 1D lookup tables
along with the related power limitations and physical constraints. Accordingly, the demanded torques
of the motor, engine, and ISG (TmCVT,dem, Te,dem, and Tisg,dem), as well as the operation mode (Mode),
were determined based on the control strategy of the energy management system.

The RBC method is briefly described below. Three driving modes were formed by two torque
constraints as shown in the performance map of the engine in Figure 7. The blue line and black line in
Figure 7 indicate the torque constraints of 2 kW and 6 kW, defined as “low power” and “high power”,
respectively. Then, the lower-left region of the blue line is designated as the purely electric drive mode,
and the region between the blue and black lines is defined as the purely engine-driven mode, while the
upper-right area of the black line is set as the fully hybrid drive mode. The corresponding operational
conditions are described in Table 2. The RBC strategy was based on the engine characteristics.
The efficient BSFC area was chosen to be used to modify the engine output. A lower BSFC value would
result in a higher engine efficiency. Therefore, from Figure 7, the low-load area was avoided to raise
the average engine efficiency.

 

Figure 7. Constraint diagram for rule-based control (RBC) strategy.

When the demanded torque of the driver (T_dem) is zero, the motorcycle is operated in the
system ready mode where the demanded torques of the engine, motor, and ISG are all set to be zero.
When the demanded torque of driver is greater than 0.2 Nm, the operation is switched to the purely
electric drive mode, i.e., the EV mode. In this mode, if T_dem exceeds the limit of maximum engine
torque (Te,max) indicated by the red dotted line in Figure 7, the motor and ISG simultaneously deliver
driving torque in a ratio of 7:3; otherwise, the ratio is 8:2. When T_dem lies between the low-power
and high-power lines, or the instant SOC is too low to sustain the supply of electricity for the motor
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and ISG, the operation is then changed to purely engine-driven mode, i.e., engine mode. In this mode,
if T_dem is greater than Te,max, the deficiency of engine torque is supplemented with the assistance of
the motor. The output torques of the engine and motor are in a ratio of 7:3. Otherwise, the demanded
torque is totally supported by the engine. Now, if T_dem is beyond the high-power limit, the operation
enters into boost mode. In this mode, the genset mode is activated at SOC < 0.2, while the safety mode
is on if both T_dem = 0 and SOC = 0.

Table 2. Modes and conditions in rule-based control (RBC). SOC—state of charge.

Mode Condition

System Ready T_dem = 0
EV T_dem > 0.2 & T_dem < low power

Engine T_dem ≥ low power & T_dem < high power||SOC < 0.2
Genset SOC < 0.2
Boost T_dem ≥ high power
Safety T_dem = 0 && SOC = 0

3.2. ECMS Method

The power ratio (PR) was determined based on the ECMS that converts the variation of SOC
into an equivalent expression of fuel consumption. Therefore, the algorithm flow was constructed
as follows:

1. By constructing the performance models of the powertrain, defining the corresponding objective
function, and planning a global search for optimization, the minimum solutions of equivalent fuel
consumption with the optimal results of the power ratio of engine (α) and power ratio of motor
(β) were then obtained. Then, the multi-dimensional table was constructed and implemented
into the controller of energy management system for optimization. The power ratios of the three
power sources are expressed below.

Te = α× Td, (8)

Tm,CVT = β× Td ×CVT, (9)

Tisg = (1− α− βCVT) × Td, (10)

Te + Tisg + Tm,CVT = αTd + βCVTTd + Td − αTd − βCVTTd, (11)

Td = Te + Tisg + Tm,CVT, (12)

where Td is the total demanded torque, Te is the demanded torque of the engine, Tisg is the
demanded torque of the ISG, and Tm,CVT is the demanded torque multiplied through the CVT.

2. The test data of the engine from the Honda PCX Hybrid motorcycle, ISG, and 48-V motor coupled
with physical constraints were uploaded into the program in the form of 1D or 2D look-up
tables. The tables of test data included the open-circuit voltage of battery vs. the SOC, the
charge/discharge efficiency of the battery vs. the SOC and current, the charge/discharge efficiency
of the motor vs. the torque and rotational speed, the BSFC of the engine vs. torque and rotational
speed, and the efficiency of the ISG vs. torque and rotational speed; those of the physical constraint
contained the maximum output torque of the engine vs. rotational speed, the maximum output
torque of the motor vs. rotational speed, the maximum output current of the motor vs. torque
and rotational speed, the maximum output torque of the ISG vs. rotational speed, the maximum
output current of the ISG vs. torque and rotational speed, etc. All the quantized data mentioned
above were loaded into the program so as to proceed with the optimization algorithm.

3. The global search of optimal solutions based on ECMS was executed by six for loops with
respect to the discretized SOC, demanded torques, rotational speeds of the engine and motor, etc.
The various operating modes were judged through conditional statements of “if–then–else” in
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the program. Then, required variables such as the BSFC of the engine, efficiencies of the motor
and ISG, demanded torques of the engine and motor, etc. could be calculated. After that, the
results of equivalent fuel consumption based on the ECMS under various conditions could be
obtained and stored in a four-dimensional (4D) matrix named mf_total_boost. Therefore, the
minimum equivalent fuel consumptions under various engine torques with respect to the specific
SOC, rotational speed, and demanded torque could be attained and, accordingly, the optimal
power ratios could be derived.

For the purpose of simplifying the algorithm of the control model so as to satisfy the heavy loads
on real-time calculation for logical control in the embedded systems, the analytical procedures for
determining the optimal power ratios were constructed using some key parameters among the models,
such as the BSFC, efficiencies of the motor and ISG, maximum torque constraints of the three power
sources, and battery parameters. Then, the optimal solutions of the power ratios with respect to the
discretized input parameters, i.e., SOC, demanded torques, and rotational speeds of the engine and
motor, were obtained using the global search for the minimum objective function based on the ECMS
algorithm, as shown below.

J =
( .
me + f (SOC)

.
mm + f (SOC)

.
misg

)
+ γ, (13)

where J is the optimal objective function,
.

me is the actual consumption rate of fuel mass for the engine,
f (SOC) is the factor as a function of the SOC,

.
mm is the equivalent consumption of fuel mass for the

motor,
.

misg is the equivalent consumption of fuel mass for the ISG, and γ is the mathematical term
indicating the relationship between SOC and the penalty value. Moreover,

.
mm can be written as

.
mm =

BSFC
ηm × ηb

× Pm, (14)

where BSFC is the average value of BSFC, ηb is the efficiency of the battery, and Pm is the power of the
motor. Similarly,

.
misg is described below.

.
misg =

BSFC
ηisg × ηb

× Pisg, (15)

where Pisg is the power of the ISG.
By substituting Equations (14) and (15) into Equation (13), J becomes

J =
[

.
me + f (SOC)

BSFC
ηm × ηb

× Pm + f (SOC)
BSFC
ηisg × ηb

× Pisg

]
+ γ. (16)

When a searching point exceeds the specific physical constraints, a penalty value with an extremely
large number is assigned to γ; otherwise, a normal value of zero is replaced instead, as seen below.

γ = 106 (Penalty
)
;γ = 0 (Normal). (17)

The schematic diagram of the global search for the optimal energy management is shown in
Figure 8. The main target was to search for optimal operating points with respect to the minimum J by
computing the fuel consumption of the engine and total consumption of electric energy, along with
the equivalent fuel consumption of the motor and ISG under the discretized variables of demanded
torque, SOC, rotational speeds of the engine and motor, and power ratios of the engine and motor.
A final optimal 4D table of distribution could be obtained by way of performing double interpolation
for minimization twice, as expressed below.

J∗(a, b, c, d) = min[J(a, b, c, d, e, f )]. (18)
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This optimized 4D parametric table was integrated with operation modes to form a
multi-dimensional table for optimal control and supervising the fuel economy of the entire system. This
considerably reduced the loading for real-time computation and desirably fulfilled the requirement for
real-time control of the embedded systems.

 

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of software configuration of the global search for the optimal
energy management.

4. Simulation and Experimental Results

The simulation results for the output efficiency of the entire vehicle were obtained using an
efficient algorithm consisting of an optimized 4D parametric table built into the energy management
system as an embedded system. The parameter values are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameter values of targeted vehicle model.

Parameter Value

Gross vehicle mass, mv 225 kg
Tire radius, Rw 0.262 m
Air density, ρa 1.2 kg/m3

Frontal area of motorcycle, A f 0.5 m2

Coefficient of air drag, Cd 0.7
Coefficient of rolling resistance, μ 0.01

Inclined angle, θ 0 %
Acceleration of gravity, g 9.81 m/s2

Total efficiency of the drivetrain, η f 95%
Initial state of charge of the battery, SOCint 80%

Average value of BSFC, BSFC 372 g/kWh

4.1. HIL Simulation Results of RBC

In this section describing the simulation study, RBC was applied to the HIL system to obtain the
results of torque distribution based on the required speed indicated by the WMTC. The simulated
results are shown in Figure 9. In Figure 9a, the demanded speeds of the WMTC and the simulated
speeds are expressed by a blue solid line and red dotted line, respectively. It can be found that the
actual speeds of the hybrid electric motorcycle calculated using the proposed HIL system matched
the demanded speeds with satisfactory tolerance when compared with those from the pure software
simulation. Furthermore, it can be observed from Figure 9b that, whenever the vehicle started off,
the simulated torques increased abnormally high, generating undesired spikes shown in the graph.
This was because of the inaccuracy due to signal processing and the delay problem of data transmission
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between the two Arduino DUE microcontrollers, causing the torques in the HIL environment to exceed
those of the software simulation.

Figure 9. (a) Vehicle speed of driving cycle vs. time for the RBC + HIL; (b) torque distribution vs. time
for RBC + HIL.

4.2. HIL Simulation Results of ECMS

ECMS was alternatively applied to the HIL system to simulate the torque distribution based
on the demanded speed indicated by the WMTC. The calculated outcomes are shown in Figure 10.
Similarly, from Figure 10a, the calculated speeds of the hybrid electric motorcycle using the proposed
HIL system were very close to the demanded speeds with satisfactory tolerance when compared with
those from the pure software environment. In addition, Figure 10b again shows unduly high spikes
of calculated torque mainly due to the inaccuracy from signal processing, transmission delay of data
transmission, and AD/DA conversion between the two microcontrollers.

4.3. Energy Consumption Results

This study focused on the comparative evaluation of equivalent total fuel consumption and total
energy consumption for various control methods, as well as the pure software simulation vs. the HIL
simulation. The results of equivalent fuel consumption and energy consumption under the pure engine
mode, RBC mode, and ECMS mode based on the software simulation are listed in Table 4. They reveal
that the resulting consumptions were in descending order, and those under ECMS control were the
lowest. Compared with the pure engine mode, the improvement percentages of the equivalent fuel
consumption and energy consumption for ECMS were 42.77% and 44.22%, respectively.

Table 4. Comparison of equivalent fuel consumption and energy consumption to pure software simulation.

Item Equivalent Fuel
Consumption (g)

Energy Consumption
(kJ)

Improvement Compared to
Baseline Case (%)

Pure Engine 63.2009 2722.5 -/-
RBC 51.9951 2218.6 17.74/18.50

ECMS 36.1698 1518.5 42.77/44.22

The outcomes of equivalent fuel consumption and energy consumption under the pure engine
mode, RBC mode, and ECMS mode using the HIL simulation are described in Table 5. Compared with
Table 4, even though the HIL simulation was affected by the accuracy of data processing, transmission
delay, and AD/DA conversion, it was found that its results were quite close to those of the pure
software simulation without a significant difference. Likewise, the calculated consumptions were in
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descending order, and ECMS offered the best results. The improvement percentages of equivalent fuel
consumption and energy consumption for ECMS with respect to the pure engine mode were 42.73%
and 44.10%, respectively. The reason why the results of Tables 4 and 5 were close is because the HIL
scheme could successfully simulate the offline simulation by using two microcontrollers in real time.
Moreover, it proves that the performance of analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog technology is good
for signal transformation. With the same sampling time, the results demonstrate that the ECMS could
be implemented with real microcontrollers.

Figure 10. (a) Vehicle speed of driving cycle vs. time for equivalent consumption minimization strategy
(ECMS) + HIL; (b) torque distribution vs. time for ECMS + HIL.

Table 5. Comparison of equivalent fuel consumption and energy consumption to HIL simulation.

Item Equivalent Fuel
Consumption (g)

Energy Consumption
(kJ)

Improvement Compared to
Baseline Case (%)

Pure Engine 63.8562 2750.3 -/-
RBC 52.2597 2232.6 18.16/18.82

ECMS 36.5698 1537.3 42.73/44.10

5. Conclusions

In this study, a simulation platform for a hybrid electric motorcycle with three power sources
of engine, driving motor, and ISG was proposed. This platform comprised the driving cycle, driver,
lithium-ion battery, continuously variable transmission (CVT), motorcycle dynamics, and energy
management system models. Furthermore, a hardware-in-the-loop simulation was performed using
TWO Arduino DUE microcontrollers coupled with the required circuit to process analog-to-digital
signal conversion for the input and output. The WMTC driving cycle was used for evaluating the
performance characteristics and response relationship among subsystems. Control strategies used
for optimization were the pure engine, RBC, and ECMS. As a result, the improvement percentages of
equivalent fuel consumption and energy consumption for RBC and ECMS compared with the pure
engine mode using the pure software simulation were 17.74%/18.50% and 42.77%/44.22%, respectively,
while those with the HIL were 18.16%/18.82% and 42.73%/44.10%, respectively.

ECMS is a global optimal search method that searches for the optimal solution based on the
system parameters and physical characteristics. The ECMS optimal results can be calculated offline
in the form of a multi-dimensional matrix which is downloaded to the microcontroller of the HIL
environment. Due to the significant reduction in computational load of the matrix compared to
other optimal algorithms, the ECMS has strong advantages in terms of computational loading and
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computational time. This research successfully transformed the analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog
signals without signal distortion as best as possible. At the same sampling time, the results showed
that the ECMS can be practically applied with microcontrollers. Compared to the previous HIL
system with a more complicated structure and expensive resources, this novel structure can be directly
employed on the three-power-source hybrid motorcycles. In future development, the optimization of
the microcontroller on the vehicle simulation platform is expected to enhance the accuracy and stability
of signal processing so as to realize practical implementation into actual vehicles, greatly contributing
to energy saving and environmental protection.
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Abstract: The Philippines consists of 7100 islands, many of which still use fossil fuel diesel generators
as the main source of electricity. This supply can be complemented by the use of renewable energy
sources. This study uses a Philippine offshore island to optimize the capacity configuration of a hybrid
energy system (HES). A thorough investigation was performed to understand the operating status of
existing diesel generator sets, load power consumption, and collect the statistics of meteorological
data and economic data. Using the Hybrid Optimization Models for Energy Resources (HOMER)
software we simulate and analyze the techno-economics of different power supply systems containing
stand-alone diesel systems, photovoltaic (PV)-diesel HES, wind-diesel HES, PV-wind-diesel HES,
PV-diesel-storage HES, wind-diesel-storage HES, PV-wind-diesel-storage HES. In addition to the
lowest cost of energy (COE), capital cost, fuel saving and occupied area, the study also uses entropy
weight and the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method to
evaluate the optimal capacity configuration. The proposed method can also be applied to design
hybrid renewable energy systems for other off-grid areas.

Keywords: renewable energy; hybrid energy systems; cost of energy; energy storage; distributed
generation (DG); sensitivity analysis

1. Introduction

To achieve good economic life and growth, off-grid communities require an affordable and reliable
energy supply. Besides, the growing concern about climate change and environmental pollution,
especially since fossil fuels are the main source of energy on Earth, has pushed the power generation
systems towards the use of renewable energy [1,2]. In addition to high transportation and fuel cost,
energy delivered to isolated areas frequently used fossil fuel-based generators which threaten the
anthropogenic and natural ecosystems [3–5]. The main factors pushing increased energy access are
regular power interruptions, limited power grid accessibility, availability of renewable resources,
increasing concern about the need to decrease fossil fuel dependency and high oil prices, and also the
significance of escalating energy access to development and availability of climate- related financial
support for low-carbon and climate-resilient development that prioritizes renewables [6–8].

Nowadays, the main challenges facing hybrid systems is to design an energy management strategy
to meet the demand for loads, despite the intermittent nature of renewables [9,10], in addition to cost
savings and total versatility and multi-faceted goals that can be accomplished [11–13].

PV and wind turbine (WT) have been considered the most promising renewable energy options
for off-grid areas or islands to fulfill the energy demand [14–16]. Even stand-alone wind and solar
energy may fulfill the low load requirements, while these systems need a significant energy storage for
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higher loads, resulting in high COE [17–19]. The other option to alleviate this problem is autonomous
hybrid renewable energy systems (HRES) which combine two or more energy resources, to fulfill
higher energy requirements of off-grid areas and resolve the inherent problem of single renewable
energy (RE) resource [1,20–24]. Furthermore, hybridization of energy sources increases the reliability
of the system as the shortcomings of any component are compensated for by the selection of other but
appropriate components and their sizing is essential during design of such systems [25–27]. Some of
the hybrid energy systems with different storage technologies and performance measure criteria found
in literatures are presented in Table 1 [12,28,29].

Table 1. Hybrid power systems with various storage technologies.

Hybrid Energy Systems Storage
Operating
Strategy

Grid
Connection

Methodology Performance Measures

PV/Diesel/Batt [12] LA, Li-ion LF, CC,
CD Off-grid HOMER NPC, COE, EE, RF, DF,

CO2 emissions

PV/Diesel/Batt [13] LA LF Off-grid/grid
connected HOMER NPC, COE, RF, CO2 emissions

PV/Diesel/Batt [17] LA LF Off-grid HOMER NPC, COE, EE, CO2 emissions
PV/Diesel/Batt [18] Li-ion CC Off-grid MATLAB NPC

PV/Wind/Biogas/Diesel/Batt
[19] LA - Off-grid HOMER NPC, COE, RF, O&M cost

PV/Wind/Diesel/Batt [28] CELLCUBE LF Off-grid/grid
connected HOMER NPC, COE, RF, CO2 emissions

PV/Wind/Biogas/Batt [29] LA LF, CC Off-grid HOMER NPC, COE, RF, CO2 emissions

Key: CC: Cyclic Charging; CD: Combined Dispatch; DF: Duty Factor; EE: Excess Energy; COE: Cost of Energy;
HOGA: Hybrid Optimization by Genetic Algorithms; LA: Lead Acid; Li-ion: Lithium-ion; RF: Renewable Friction.

In most of the literature on hybridizing energy systems, cost reduction and CO2 emission reduction
are the focal points of the research work. However, the number of scenarios considered to pinpoint the
best trade-off configuration among system reliability, cost of energy and environmental sustainability;
the magnitude of excess electricity and the way it is managed; the percentage RF, still needs further
investigation, depending on where the HES is going to be installed.

The Batanes Islands are the northernmost provinces of the Philippines. They are composed of
10 islands including Batan, Sabtang, Itbayat and so on. They have a typical volcanic island hilly terrain
and a rich natural ecology. The largest island is Batan Island with a longitude of 120.968◦ and a latitude
of 20.445◦, as shown in Figure 1, about 161 km from Luzon, Philippines, and only about 190 km from
Taiwan [30]. The fuel and other large resources needed on the islands are transported by ship from
Luzon. At present, the population of Batan Island is about 12,000 and the main economic activities are
sightseeing, agriculture and fishery.

Figure 1. Geographic location of Batan Island.
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The power on Batan Island is offered 24 h a day by the Basco diesel power plant of the Philippine
National Power Corporation (NPC), as shown in Figure 2. A total of five generators are mainly usied,
of which four generators are 600 kW and the one is 450 kW. Because of the problems such as the
difficulty of diesel transportation, high pollution and high power generation cost, the NPC is actively
seeking to use renewable energy to solve these issues. With a subsidy of the Asian Productivity
Organization (APO), the APO Center of Excellence on Green Productivity (APO COE GP) and NPC
have conducted renewable energy research, and analyzed hybrid renewable energy systems based
on the load demand and climatic conditions on Batan. The proposed capacity allocation scheme in
different power supply systems can be as a reference of investment construction for NPC or private
power plants.

Figure 2. The Basco diesel power plant.

The rest of this paper is arranged in the following way: In Section 2, the materials and methods
followed are discussed. Hybrid energy system descriptions are discussed in Section 3. In Sections 4
and 5 component cost and financial assumptions, results and discussions are described, respectively.
Conclusions are discussed in Section 6.

2. Materials and Methods

The study cases in the research contain seven kinds of power systems. Using entropy weight
and TOPSIS method to analyze the techno-economic and evaluate optimal capacity configuration for
hybrid energy system (HES). The discussions are as follows:

Case 1: Stand-alone diesel system
Case 2: PV-diesel HES
Case 3: Wind-diesel HES
Case 4: PV-wind-diesel HES
Case 5: PV-diesel-storage HES
Case 6: Wind-diesel-storage HES
Case 7: PV-wind-diesel-storage HES

The required information for our simulation analysis include the status of the diesel generators,
the load power consumption, the statistics of the oil prices, interest rates and inflation rates in the
Philippines in recent years. In addition, the weather data on the island can be obtained on the NASA
website, and e market surveys for equipment costs are also needed.

• Based on the load conditions and the specifications of existing diesel generator, the electrical and
economic results of the stand-alone diesel system (Case 1) can be analyzed by HOMER (Pro.3.7.6.0,
HOMER Energy, Boulder, CO, USA)) and the result is considered as a reference for discussing
different hybrid energy systems.
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• According to the load conditions and climatic conditions, the electrical and the economic conditions
in different capacity configuration are analyzed. The simulation of HES model without energy
storage that is, PV-diesel HES (Case 2), wind-diesel HES (Case 3), PV-wind-diesel HES (Case 4)
are analyzed. The optimal capacity configuration in the lowest COE for each case needs to
be calculated.

• The HES with energy storage analyzed include PV-diesel-storage HES (Case 5), wind-diesel-storage
HES (Case 6), PV-wind-diesel-storage HES (Case 7). The RF is in the range of 25–50% and each
step is 5%. Finding a capacity configuration with an excess electricity fraction below 5% and a
minimum COE for each case are the main points to be considered.

• From Cases 5–7, we select the one has a relatively low COE and use the entropy weight and TOPSIS
method to analyze the optimal capacity configuration when the RF is in 25–50%, considering the
capital cost, COE, fuel saving, and occupied area.

• The sensitivity analysis of parameters such as global horizontal irradiation data (GHI), wind speed,
diesel fuel price, and load consumption. The parameters are used to discuss the economy and
electricity of the system.

2.1. Simulation Software Description

The HOMER software was developed by the U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).
The software is helpful in analyzing the power system’s electricity and economy to model the optimal
power grid. Furthermore, the user can define the input parameters and the constraints as a reference for
modeling profitable power system [31]. The architecture diagram of the simulation analysis procedure
of the HOMER software is as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. HOMER software simulation analysis process architecture diagram.

2.2. Global Horizontal Irradiation and Wind Speed

Entering the latitude and longitude of Batan into the HOMER software, NASA’s global horizontal
irradiation data (GHI) and wind speed statistics can be obtained through the Internet connection.
The obtained information contains the annual GHI is 1876 kWh/m2/yr, and the daily average GHI
is about 5.14 kWh/m2/d. The sunshine is abundant and suitable for the development of solar
photovoltaic applications. As shown in Figure 4, the varies for the daily average GHI of each month
from 3.31 kWh/m2/d to 6.41 kWh/m2/d, and the highest and lowest average GHI are in April and
December, respectively.
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Figure 4. Global horizontal irradiation-monthly data.

According to the NASA anemometer data measured 50 m above the surface of the Earth, the annual
average wind speed is 7.22 m/s. As shown in Figure 5, the variation of average wind speed is from
4.95 m/s to 10.04 m/s in each month. The highest and lowest average wind speeds are in December and
May, respectively. The monthly trend of the whole year is opposite to that of GHI. The solar energy
and wind energy can be supplied power in turn and effectively use natural resources.

Figure 5. Wind speed monthly data.

2.3. Load Profile

Through the data collection of the frequency distribution of the load power consumption,
the average of daily electricity consumption is 16,974 kWh/d, July is the month with higher electricity
consumption, and January is the lower month for electricity consumption. The load profile for each
month is as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Daily load profile for each 12 months.
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Figure 7 shows load power consumption frequency distribution. In the sampling period of
hourly, the frequency of in 550 kW–599 kW and 600 kW–649 kW is more than 10%, the total is 20.35%;
the frequency exceeding 1000 kW is only 7.02%, and the maximum 1442 kW.

Figure 7. Load power consumption frequency distribution.

2.4. Diesel Price Data

As shown in Figure 8, the oil price information regularly announced by the Philippines’ Department
of Energy in recent years, the Philippines is affected by fluctuations in international oil prices.
From October 2015 to February 2019, domestic oil prices have risen sharply. The retail common price
has reached 49.15 PHP/L in 15 October 2018 [32], converted to $ is 0.91 $/L (1 & = 52.26 PHP). The lowest
oil price during the statistical period is 20.5 PHP/L, the maximum is 49.15 PHP/L, and average is
33.335 PHP/L. In the offshore islands, the transportation cost must be added to the oil price. Therefore,
the actual oil price is according to the geographic location. In more remote areas, the oil price will be
affected by the transportation cost. The actual oil price may be 1–1.5 times the estimated oil price [33],
in this paper, the average price of the statistical period is 1.25 times the oil price (0.8 $/L), which is used
as the basic parameter of the simulation.

Figure 8. Diesel fuel price data.

2.5. Assignment Indexes

The evaluation indicators used in this paper include economic indicators (Sections 2.5.1–2.5.4),
electrical indicators (Sections 2.5.5 and 2.5.6), and occupied area (Section 2.5.7). The calculation
formulas and descriptions are as follows [3,34]:
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2.5.1. Annual Real Interest Rate

Annual real interest rate (i) is used to adjust between one-time cost and annualized costs. HOMER
uses annual real interest rate to compute discount factor and to determine annualized costs from
present costs:

i =
i′ − f
1 + f

(1)

where i is annual real interest rate (%); i’ is nominal interest rate (bank board rate) (%); f is expected
inflation rate (%).

2.5.2. Net Present Cost

The total of NPC value denotes the cost of system life cycle in HOMER. Equation (2) displays
the amount of cash flow of t-year over the factor and initial capital cost. Costs include capital cost,
operation cost, replacement cost, maintenance cost, fuel cost and etc. The income includes the selling
of electricity and the residual price after the life cycle:

i = i′− f
1+ f NPC = CF0 +

{
CF1

(1+i)1 +
CF2

(1+i)2 +
CF3

(1+i)3 + · · ·+ CFN

(1+i)N

}
= CF0 +

N∑
t=1

CFt
(1+i)t

(2)

where CFt is cash flow of t-year (according to HOMER software: expenditure is positive and income is
negative.) ($), i is the annual real interest rate (%), N is project life time (yr), t is number of year (yr),
CF0 is initial capital cost ($).

2.5.3. Capital Recovery Factor (CRF)

CRF is ratio used to determine present value of the annuity during the project lifetime:

CRF(i, t) =
i(1 + i)t

(1 + i)t − 1
(3)

where t is the number of years, i is the annual real interest rate (%).

2.5.4. Cost of Energy

HOMER defines levelized COE as average cost per kWh of useful electric energy generated by
the system and computed by dividing total annualized cost (TAC) by total annualized useful electric
energy generation. The unit of COE is $/kWh. TAC is annualized value of NPC, and its unit is $/yr.
The relation is as follows:

TAC = NPC×CRF(i, N) (4)

COE =
TAC
Eprim

(5)

where Eprim is annualized primary served load (kWh/yr), N is project life time (yr).

2.5.5. Renewable Fraction (RF)

RF is the fraction of energy delivered to the load that originated from renewable power sources.
The equation is as follows:

RF =

(
1− Enon−ren + Hnon−ren

Eserved + Hserved

)
× 100% (6)
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where Enon-ren is the nonrenewable electrical production (kWh/yr), Hnon-ren is the nonrenewable thermal
production (kWh/yr), Eserved is the total electrical load served (kWh/yr), Hserved is the total thermal load
served (kWh/yr).

2.5.6. Excess Electricity Fraction

The excess electricity fraction is the ratio of total excess electricity to total electrical production.
The equation is as follows:

excess electricity fraction =
Eexcess

Eprod
× 100% (7)

where Eexcess is the total excess electricity (kWh/yr), Eprod is the total electrical production (kWh/yr).

2.5.7. Occupied Area

In the calculation of the occupied area, the main considerations are PV array, wind turbine and
energy storage [3]. The equation is as follows:

Occupied area = (APV ×NPV) + (AWT ×NWT) + (ABat ×NBat) (8)

where APV is the PV array area per kWp (m2), NPV is the capacity of PV system (kWp), AWT is the
occupied area of one wind turbine (m2), NWT is the number of wind turbines, ABat is occupied area of
one energy storage rack (m2), NBat is the number of energy storage racks.

2.6. Entropy Weight and TOPSIS Method

Entropy weight method is derived from Shannon entropy, that was suggested by Shannon for
the numerical measurement of uncertainty in information systems [35]. The weighting factor of this
evaluation method depends entirely on the value of the indicator, not on the subjective evaluation.
Therefore, it has been considered as an objective method of calculating weights and has been widely
applied [3].

TOPSIS is a method for relatively evaluation in limited alternative. This method is evaluated by
computing relative closeness of the alternative and the ideal solution, and sorting according to the
relative closeness. The higher closeness means the solution is close to the positive ideal solution, that is,
the farther away from negative ideal solution, which is the best solution [36].

This study combines these two methods, first using the entropy weight method to calculate
the objective weight value of each indicator, and using the TOPSIS method to calculate the relative
closeness with the positive ideal solution for the weighted alternative. The calculated results are sorted
so that the best solution can be found [37]. The main calculation steps and formulas in this paper are
as follows:

Step 1: Initialize matrix

Construct m alternatives, the initial data matrix V of n index, and the eigenvalue of the jth index
of the ith alternatives is expressed as vij, so matrix V can be defined as follows:

V =
(
vij
)
m×n

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
v11 · · · v1n

...
. . .

...
vm1 · · · vmn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (9)

Step 2: Normalize indexes

The min-max normalization formula is used to normalize the index. If the index is positive, it is
used for the benefit type. The higher value is the better. The formula is as follows:
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rij=
vij −min j(vij)

max j(vij) −min j(vij)
(10)

If the index is negative, it is used for cost type. The lower the value the better. The formula is:

rij=
max j(vij) − vij

max j(vij) −min j(vij)
(11)

The matrix after normalizing can be defined as:

R =
(
rij
)
m×n

(12)

Step 3: Calculate proportion and information entropy for each index

Equation (13) is used to calculate the proportion of each j index in each i alternative:

Pij=
rij∑m

i=1 rij
, j = 1, 2 . . . , n (13)

Then calculate the j-index information entropy ej by using Equation (14), and use the value of ej to
judge the discrete degree of the index. When ej is smaller, the discrete degree is greater, and the weight
as well:

ej = −K×
m∑

i=1

Pij · lnPij , j = 1, 2 . . . , n (14)

where the constant K = 1
lnm

Step 4: Calculate weight for each index

Equation (15) is used to calculate the weight ω j of the jth index:

ω j =
1− ej

n−∑n
j=1 ej

, j = 1, 2 . . . , n (15)

where
n∑
j
ω j = 1 and 0 ≤ ω j ≤ 1. The larger ω j means the higher importance of the objective response

of the j indicator.

Step 5: Calculate the weight of normalized matrix R

Multiply the j index corresponding to each i alternatives by ω j . The matrix Y can be calculated
by Equation (16):

Y =
(
rij
)
m×n
×ω j =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
r11 ·ω1 · · · r1n ·ωn

...
. . .

...
rm1 ·ω1 · · · rmn ·ωn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (16)

Step 6: Compute distance between each i alternatives and positive ideal solution D+
i and negative ideal

solution D−i .

The Euclidean Distance can be calculated as follows:

D+
i =

√√√ n∑
j=1

(
yij − y+j

)2
, i = 1, 2 . . . , m (17)
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D−i =

√√√ n∑
j=1

(
yij − y−j

)2
, i = 1, 2 . . . , m (18)

where y+j =

{
max
1≤ j≤n

yij

∣∣∣∣∣∣i = 1, 2 · · ·m
}

and y−j =

{
min
1≤ j≤n

yij

∣∣∣∣∣∣i = 1, 2 · · ·m
}

.

Step 7: Calculate relative closeness for each alternative

Through the calculation of the relative closeness (Ci), it can be judged that alternative is close to
ideal solution. If the Ci is close to 1, the ith alternative is close to the ideal solution:

Ci =
D−i

D+
i + D−i

, i = 1, 2 . . . , m (19)

Step 8: Sorting the Ci calculated by each i alternative, the alternative has the maximum Ci is the optimization
alternative in this study.

3. Hybrid Energy System Description

3.1. Hybrid Energy System Schematic Diagram

The schematic diagram of the hybrid energy system shown in Figure 9 consists of diesel generators,
PV system (PVS), wind-power generation system (WGS), storage system, power conversion system
(PCS) and load. PVS and WGS are operated in parallel with diesel generators and AC coupled.
Electricity generated by PVS and WGS can be delivered to AC load to decline the output of diesel
generator and to minimize fuel consumption [38,39].

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the hybrid energy system.

3.2. PV System

The way of electricity generation by PV module is through the conversion of solar energy into DC
power. Identification, adoption and utilization of dependable interconnection technology to assembly
crystalline silicon solar cells in PV module are very important to guarantee the device functions
persistently up to 20 years of design life span [33]. For this study, the PV module selected is the
GTEC-G6S6A model mono-crystalline silicon solar cell type which specifications are presented in
Table A1 of Appendix A. South installation direction, 10◦ incline, 5.42 m2 per kWp, 25 years of serving
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life and 80% derating factor are considered. Equation (20) is used by HOMER to calculate the power
output of PV system [40,41]:

Ppv = Ppv,STC fpv
GT

GT,STC
[1 + KP(TC − TSTC)] (20)

where Ppv,STC is PV system rated power (kWp), fpv is PV derating factor (%), GT is solar irradiance
on the surface of the PV module (kW/m2), GT,STC is standard solar irradiance (1 kW/m2), KP is the
PV module temperature coefficient (−0.4003%/◦C), TC is temperature of the PV module (◦C), TSTC is
temperature of PV module under the standard test conditions (25 ◦C).

3.3. WG System

The WGs converts wind kinetic energy into electricity using wind turbine blades. The architecture
of WG system in the study is AC coupled hybrid. The wind turbine used for simulation is the Bergey
XL 10 Wind Turbine complete set [42] with AC output, rated power 10 kW at 12 m/s, minimum wind
speed 2.5 m/s and swept area 38.5 m2. The hub height is 30m, power curve of wind turbine is displayed
in Figure 10, and the lifetime is set to 20 years [43].

Figure 10. Wind turbine power curve.

The calculation of the power law profile in HOMER is based on Equation (21) to estimate the
wind speed of different hub heights [44]:

Uhub = Ure f ×
(

Hhub
Hre f

)α
(21)

where Uref is the reference wind speed (m/s), the value is provided by NASA measures at a height of
50 m from the surface. Hhub is the hub height (m). Href is the measured height of the reference wind
speed (m). α is surface roughness, the value is set to 0.14 [44,45].

3.4. Storage System

A storage system will be used to regulate the power and minimize the influence the quality of
energy on intermittent renewable energy sources in the proposed HES. It accumulates and transfers
energy from PVs, WGs and diesel to a rechargeable Li-ion thin film during excess electricity generation.
In this paper a high energy density Samsung SDI M2-R084 model lithium-ion battery [46] was selected
as storage system with the following specifications: The lowest expected lifespan of each rack is five
years and each rack holds 11 modules. Each module has 22 series-connected cells. The capacity is
94 Ah and the rated capacity of each storage rack is 84 kWh. The area occupied by one rack is 0.31 m2.
The voltage rating is 774–1004 V and the lowest state of charge (SOC) is 20%. The C rate is 1 C and
lifetime throughout is 337,123 kWh with 4000 cycles.

3.5. Power Conversion System

A dual-direction DC-AC converter is used for power conversion. In HES, when excess electricity
is produced by diesel, PV and WG, the excess AC power will be changed into DC and stored in battery
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to supply it back to AC load when required. Conversion performance of 95% and 10 years of lifespan
is assumed in the simulation.

3.6. Diesel Generators

The power supply system of the island discussed in this study uses diesel generators (DGs) to
supply power 24 h a day. The main power supply, with a total capacity of 2850 kW, contains five DGs
and the supply schedule is accordingly to meet the load demand.

To simplify the process of simulation analysis, set operation time of DG1 and DG2 to 0–11 a.m.,
operation time of DG3 and DG4 to 12–23 p.m., DG5 to backup, minimum load to 25%, and lifetime to
131,400 h. The simulation parameters of diesel generators are as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Simulation parameters of the diesel generators.

Number Prime Power Type
Fuel Consumption
Slope (Liter/kWh)

Operation
Schedule

DG1 600 kW Cummins QSK23-G3 0.2376 AM 00–11
DG2 600 kW Cummins QSK23-G3 0.2376 AM 00–11
DG3 600 kW Cummins KTA38-G1 0.2273 PM 12–23
DG4 600 kW Denyo DCA series 0.2351 PM 12–23
DG5 450 kW MAN B & W-8L20/27 0.2440 Backup

3.7. System Dispatch Strategy

System dispatch approach in HOMER is primarily for managing the operational rules of the
power generation equipment and energy storage. The simulation software has two options: cycle
charging strategy and load following strategy and [34]. HES operation in this case study is based on a
DG power supply. PV and WG are used as auxiliary power supplies. Increasing the penetration of
the PVs and WGs reduces fuel consumption. The DGs only generate sufficient power to fulfill load
demand. DG has the limited base load output, so when PVs and WGs have excess power, the storage
will charge, but if the energy storage is full and there is still excess energy that cannot be stored or
used, the software will consider that to be excess electricity, as shown in (7). As in the actual operation
of the HES, in the above scenario, the output of the PVs or WGs power converter must be controlled
to reduce their output to maintain balance and/or damping load is required. Based on the operation
mode, the dispatch mode of the power supply system must select the load following strategy and so as
to calculate various costs such as fuel, operation and maintenance, and replacement.

4. Component Cost and Financial Assumption

4.1. System Component Cost

The summary of component costs used in this study is from the Taiwan System Integration
Company, and is presented in Table 3. The cost consists of capital cost, replacement cost, operation and
maintenance (O&M). In order to simplify the analysis, the capital and replacement cost is the same.

Capital cost of PVs is 4000 $/kW, including PV module, PV inverter, transportation, installation
engineering. Capital cost of WGs is 5800 $/kW, including wind turbine, wind inverter, 30 m tower
and cement foundation, transportation, installation engineering and so on. PVs, WGs and storage
operate in parallel with the existing five DGs. To simplify the analysis, the capital cost of DG is not
included in the calculation. The estimates of the cost of remaining components include transportation,
and installation engineering.
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Table 3. Summary of component costs.

Description Data Description

PV system
Capital cost ($/kW) 4000
Replacement cost ($/kW) 4000
Operation and maintenance cost ($/kW/yr) 20

WG system
Capital cost ($/kW) 5800
Replacement cost ($/kW) 5800
Operation and maintenance cost ($/kW/yr) 40

Storage system
Capital cost ($/kWh) 690
Replacement cost ($/kWh) 690
Operation and maintenance cost ($/kWh/yr) 5

Power converter
Capital cost ($/kW) 700
Replacement cost ($/kW) 700
Operation and maintenance cost ($/kW/yr) 1

Diesel generator
Capital cost ($/kW) 0
Replacement cost ($/kW) 400
Operation and maintenance ($/h) 0.03

4.2. Interest Rate and Inflation Rate

Figures 11 and 12 depict the interest rate and inflation rates of Bangko Sentral NG Pilipina (BSP)
in recent years. Interest rates have been adjusted to 4.75% in 7 February2019 [47]. Refering to the
BSP announcement in February 2019, the inflation rate is 4.4% [48]. Since January 2013 to February
2019, the highest interest rate was 4.75%, the lowest was 3%, so the average was 3.579%. The highest
inflation rate was 6.7%, the lowest was −2%, and the average was 2.716% [48,49]. In this paper, the real
discount rate is the average value in the statistical period, and the value calculated by (1) is 0.84%.
The lifetime is set to 20 years.

Figure 11. Interest rate information for Taiwan since January 2013 to February 2019.
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Figure 12. Inflation rate information for Taiwan since January 2013 to February 2019.

5. Simulation Results and Discussion

The flowchart of systems operation for cases 1 to 7 are presented in Figure A1 of Appendix A.

5.1. Case 1: Stand-Alone Diesel System

Simulation results are as shown in Table 4. Total annual fuel intake of the five DGs is 1,623,100 L/y
(4447 L/d), the total annual power supply is 6,195,877 kWh/y, average fuel intake per kWh is 0.26 L/kWh,
and annual total carbon dioxide (CO2) emission is 4,274,156 kg/y.

Table 4. Electrical characteristics of stand-alone diesel system.

Component
Operation
Schedule

Hours of
Operation

(h/yr)

Electrical
Production
(kWh/yr)

Fuel
Consumption

(L/yr)

Specific Fuel
Consumption

(L/kWh)

DG1 AM 0–11 4380 2,002,495 511,230 0.26
DG2 AM 0–11 4380 783,942 221,714 0.28
DG3 PM 12–23 4380 2,373,373 606,795 0.26
DG4 PM 12–23 4380 1,010,918 275,641 0.27
DG5 Backup 219 25,159 7720 0.31

System 6,195,887 1,623,100 0.26

No capacity shortage problem throughout the year and it meets the annual load requirements.
DG5 is an auxiliary generator, which starts when the load demand reaches 90% of the rated capacity of
two DGs to avoid any power supply shortage. The load ratio of DG5 is lower than that of other diesel
generator sets, so the fuel consumption required per kWh (liter/kWh) is also relatively higher than that
of other diesel generator sets. As indicated in Table 5, total NPC of the five DGs is $29,650,884 and the
total COE is 0.2609 $/kWh. Among costs, the cost of oil is the largest and it takes 80% of the total NPC.

Table 5. Economic characteristics of stand-alone diesel system.

Component
Capital Replacement O&M Fuel Salvage NPC COE

($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($/kWh)

DG1 0 0 1,445,869 7,500,470 0 8,946,339 0.2436
DG2 0 0 1,445,869 3,252,855 0 4,698,724 0.3268
DG3 0 0 1,445,869 8,902,549 0 10,348,418 0.2377
DG4 0 0 1,445,869 4,044,047 0 5,489,916 0.2961
DG5 0 0 54,220 113,267 0 167,487 0.3630

System 0 0 5,837,696 23,813,188 0 29,650,884 0.2609
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5.2. Hybrid Energy System without Storage

5.2.1. Case 2: PV-Diesel HES

The PV capacity configuration scheme for minimum COE of a PV-diesel HES is analyzed and the
change of PV capacity is set from 50 to 2000 kWp and the step interval is 50 kWp in the simulation.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 13. Because the analyzed system does not include an energy
storage system, as the PV capacity rises, the percentage of renewable fraction (RF) and fuel saving will
improve. The increment will reduce in accordance with the increase of PV capacity and the excess
electricity fraction will increase relatively.

Figure 13. Effect of varying PVS capacity on fuel saving, RF and excess electricity fraction.

The varying PV capacity on COE and RF are as shown in Figure 14. When the capacity of PVs is
550 kWp and PV operates with the DG in parallel, the lowest COE is 0.2583 $/kWh, which is slightly
lower than the COE (0.2609 $/kWh) in the DG-only case. As shown in Table 6, the RF is 12.4%, the excess
electricity fraction is 0.2% and the fuel saving is −11.17%. When the PV capacity continuously increases,
the investment cost will also increase. Because the power generated by PVs is not entirely used by
loads to minimize the DG fuel consumption, the COE will increase relatively. Table 7 shows economic
characteristics of the lowest COE PV-diesel HES. Cost of oil is still the largest proportion, which is 72%
of the total NPC. The value of NPC of PVs with 550 kWp total capacity is only 8% of the total NPC.
Figure 15 shows the annual PVS power production by the lowest COE PV-diesel HES. The output
power of quarter 2 (April to June) and quarter 3 (July to September) can be observed, which is higher
than quarter 1 (January to March) and quarter 4 (October to December).

Figure 14. Effect of varying PVS capacity on COE and RF.
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Table 6. Electrical characteristics of lowest COE PV-diesel HES.

Genset PVS
Electrical

Production
Excess

Electricity
PVS Capacity

Factor
Renewable

Fraction
Fuel

Consumption
Fuel

Saving

(kW) (kWp) (kWh/yr) (kWh/yr) (%) (%) (liter/yr) (%)

2850 (5 sets) 550 6,214,612 19,231.4 (0.3%) 16.32 12.4 1,441,803 −11.17

Table 7. Economic characteristics of the lowest COE PV-diesel HES.

Component
Capital Replacement O&M Fuel Salvage NPC COE

($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($/kWh)

DG1 0 0 1,445,869 6,504,553 0 7,950,422 0.2525
DG2 0 0 1,445,869 2,892,353 0 4,338,222 0.3476
DG3 0 0 1,445,869 8,170,166 0 9,616,035 0.2434
DG4 0 0 1,445,869 3,552,188 0 4,998,057 0.3133
DG5 0 0 16,093 34,043 0 50,135 0.3603

PVS 2,200,000 0 201,732 0 0 2,401,732 0.1666

System 2,200,000 0 6,001,301 21,153,303 0 29,354,604 0.2583

Figure 15. Annual PVS power production by lowest COE PV-diesel HES.

5.2.2. Case 3: Wind-Diesel HES

Using the analysis method mentioned in Section 5.2.1, we set the change of WG capacity between
200–800 kW and the interval at 10 kW to find the configuration with the lowest COE. As presented in
Figure 16, trend of the curve is like the PV-diesel HES one. When the capacity of WGs is 380 kWp and
with DG in parallel operation, the minimum COE calculated is 0.2541 $/kWh and this result is slightly
less than COE in Case 1 and Case 2, as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 16. Effect of varying WGS capacity on fuel saving, RF and excess electricity fraction.
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Figure 17. Effect of varying WGS capacity on COE and RF.

As shown in Table 8, the capacity factor of WGs is 32.28%, which is higher than 16.32% of PVs.
Therefore, the installation capacity of WG is lower than PV but the system still has lower COE and
higher RF: RF is 13.59%, the excess electricity fraction is 2.2%, and the fuel saving is −13.59%.

Table 8. Electrical characteristics of the lowest COE wind-diesel HES.

Genset WGS
Electrical

Production
Excess

Electricity
Capacity

Factor
Renewable

Fraction
Fuel

Consumption
Fuel

Saving

(kW) (kW) (kWh/yr) (kWh/yr) (%) (%) (liter/yr) (%)

2850 (5 sets) 380 6,333,993 138,612.4 (2.2%) 32.48 15.2 1,402,500 −13.59

Table 9 shows the cost simulation of the lowest COE wind-diesel HES in 380 kW total of capacity.
The COE is lower than the COE of DG 1–5 and that of PVs. Figure 18 shows the distribution of annual
WGs output power and displays that output power of quarter 1 and 4 is higher than that of quarter 2
and 3. The trend is opposite to the result of the curve of quarter output power of PVs.

Table 9. Economic characteristics of the lowest COE wind-diesel HES.

Component
Capital Replacement O&M Fuel Salvage NPC COE

($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($/kWh)

DG1 0 0 1,445,869 6,455,536 0 7,901,405 0.2530
DG2 0 0 1,445,869 3,077,750 0 4,523,619 0.3362
DG3 0 0 1,445,869 7,497,764 0 8,943,633 0.2498
DG4 0 0 1,445,869 3,491,624 0 4,937,493 0.3158
DG5 0 0 25,748 54,001 0 79,750 0.3621

WGS 2,204,000 0 278,757 0 0 2,482,757 0.1252

System 2,204,000 0 6,087,982 20,576,675 0 28,868,656 0.2541

Figure 18. Annual WGS power production by the lowest COE wind-diesel HES.
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5.2.3. Case 4: PV-Wind-Diesel HES

As shown in Figures 15 and 18, PVs and WGs have different seasonal power generation characteristics,
so the hybrid power supply can be complementary to improve RF. After simulation analysis, the hybrid
power system has PVs of 200 kWp and WGs of 340 kW, which is the lowest capacity configuration.
As depicted in Table 10 the analysis of electrical characteristics, RF is 18.1%, fuel saving is −16.18%,
which is better than Case 1 and 2. In Table 11, the economic characteristics analysis indicates that COE
is 0.2539 $/kWh and result is slightly lower than Case 3. In the comparison, the result of Case 4 has the
lowest COE in all of capacity configuration without the energy storage HES.

Table 10. Electrical characteristics of the lowest COE PV-wind-diesel HES.

Genset PVS WGS
Electrical

Production
Excess

Electricity
Renewable

Fraction
Fuel

Consumption
Fuel

Saving

(kW) (kWp) (kW) (kWh/yr) (kWh/yr) (%) (liter/yr) (%)

2850 (5 sets) 200 340 6,330,194 134,813.6 (2.1%) 18.1 1,360,550 −16.18

Table 11. Economic characteristics of the lowest COE PV-wind-diesel HES.

Component
Capital Replacement O&M Fuel Salvage NPC COE

($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($/kWh)

DG1 0 0 1,445,869 6,225,212 0 7,671,081 0.2556
DG2 0 0 1,445,869 2,951,936 0 4,397,805 0.3437
DG3 0 0 1,445,869 7,395,589 0 8,841,458 0.2509
DG4 0 0 1,445,869 3,365,351 0 4,811,220 0.3214
DG5 0 0 10,894 23,121 0 34,014 0.3597

PVS 800,000 0 73,357 0 0 873,357 0.1666

WGS 1,972,000 0 249,414 0 0 2,221,414 0.1252

System 2,772,000 0 6,117,141 19,961,209 0 28,850,350 0.2539

5.3. Hybrid Energy System with Storage

5.3.1. Case 5: PV/Diesel/Storage HES

As the capacity of PV or WG increases, the RF will increase, but the excess electricity fraction
will also increase. Although it will waste the energy, the problem could be enhanced by installing an
energy storage. Capacity configuration for PV-diesel-storage HES of the lowest COE in each RF level
addressed in this section. The setting parameters are as follows: RF is 25%–50%, the interval is 5% and
the excess electricity fraction must be less than 5% considering the utilization rate of the energy.

Table 12 lists the electrical characteristics of PV-diesel-storage HES. The result displays that higher
RF can let the effect of fuel saving better.

Table 12. Electrical characteristics of PV-diesel-storage HES.

Renewable
Fraction

Genset PVS Storage
Electrical

Production
Excess

Electricity
Fuel

Consumption
Fuel

Saving

(%) (kW) (kWp) (kWh) (kWh) (kWh/yr) (kWh/yr) (liter/yr)

25

2850 (five
sets)

1200 1260 6,359,813 122,652.0 (1.9) 1,259,864 −22.38
30 1500 2100 6,478,906 200,845.9 (3.1) 1,188,383 −26.78
35 1750 3444 6,528,063 196,732.8 (3.0) 1,117,409 −31.16
40 2050 4872 6,630,449 239,512.0 (3.6) 1,041,868 −35.81
45 2300 6804 6,691,938 243,681.9 (3.6) 972,643 −40.07
50 2600 12,600 6,813,660 308,601.5 (4.5) 900,837 −44.50
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Table 13 presents the economic characteristics of PV-diesel-storage HES. In RF 25% hybrid system
configuration: PVs capacity is 1200 kWp, energy storage capacity is 1260 kWh and operates in parallel
with DG. Above all, the minimum COE can be obtained is 0.2864 $/kWh. The cost and storage capacity
have the significant difference in RF 45% and 50% because the simulation constraint should be satisfied:
The capital cost difference is 1.35 times and the COE difference is 1.13 times.

Table 13. Economic characteristics of PV-diesel-storage HES.

Renewable Fraction Capital Replacement O&M Fuel Salvage NPC COE

(%) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($/kWh)

25 6,716,295 965,724 6,379,540 18,484,004 0 32,545,563 0.2864
30 8,493,825 965,724 6,562,887 17,435,266 0 33,457,702 0.2945
35 10,417,873 965,724 6,775,842 16,393,978 0 34,553,418 0.3041
40 12,599,674 965,724 7,013,354 15,285,686 0 35,864,438 0.3157
45 14,927,993 965,724 7,280,970 14,270,060 0 37,444,747 0.3296
50 20,112,950 965,724 7,921,983 13,216,565 0 42,217,222 0.3716

5.3.2. Case 6: Wind-Diesel-Storage HES

Simulation analysis shows that WG power gen ration was concentrated in quarters 1 and 4,
and the load power consumption during this period is lower than that of quarters 3 and 4. When the
installed capacity of WGs and storage is more than RF 35%, the excess electric fraction has exceeded
5% and there is no system capacity configuration meets the set simulation conditions.

Tables 14 and 15 are the simulation results of the electrical and economic characteristics, respectively.
In RF 25% hybrid system configuration: The capacity of WGs is 680 kW, storage capacity is 2520 kWh
and operates in parallel with DG. Above all, the lowest COE can be obtained is 0.2874 $/kWh. The cost
and storage capacity have the significant difference in RF 30% and 35% because the simulation constraint
should be satisfied. The cost of the system configuration has increased significantly in RF 35%.

Table 14. Electrical characteristics of wind-diesel-storage HES.

Renewable
Fraction

Genset WGS Storage
Electrical

Production
Excess

Electricity
Fuel

Consumption
Fuel

Saving

(%) (kW) (kW) (kWh) (kWh) (kWh/yr) (kWh/yr) (liter/yr)

25
2850 (five sets)

670 2520 6,541,615 299,274.0 (4.6) 1,258,831 −22.44
30 800 20,244 6,609,215 326,952.9 (4.9) 1,188,672 −26.77
35 1060 67,200 7,034,297 727,785.1 (10.3) 1,115,342 −31.28

Table 15. Economic characteristics of wind-diesel-storage HES.

Renewable
Fraction

Capital Replacement O&M Fuel Salvage NPC COE

(%) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($/kWh)

25 6,668,590 965,724 6,552,369 18,468,839 0 32,655,522 0.2874
30 19,608,473 965,724 8,271,475 17,439,515 0 46,285,187 0.4074
35 53,400,400 965,724 12,765,424 16,363,651 0 83,495,199 0.7349

5.3.3. Case 7: PV-Wind-Diesel-Storage HES

The simulation results of the electrical and economic characteristics of the PV-wind-diesel-storage
HES are shown in Tables 15 and 16, respectively. The capital cost, NPC and COE in case 7 are lower
than in cases 5 and 6 when RF is 25–50%.

In RF 25% hybrid system configuration: The minimum capital cost is $5,317,506, the NPC is
$31,100,367 and the COE is 0.2737 $/kWh. Because solar energy and wind energy have characteristics
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of seasonal power complementary, the required capacity of PVs, WGs and storage are lower than that
of Cases 5 and 6, are 400 kWp, 440 kW and 168 kWh, respectively.

Table 16. Electrical characteristics of PV-wind-diesel-storage HES.

Renewable
Fraction

Genset PVS WGS Storage
Electrical

Production
Excess

Electricity
Fuel

Consumption
Fuel

Saving

(%) (kW) (kWp) (kW) (kWh) (kWh/yr) (kWh/yr) (liter/yr) (%)

25

2850 (five
sets)

400 440 168 6,468,587 264,437.6 (4.1) 1,259,850 −22.38
30 700 420 504 6,528,221 311,155.0 (4.8) 1,187,107 −26.86
35 950 410 1680 6,548,999 297,053.1 (4.5) 1,115,897 −31.25
40 1300 370 3108 6,623,216 322,638.7 (4.9) 1,043,925 −35.68
45 1750 280 5292 6,702,660 331,642.6 (4.9) 972,740 −40.07
50 2400 100 11,508 6,810,636 336101.2 (4.9) 900,511 −44.52

5.3.4. Optimal Capacity Configuration Analysis of the PV-Wind-Diesel-Storage HES

As mentioned in Section 5.3.3, if the cost is the main indicator, Case 7 has the lowest COE HES.
This section uses the entropy weight and TOPSIS method and regards the fuel saving, capital cost,
and COE as the indicators. Because the available space on the island is limited, the area occupied by
the equipment is also considered. Above all, we evaluate the optimal hybrid system configuration for
Case 7 at RF 25%−50%. Substituting the values from Table 17 into Equations (9)–(15), the information
entropy and weighting of each index can be obtained. The weight of fuel saving is the highest, as shown
in Table 18. Through the Equations (16)–(19), the relative closeness value and sorting result of each
alternative can be obtained, as shown in Table 19. Therefore, the best system capacity configuration for
this stud: The maximum relative closeness is the system capacity configuration in RF 35%, the PVs
capacity is 950 kWp, the WGs capacity is 410 kW, and the energy storage capacity is 1680 kWh.

Table 17. Economic characteristics of the PV-wind-diesel-storage HES.

Renewable
Fraction

Capital Replacement O&M Fuel Salvage NPC COE

(%) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($/kWh)

25 5,317,506 1,066,934 6,303,798 18,483,799 −71,670 31,100,367 0.2737
30 6,632,518 1,261,386 6,429,230 17,416,549 −277,216 31,462,467 0.2769
35 8,383,060 965,724 6,620,930 16,371,799 0 32,341,513 0.2846
40 10,532,861 965,724 6,849,419 15,315,875 0 33,663,880 0.2963
45 13,312,439 965,724 7,147,231 14,271,476 0 35,696,871 0.3142
50 19,142,161 965,724 7,821,603 13,211,782 0 41,141,271 0.3621

Table 18. Information entropy and weighting factors of each index.

Indices Capital COE Fuel Saving Occupied Area

Information entropy 0.87577 0.88614 0.83210 0.85829
Weighting factors (%) 22.68% 20.79% 30.66% 25.87%

Table 19. The relative closeness and ranking results.

RF-25% RF-30% RF-35% RF-40% RF-45% RF-50%

D+ 0.30656 0.24911 0.20730 0.20175 0.25112 0.40201
D− 0.40201 0.36488 0.33507 0.30944 0.29627 0.30656
C 0.56736 0.59428 0.61779 0.60533 0.54124 0.43264

Ranking 4 3 1 2 5 6
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5.4. Sensitivity Analysis

According to the analysis result in Section 5.3.4, the GHI, wind speed, diesel fuel price, and load
consumption for RF 35% PV-wind-diesel-storage HES are used to discuss the economic and electrical
of the system.

5.4.1. Global Horizontal Irradiation and Wind Speed

We set the value of GHI and wind speed 5.14 kW/m2/d and 7.22 m/s in ±20% changes, respectively,
i.e., GHI from 4.09 to 6.17 kW/m2/d, and wind speed from 5.78 m/s to 8.66 m/s. According to Figures 19
and 20, when GHI or wind speed increases, the RF will continue to increase and this will let the DG
fuel consumption and COE reduce. When GHI is 6.17 kW/m2/d and wind speed is 8.66 m/s, RF can
rise to 40.7% and COE can be reduced to 0.2747 $/kWh.

Figure 19. Effect of varying GHI and wind speed on RF generated by optimal PV-wind-diesel-
storage HES.

Figure 20. Effect of varying GHI and wind speed on COE generated by PV-wind-diesel-storage HES.

5.4.2. Diesel Fuel Price

We set the diesel fuel price change from 0.49–1.18 $/liter, which is 1.25 times the maximum and
minimum values during the statistics period of oil price, as the change range of the oil price. Figure 21
show the impact on NPC and COE under different fuel price scenarios. When oil price is 1 $/L, NPC and
COE are as high as $36,434,464 and 0.3207 $/kWh, respectively.
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Figure 21. Effect of varying diesel fuel price on NPC and COE.

5.4.3. Load Consumption

We set the load consumption to vary from 16,974 to 20,000 kWh/d. As depicted in Figure 22,
when the load consumption rises and the capacity configuration of PVs, WGs and storage do not
change, the DGs will increase their power generation to meet the load demand, so the RF will decrease
and the fuel usage will increase. As shown in Figure 23, when the load consumption increases, the fuel
consumption, the fuel cost and the NPC rise because the power generation of DG increases. It can also
be observed from (5) that the load consumption increases so the COE decreases.

Figure 22. Effect of varying load consumption on fuel consumption and RF.
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Figure 23. Effect of varying load consumption on NPC and COE.

6. Conclusions

Promoting the infrastructure of renewable energy is a global trend, especially in areas with
insufficient power supply and low electrification. Renewable energy is regarded as a key to improving
economic and development. This paper uses the Philippine islands, and a renewable energy and
hybrid power supply to supplement existing diesel generators, to be the study case.

We use HOMER to simulate and investigate the techno-economic of different power supply systems’
containing stand-alone diesel, PV-diesel HES, wind-diesel HES, PV-wind-diesel HES, PV-diesel-storage
HES, wind-diesel-storage HES, PV-wind-diesel-storage HES. The study also uses entropy weight and
TOPSIS method to evaluate optimal capacity configuration. The conclusions of the analysis are as follows:

• Based on the climate and load demand on the island, we simulate HES without an installing
energy storage system such as PV-diesel HES, wind-diesel HES and PV-wind-diesel HES. Because
solar energy and wind energy have characteristics of complementary seasonal power, the lowest
COE obtained is 0.2539 $/kWh in PV-wind-diesel HES. The result is lower than the COE in the
DG-only case. The capacity of PVs and WGs are 200 kWp and 340 kW, respectively. In addition,
RF is 18.1% and fuel saving is −16.18%.

• As the capacity of PVs or WGs increases, the RF will increase, but the excess electricity fraction
will also increase. Although this will waste energy, the problem is mitigated by installing an
energy storage system. In the three kinds of HES with the energy storage, discussing the capacity
configuration of the lowest COE in each RF stage for PV-diesel-storage HES and the constraints
are as follows: RF is 25%–50%, the interval is 5% and the excess electricity fraction must be less
than 5% considering the utilization rate of the energy. In RF 25% hybrid system configuration:
the minimum COE obtained is 0.2737 $/kWh. Required capacity of PVs, WGs and storage are
400 kWp, 440 kW and 168 kWh, respectively. The fuel savings is −22.38%.

• For the system with energy storage, the result of RF 35% is the best capacity configuration in
this research: PVs capacity is 950 kWp, WGs capacity is 410 kW, and energy storage capacity
is 1680 kWh.

• RF 35% PV-wind-diesel-storage HES is used to analyze the sensitivity. When GHI and wind speed
increase, RF will continuously increase, so the fuel consumption of the DGs will also decrease.
Since the cost of fuel intake is the maximum percentage of all costs, oil price increase has a
significant influence on COE. As electricity demand rises, DG will increase the power generation
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to fulfill the demand. This causes the RF to decline, the fuel consumption and NPC the rise,
and COE conversely.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Electrical parameters of the PV modules.

Electrical Parameters

Rated power @ standard test conditions 300 Wp
Open circuit voltage, Voc 39.24 V

Maximum power point voltage, Vmp 31.51 V
Short circuit current, Isc 9.93 A

Maximum power point current, Imp 9.52 A
Temperature coefficient of maximum power −0.4003%/◦C

Temperature coefficient of open circuit voltage −0.2906%/◦C
Temperature coefficient of short circuit current 0.0530%/◦C

Module efficiency 18.44%
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Figure A1. Flowchart of system operation in various cases 1–7.
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Abstract: In this study, a loader drive axle digital model was built using 3D commercial software.
On the basis of this model, the transmission efficiency of the main reducing gear, the differential
planetary mechanism, and the wheel planetary reducing gear of the loader drive axle were studied.
The functional relationship of the transmission efficiency of the loader drive axle was obtained,
including multiple factors: the mesh friction coefficient, the mesh power loss coefficient, the normal
pressure angle, the helix angle, the offset amount, the speed ratio, the gear ratio, and the characteristic
parameters. This revealed the influence law of the loader drive axle by the mesh friction coefficient,
mesh power loss coefficient, and speed ratio. The research results showed that the transmission
efficiency of the loader drive axle increased with the speed ratio, decreased when the mesh friction
coefficient and the mesh power loss coefficient increased, and that there was a greater influence
difference on the transmission efficiency of the loader drive axle.

Keywords: drive axle; differential planetary mechanism; power loss coefficient; friction coefficient

1. Introduction

The loader is widely used as a construction machine, and the drive axle is an assembly of the
loader drive system. The loader drive axle is mainly composed of a main reducing gear, a differential
planetary mechanism, and a wheel planetary reducing gear. The transmission efficiency of the
loader drive axle is a topic of interest among scholars. Xu and Kahraman [1] proposed a model of
hypoid gears for predicting friction power loss, and their research showed that the friction power
loss of a hypoid gear is affected by the gear smoothness, lubrication characteristics, and other factors.
Fanghella et al. [2] discussed the functional characteristics of a nutating gearbox with bevel gears,
for which the expressions of the transmission ratio and efficiency were obtained, including the main
design. Kakavas et al. [3] proposed a thermal coupled transient model of a hypoid gear for power loss
calculation and analyzed and compared numerical simulations and experimental results. Paouris [4]
presented a tribodynamic model of differential hypoid gears, for which the lubricated contact of the
meshing gear pair was integrated with lubricants of varying rheological properties, and the influence
of lubricant formulation and gear geometry on system efficiency was examined. The results showed
that there is a trend of increasing power loss when using lubricants with higher pressure–viscosity
coefficients. Simon [5] found that the efficiency of a hypoid gear pair was improved by reducing the
pressure and temperature in the oil film; the results were obtained based on the conditions of the
mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) characteristics affected by the manufacturing parameters.
To improve the transmission efficiency of a loader, Lyu et al. [6] designed an output power-split
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transmission system, in which a planetary gear set was applied as the dynamic coupling element
to allow the output power of the loader to be split-transmitted. Xiong et al. [7] introduced a sizing
approach for both hydrostatic–mechanical power-split transmission (PST) and hydrostatic transmission
(HST) systems and presented a multidomain modeling approach for the powertrain of a wheel loader.
The sizing method and simulation models should facilitate the development of powertrains for wheel
loaders and other wheeled heavy vehicles. Barday et al. [8] analyzed the power losses of a truck drive
axle, including the sliding and tooth friction of hypoid gear sets, rolling element bearings and oil
churning, and then reviewed thermal exchanges and compared the bulk temperatures of the gear set.

The concept of virtual power was first proposed by Chen et al. [9] and was used to study the
transmission efficiency of a simple planetary gear train. Then, on the basis of the virtual power theory,
Chen et al. [10] analyzed the transmission efficiency of a dual-input, single-output planetary gear
train. In Ref. [11–13], the virtual power theory was further developed to study the transmission
efficiency of a compound planetary gear train. Li et al. [14] studied the power flow of a compound
planet gear train with bevel gears via virtual power theory, and they analyzed the parameters’
influence on transmission efficiency. In Ref. [15], Li et al. established a functional expression of
transmission efficiency, including the characteristic parameters, the mesh friction coefficient, and the
mesh angle of multistage microplanetary gearing transmission, and adopted the virtual power theory
to study the influence of multiple factors on the transmission efficiency of a multistage microplanetary
gearing transmission.

Although many studies have been carried out on the transmission efficiency of the main reducing
gear, the differential planetary mechanism, and the wheel planetary reducing gear of the loader drive
axle, the integrated analysis of the influence of multiple factors on the transmission efficiency of the
loader drive axle assembly has not been reported. By establishing a three-dimensional digital model of
a loader drive axle, the transmission efficiency of the main reducing gear, the differential planetary
mechanism, and the wheel planetary reducing gear are studied, respectively. In doing so, the functional
relationship between the transmission efficiency of the loader drive axle and the transmission efficiency
of the main reducing gear, the differential planetary mechanism, and the wheel planetary reducing gear
is obtained. This revealed the influence law between the transmission efficiency of the loader drive
axle and the meshing friction coefficient, power loss coefficient, and speed ratio, which can provide a
theoretical foundation for the design of heavy-duty automotive transmission systems.

2. Experimental

2.1. Digital Model of the Loader Drive Axle

According to the geometric characteristics of the main reducing gear, the differential planetary
mechanism, and the wheel planetary reducing gear of the loader drive axle, the 3D commercial
software parametric design method was used to establish the three-dimensional (3D) model of the
main reducing gear, the differential planetary mechanism, and the wheel planetary reducing gear
of the loader drive axle, as seen in Figure 1. The loader drive axle assembly is shown in Figure 2,
in which the numbers 0–8 represent the loader drive axle frame, the main reducing driving gear, the
main reducing driven gear, the differential planetary mechanism planet gear, the half shaft gear, the
wheel planetary reducing planet gear, and the carrier, respectively. The basic parameters of the loader
drive axle are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional (3D) digital model of the loader drive axle.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the loader drive axle.

Table 1. Basic parameters of the loader drive axle.

Main Reducing Gear

Name Driving Gear Driven Gear

Number of teeth 7 37
Transverse module (mm) 10.7
Normal pressure angle 20◦ 30′

Differential Planetary Mechanism

Name Planet Gear Half Shaft Gear

Number of teeth 10 18
Large transverse module (mm) 7

Pressure angle 25◦

Wheel Planetary Reducing Gear

Name Sun Gear Planet Gear

Number of teeth 17 15
Modulus (mm) 5.5
Pressure angle 20◦
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2.2. Research on Transmission Efficiency of Loader Drive Axle

2.2.1. Research on Transmission Efficiency of the Main Reducing Gear

The theoretical transmission efficiency of the main reducing gear spiral bevel gear of the loader
axle is shown in Equation (1) [16]:

η =
1

1 +
√

Tmax
T [

μ
cosφ

√
(tanψp − tanψg)

2 +
(
0.15

(
1− E

D

)16
)2
]

(1)

where η is the transmission efficiency; T is driven gear load torque; Tmax is the driven gear peak torque
at 2.75 times the fatigue limit bending stress; μ is the mesh friction coefficient; φ is the normal pressure
angle of the driving gear surface; ψp is the spiral bevel gear driving gear nominal helix angle; ψg is the
spiral bevel gear driven gear nominal helix angle; E is the offset of the hypoid gear driving gear; and D
is the pitch diameter of the hypoid gear.

As reported by Saiki [17], the modified transmission efficiency of the spiral bevel gear does not
depend on the load torque, as shown in Equation (2):

η1 =
1

1+[
μ

cosφ

√
(tanψp − tanψg)

2 +
(
0.15

(
1− E

D

)16
)2
]

(2)

The nominal helix angle of the driving and driven spiral bevel gears is shown in Equations (3)
and (4), respectively. F is the spiral bevel gear driven gear tooth width, and the rest of the symbol is in
accordance with the meaning of Equation (1):

ψp= 25 + 5
√

z2

z1
+ 90(E/D) (3)

ψg = ψp−arcsin[2E/(D− F)] (4)

2.2.2. Research on Transmission Efficiency of the Differential Planetary Mechanism

The diagram of the differential planetary mechanism of the loader drive axle shown in Figure 2
can be converted into the diagram shown in Figure 3 without considering the gear mesh power loss.
The rules for the graphical conversion process are detailed in [14]. The virtual split power ratio β3 and
the split power ratio β′3 of component 3 of the differential planetary mechanism of the loader drive
axle are expressed by Equations (5) and (6), respectively:

β3 =
V −W

W
=
ω6 −ω2

ω4 −ω2
= −1 (5)

β′3 =
P

M− P
=
ω6

ω4
= k (6)

where the virtual split power ratio β3 of component 3 of the differential planetary mechanism of
the loader drive axle is defined as the ratio between the virtual power passing to component 6 and
the virtual power passing to component 4 (Figure 3b). V −W and W are the virtual power value
flowing to member 6 and 4 and P and M− P are the power value flowing to member 6 and 4. ωi is the
rotational angular velocity of component i. Specifically pointed out, the virtual power was measured
by supposing that the observer stood on the carrier of a planetary gear train rotating at an angular
velocity ωi. The speed ratio k was defined as the ratio of the rotational angular velocity of component 6
(ω6) to component 4 (ω4). It can be found from Equations (5) and (6) that V = 0, P = k

1+k M.
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The virtual power ratio α4 of component 4 of the differential planetary mechanism of the
loader drive axle is defined as the ratio between the virtual power and the power passing through
component 4 [9] (Figure 3a,b), and established the relationship between relative angular velocity and
angular velocity, as shown in Equation (7).

α4 =
W

M− P
=
ω4 −ω2

ω4
= sgnω4

ω3z3

ω4z4
= sgnω4hi (7)

where sgnω4 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 Turn right

0 Straight
−1 Turn left

, h = ω3
ω4

, i = z3
z4

It can be obtained from Equation (7) that

W = sgnω4hi(M− P) = sgnω4
hi

1 + k
M (8)

Figure 3. Power flows of differential planetary mechanism without considering the gear mesh power loss.

The diagram of the differential planetary mechanism of the loader drive axle shown in Figure 2
can be converted into the diagram shown in Figure 4 when considering the gear mesh power loss.
The gear mesh power loss is proportional to the input power, and the proportional ratio is called the
mesh power loss coefficient, so L1, L2, and L3 indicate the mesh power loss passing through the gear
pairs G1, G2, and G3, respectively, which are expressed by Equations (9)–(11), respectively:

L1 = λ1M (9)

L2 = λ2W (10)

L3 = λ3P (11)
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where λi represents the mesh power loss coefficient.

Figure 4. Power flows of differential planetary mechanism considering the gear mesh power loss.

Considering the gear mesh power loss, the split power ratio β′3 of component 3 and the virtual
power ratio α4 of component 4 of the differential planetary mechanism of the loader drive axle are
expressed by Equations (12) and (13), respectively (Figure 4a,b):

β′3 =
P

M− P− L1
= k (12)

α4 =
W − L2

M− P− L1 − L2
= sgnω4hi (13)

It can be obtained from Equations (12) and (13) that

P =
k

1 + k
(1− λ1)M (14)

W =

{
sgnω4

hi(1− λ1)M
1 + k

/[1 + (sgnω4hi− 1)λ2]

}
(15)

From Equations (9)–(11), (14), and (15),∑
L

M
=

L1 + L2 + L3

M
= λ1 + λ2

{
sgnω4

hi(1− λ1)

1 + k
/[1 + (sgnω4hi− 1)λ2 ]

}
+ λ3

k(1− λ1)

1 + k
(16)

Accordingly, the transmission efficiency η2 of the differential planetary mechanism of the loader
drive axle is expressed as Equation (17):

η2 = 1−
∑

L
M

= 1−
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩λ1 + λ2

{
sgnω4

hi(1− λ1)

1 + k
/[1 + (sgnω4hi− 1)λ2 ]

}
+λ3

k(1− λ1)

1 + k

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (17)
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2.2.3. Research on Transmission Efficiency of the Wheel Planetary Reducing Gear

The diagram of the wheel planetary reducing gear of the loader drive axle shown in Figure 2
can be converted into the diagram shown in Figure 5 without considering the gear mesh power loss.
The virtual power ratio α4 of component 4 of the wheel planetary reducing gear of the loader drive
axle is defined as the ratio between the virtual power and the power passing through component 4 [9],
and expressed by Equation (18) (Figure 5a,b):

α4 =
M−V

M
=
ω4 −ω8

ω4
=

p
1 + p

(18)

It can be obtained from Equation (18) that

V =
1

1 + p
M (19)

Figure 5. Power flows of wheel planetary reducing gear without considering the gear mesh power loss.

The diagram of wheel planetary reducing gear of the loader drive axle shown in Figure 2 can be
converted into the diagram shown in Figure 6 when considering the gear mesh power loss. L6 and
L7 indicate the mesh power loss passing through the gear pairs G6 and G7, respectively, which are
expressed by Equations (20) and (21), respectively:

L6 = λ6M (20)

L7 = λ7(M−V − L6) (21)
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Figure 6. Power flows of wheel planetary reducing gear considering the gear mesh power loss.

Considering the gear mesh power loss, the virtual power ratio α4 of component 4 of the wheel
planetary reducing gear of the loader drive axle is expressed by Equation (22) (Figure 6a,b):

α4 =
M−V

M
=
ω4 −ω8

ω4
=

p
1 + p

(22)

From Equation (22),

V =
1

1 + p
M (23)

Accordingly, the transmission efficiency η3 of the wheel planetary reducing gear of the loader
drive axle is expressed by Equation (24):

η3 = 1−
∑

L
M

= 1− (λ6 + λ7
p

1 + p
− λ6λ7) (24)

3. Results and Discussions

According to Equations (2), (17), and (24), the transmission efficiency of the main reducing gear,
the differential planetary mechanism, and the wheel planetary reducing gear of the loader drive axle
can be expressed by Equation (25):

η = η1η2η3 = f (μ,φ,ψ, E, D, h, i,λ, k, p) (25)

To analyze the influence of the mesh friction coefficient μ of the main reducing gear on the
transmission efficiency η of the loader drive axle, the curve of the transmission efficiency η of the
loader drive axle and the mesh friction coefficient μ of the gear teeth were drawn under the condition
that the other parameters shown in Equation (25) were unchanged (Figure 7). According to Figure 7,
the transmission efficiency η of the loader drive axle decreased when the mesh friction coefficient μ
of the main reducing gear increased under the condition that the other parameters were unchanged.
Simultaneously, the mesh friction coefficient μ of the main reducing gear was 0.05, and the transmission
efficiency η of the loader drive axle was 0.707.
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Figure 7. Relationship of the transmission efficiency η of the loader drive axle and the mesh friction
coefficient μ.

To determine if the transmission efficiency η of the loader drive axle is affected by the mesh power
loss coefficient λi, the curve of the transmission efficiency η of the loader drive axle and the mesh power
loss coefficient λi was drawn under the condition that the other parameters shown in Equation (25)
were unchanged (Figure 8). According to Figure 8, the transmission efficiency η of the loader drive
axle decreased as the mesh power loss coefficient λi increased. That is, the transmission efficiency η of
the loader drive axle decreased as the mesh power loss coefficients λ1 and λ6 increased, and it also
decreased as the mesh power loss coefficients λ3 and λ7 increased. As the mesh power loss coefficients
λ3 and λ7 increased, the transmission efficiency η of the loader drive axle decreased, but the degree
of decrease was slower than λ1 and λ6; as the mesh power loss coefficient λ2 increased, it initially
decreased slowly and then sharply.
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Figure 8. Relationship of the transmission efficiency η of the loader drive axle and the mesh power loss
coefficient λi.

Here, the speed ratio γ was defined as the ratio of the rotational angular velocity of component 2
(ω2) to component 4 (ω4), as shown in Equation (26):

γ =
ω2

ω4
(26)

To determine if the transmission efficiency η of the loader drive axle is affected by the speed ratio
γ, the curve of the transmission efficiency η of the loader drive axle and the speed ratio γ were drawn
under the condition that the other parameters shown in Equation (25) were unchanged (Figure 9).
According to Figure 9, the transmission efficiency η of the loader drive axle increased with the increase
of the speed ratio γ when the other parameters were unchanged, but the transmission efficiency η
ranged from 0.7055 to 0.7090; that is, the modification of the speed ratio γ had no obvious effect on the
transmission efficiency η of the loader drive axle.
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Figure 9. Relationship of the transmission efficiency η of the loader drive axle and the speed ratio γ.

4. Conclusions

(1) By establishing a three-dimensional digital model of a loader drive axle, the transmission efficiency
of the main reducing gear, the differential planetary mechanism, and the wheel planetary reducing
gear of the loader drive axle are studied. The transmission efficiency functional relationship
between the loader drive axle and the main reducing gear, differential planetary mechanism,
and wheel planetary reducing gear were obtained; that is, a functional relationship between the
transmission efficiency of the loader drive axle and the gear mesh friction coefficient, the mesh
power loss coefficient, the normal pressure angle, the helix angle, the offset amount, the speed
ratio, and the characteristic parameters.

(2) The transmission efficiency of the loader drive axle increased with speed ratio and decreased when
the gear teeth mesh friction coefficient and the mesh power loss coefficient increased. However,
compared with the mesh power loss coefficient, the degree of influence of the transmission
efficiency of the loader drive axle was different than the gear teeth friction coefficient, and the
mesh power loss coefficient of each gear pair had a different influence on the transmission
efficiency of the loader drive axle.

Based on the above research of this paper, the influence of rolling element bearings and temperatures
of the gears on the transmission efficiency of the loader drive axle was carried out, so that the
influence of multiple factors on the transmission efficiency of the loader drive axle can be studied
more comprehensively.
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Abstract: Combining new energy technology with electric propulsion technology is an effective
way to decrease the pollution of water resources caused by cruise ships. This study examines
the stable parallel operation of a ship’s micro-grid system through a dynamic power management
strategy involving a step change in load. With cruise ships in mind, we construct a micro-grid
system consisting of photovoltaics (PV), a diesel generator (DG), and a lithium battery and establish
a corresponding simulation model. We then analyze the system’s operating characteristics under
different working conditions and present the mechanisms that influence the power quality of the
ship’s micro-grid system. Based on an analysis of the power distribution requirements under different
working conditions, we design a power allocation strategy for the micro-grid system. We then
propose an optimization allocation strategy for dynamic power based on fuzzy control and a load
current feed-forward method, and finally, we simulate the whole system. Through this study we
prove that the proposed power management strategy not only verifies the feasibility and correctness
of the ship’s micro-grid structure and control strategy, but also greatly improves the reliability and
stability of the ship’s operation.

Keywords: photovoltaics; lithium battery; ship micro-grid system; fuzzy logic; power management

1. Introduction

To comply with the requirements of the energy efficiency design index (EEDI), the shipping
industry must find ways to reduce its emissions of greenhouse gases. Low-carbon-emission shipping
strategies and technologies that recently have been applied on ships in many developed countries
include ship form optimization, electrical propulsion, nuclear propulsion, fuel cells, biomass fuels, and
renewable energy sources [1,2].

Solar energy is an important natural resource, utilized mainly through photo-thermal and
photovoltaic (PV) techniques, which are widely applied in aerospace, architecture, electrical power
generation, and elsewhere [3–12]. Solar PV technology has been introduced into ships’ power systems
to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, improve energy efficiency, and reinforce power system
stability [13]. PV technology is mainly used in four ways on ships: as a propulsion power supply for
small ships, a power supply for a ship’s auxiliary machinery, a supply for general power consumption
on large and medium passenger ships, and a heating source for large oil tankers [3]. Figure 1 shows
the solar cruise ship “Shangdeguosheng”, which was built for the Shanghai World Expo in 2010.
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Passengers can enjoy a life of leisure on the ship, such as dining and entertainment, and the ship can be
used to hold important business meetings and for other functions. In 2011, the German ship “Planet
Solar” was constructed (Figure 2), with its owner claiming it to be the world’s largest solar-powered
ship. In 2013, the sightseeing ship “Yun Dang No. 1” was navigated in Xiamen Yun Dang Lake,
powered by solar energy (Figure 3). The “Cosco Tengfei” was remodeled to become China’s first large
automobile ro-ro ship with solar PV, shown in Figure 4.

 
Figure 1. “ShangDeGuoSheng” solar cruise ship.

 
Figure 2. “Planet Solar” solar ship.

 
Figure 3. “Yun Dang No.1” solar cruise ship.

 
Figure 4. “Cosco Tengfei” ro-ro ship.

Although PV technology is widely utilized in power systems on land, to the best of our knowledge,
hybrid PV/diesel/battery power systems on ships have not been extensively investigated and developed,
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especially the use of marine micro-grid technology to manage and control hybrid power systems
on ships. Glykaset et al. discussed PV systems applied to merchant marine vessels to reduce fuel
costs [14]. A stability assessment and economic analysis of a hybrid PV/DG ship system are presented
by Tsekouras et al. [15]. Adamo et al. offered a preliminary analysis of reducing the emissions
from an electrical ship in a berth [16]. Thus, Wen et al. performed a cost analysis using a particle
swarm optimization algorithm to find the optimal size and capacity for various types of energy
storage systems [17]. And, Lan et al. proposed a method for determining the ideal size for a PV
power generation system; a diesel generator and an energy storage system were designed in a
ship’s stand-alone power system with the aim of minimizing investment cost, fuel cost, and CO2

emissions [13].
Tang [18] proposed a novel structure for a large-scale PV array and its controls, designed for the

illumination unit of a ship’s power grid. Lee et al. [19] reported on the experimental results from the
operation of a prototype green ship on Geoje Island, South Korea. In [20], Sun and colleagues built
a simulation model of a PV-driven power system for a ship, based on a PSCAD/EMTDC platform.
The use of new energy technologies in ships has so far been limited to the development of “green”
touring vessels.

Yu et al. had developed multi-energy ship micro-grid energy control system based on solar lithium
battery and diesel generator set for cruise ships and proposed the energy distribution control strategy
according to the requirements of safe and stable operation, and they had verified the feasibilities on the
actual ships [21,22]. Banaei et al. conducted a study on all-electrical propulsion ships, which consisted
of fuel cells, batteries, PV, and two diesel generators [23]. The battery state of charge (SOC) was divided
into three different states, in which SOC > SOChigh, SOClow < SOC < SOChigh, and SOC < SOClow.
They also proposed the different energy management strategies in different states, for that the diesel
generators, energy storage systems, and fuel cells were rationally utilized. For the ship’s micro-grid
composing of diesel generator and other energy systems, Kuo et al. had proposed a storage for the
ship’s power supply mode. The proposed storage could be determined according to the SOC state of
energy storage system and it achieved the effects of reducing the fuel consumptions and exhausted
emissions of the diesel engine [24].

However, all of above statements were investigated for the managements of energy sources in
static situations, and no dynamic situations were studied. Until now, only few studies were focused
on the dynamic control of ship’s micro-grid, but there were many related researches on terrestrial
micro-grid. Kong et al. proposed a three-stage proportional plus derivative control (PD) preemptive
dynamic scheduling strategy, which could overcome the problem of dynamic control and the PD
control was easy to cause oscillation, but the settings of three time constants increased the difficulty of
system design [25]. Because the different micro-grid systems have different time constants, so it is not
an almighty method. Ding et al. proposed a method based on fuzzy control strategy for battery energy
storage system to improve the transient stability of power grid at when the input of fuzzy controller
had the problem of frequency difference [26]. Above two methods were investigated to suppress the
frequency difference, but both would cause a delay in control. Li analyzed the mathematical model of
diesel generator, and he obtained the reason of frequency fluctuation during load abrupt change [27].
Also, Li had proposed the active compensation strategy of current feed forward compensation and PD
control algorithm, but this method was easy to cause the high frequency oscillation.

These applications often have shortcomings, such as frequency fluctuation, high cost, and
complicated control systems. We therefore propose management and distribution strategies for
dynamic power by combining PV, diesel generator, and lithium battery. Via the fuzzy control and
compensation method of the ship’s micro-grid system, we were able to obtain optimal compensation
power. After taking into consideration the balance between sailing mileage and economic efficiency, as
well as how to integrate PV, DG, and lithium battery characteristics, we investigated a ship’s micro-grid
system to combine those three power sources. Therefore, this investigated article was based on the
dynamic research of terrestrial micro-grid, which combined with the characteristics of the static power
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allocation strategy and dynamic power allocation strategy of ship’s micro-grid. The strategies for the
frequency fluctuation during the sudden change of load in the PV-diesel generator-battery operation
mode were analyzed and investigated. The characteristics of the energy storage system could be
utilized to respond quickly, and the output or developed power could be used to lower down the
frequency fluctuation, and a dynamic energy scheduling strategy was put forward based on current
the feed-forward and fuzzy control.

2. Modelling of the Ship’s Micro-Grids System

Unlike in previous studies, we considered step changes in strong coupling, the great complexity
of the random changes that occur in a ship’s power system, and step changes in loads. We then present
a novel dynamic power distribution strategy for a ship’s micro-grid system. The topological structure
is shown in Figure 5 and can be described as follows [28,29]:

(1) The ship’s micro-grid system is composed of a diesel generator, a lithium battery, and PV solar
cells, and the PV and lithium-ion-based battery are connected by inverters to the AC grid bus,
which can supply power in parallel with the diesel generator.

(2) To use the renewable energy more effectively, the micro-grid power system is mainly operated by
the inverter, while the diesel generators are used as an auxiliary or emergency power source.

(3) The micro-grid system has many operation modes, depending on the ship’s navigation state. For
example, when the ship is in berth with sufficient sunlight, solar power will charge the lithium
battery and supply power for the daily living equipment, and the diesel generator will be idle.
When the ship is under normal sailing conditions and the voyage is short, propeller power and
daily living power will be jointly supplied by the solar and lithium batteries, and the diesel
generator will remain idle. When the ship is under normal sailing conditions and the voyage is
long, propeller power and living power will be jointly supplied by the solar and lithium batteries,
and the diesel generator and energy management control strategy for the ship’s micro-grid system
will work together, which is the primary working mode investigated in this paper.

Figure 5. Proposed structure of ship’s micro-grid system.

The ship’s micro-grid system is very different from a traditional land micro-grid system, as the
ship’s has no unified dispatch center and the operating conditions are more complicated. In the
topology described above, one of the frequent operation modes is very complex because the multiple
power sources are arranged in parallel. To better analyze the micro-grid system’s performance in this
mode, using mathematical analysis of the power supply mechanisms for the various energy sources,
we established a simulation model of the micro-grid system. This provides the foundation for further
research on the strategy for controlling the micro-grid system under changing dynamic loads.
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2.1. The Dynamic Characteristics of the Diesel Generator

The electromagnetic torque formula of for the synchronous generator can be expressed as
Equation (1) as when the salient effect is ignored:

Te = Ep
′ip (1)

In this formula, Ep’ is the instantaneous electromotive force (EMF) of the generator and ip is the
stator current of the p axis. The diesel motor drives the synchronous generator’s rotation, and the
stator winding of the synchronous generator takes the induction EMF by cutting the magnetic line
motion in the magnetic field, providing electrical energy in the case of an external load. When the
load alters suddenly, so does its active current. According to Equation (1), the electromagnetic torque
also changes.

According to [30], the functioning of an output diesel-engine speed-control system can be
expressed as:

ω(s) =
K(1 + T2s)(1 + T3s)

M
ωre f (s) − s(1 + T1s)(1 + T4s)(1 + T5s)(1 + Tds)

M
Te(s) (2)

where M = Tjs2(1 + T1s)(1 + T4s)(1 + T5s)(1 + Tds) + K(1 + T2s)(1+T3s), and T1, T4, T5, and Td are the
small time constants, Tj is a time constant in the diesel engine model, K refers to the parameter of
transfer function, subscript symbol s refers to the Laplace transform of model, and Te refers to the
electromagnetic torque. If we set T = T1 + T4 + T5 + Td, then M = Tjs2(1 + Ts) + K(1 + T2s)(1 + T3s).
Thus, the output of the system can be expressed as:

ω(s) =
K(1 + T2s)(1 + T3s)

M
ωre f (s) − s(1 + Ts)

M
Te(s) (3)

From Equation (3) we see that the output is determined by the system input volume ωref(s) and
Te(s). The transfer function ωref(s) = 0 can be obtained under load disturbance. The transfer function
G(s) can be then expressed as:

G(s) =
ω(s)
Te(s)

=
−s(1 + Ts)

M
(4)

2.2. The Model of the PV Cells

PV cells are semiconductor devices based on the PV effect of semiconducting materials with a PN
junction and have the function of directly converting sunlight into electrical energy. According to [31],
when sunlight shines on PV cells, the electrons in the P region move to the N region, resulting in a
large amount of electrons accumulating on the receivers.

The PV battery equivalent circuit model is shown in Figure 6, where Iph is a photo-generated
current whose magnitude depends on the light intensity S and temperature T, and which acts as a
controlled current source; Id is a voltage generated by a reactive PN junction of voltage V; Ish is the
short-circuit current caused by leakage from the PV cells; Rs and Rsh are the series resistance and
parallel resistance of the PV cells; V is the PV output voltage; and I is the PV output current. The
output current of the PV cells can be obtained from the equivalent circuit diagram and Equation (5):

I = Iph − Ios

{
exp

[
q(V + IRs)

AKT

]
− 1

}
− V + RsI

Rsh
(5)

Iph is determined thus:

Iph = Isc = Iscr

[ S
Sr

+ ki(T − Tr)
]

(6)
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Ios is determined thus:

Ios = Ior

( T
Tr

)3
exp

[
qEg

nKTr
− qEg

nKT

]
(7)

In Equation (5), Iph is the photo current; Ios is the diode reverse saturation current; q is the electron
constant, 1.602 × e–19(C); V and I are the PV output voltage and current; Rs is the series resistance; Rsh
is the parallel resistance; A is the diode characteristic fitting coefficient; K is the Boltzmann constant,
with a value of 1.831 × e–23(J/K); T is the PV cell working temperature in Kelvin; Iscr is the short-circuit
current under the conditions of solar radiation intensity Sr = 1000W/m2 and temperature Tr = 25 ◦C;
ki is the short-circuit current temperature coefficient; Ior is the dark saturation current under Tr; Eg is
the forbidden band width of the semiconductor material; and N is the junction constant, which is 1.5.
The electrical characteristics of the PV cells are shown in Figure 7.

V

I

Rs

Rsh

Ish

D

IdIph

Figure 6. Equivalent circuit of photovoltaic cells.

Ipv

0 Vmpp VpvVoc

Impp
Isc

Figure 7. Characteristic of photovoltaic cells.

According to the actual needs and electric parameters, the PV cells should be connected in series
or in parallel. The output current of each PV cell can then be expressed as:

I = NpIsc −NpIos

{
exp

[
q(V + IRse)

NsnKT

]
− 1

}
(8)

In Equation (8), where Np and Ns are the number of the PV cells’ strings and parallel connections,
and Rse is the equivalent series resistance of the PV cells after series and parallel connection.

2.3. The Model of the Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery

Recently, battery technologies based on lithium compounds have reduced cost and improved
performance in terms of increased energy density. We used a LiFePO4 battery as the power battery for
the system, a type widely used in automobiles. Ships are generally less sensitive to weight restrictions
than cars are, so more energy can be stored in a ship, which has boosted interest in using purely
electric cruise ships based on lithium batteries. According to [32], models for the charge or discharge
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processes of ships can use the improved Shepherd equation, expressed in Equations (9) and (10), which
disregards the influence of temperature on batteries. When batteries are in the discharge and charge
processes, their voltage can be expressed thus:

Vbatt = E0 −K
Q

it− 0.1Q
×i∗ −K

Q
Q− it

×it + A exp(−B ×it) (9)

Vbatt = E0 −K
Q

Q− it
×i∗ −K

Q
Q− it

×it + A exp(−B ×it) (10)

where Vbatt is the battery terminal voltage, E0 is the nominal voltage, K is the polarization constant,
Q is the battery capacity, i* is the filter current, A is the exponential voltage, and B is the exponential
time constant.

2.4. Working Principle and Model of Inverter Power

Considering that the ship’s distribution mode is mainly a three-phase, three-wire system, a
relatively simple three-phase full bridge topology is applied for the main power circuit. This is shown
in Figure 8, where the LC filter is selected for the filter and Udc is used as the DC voltage; uia, uib, and
uic act as the inverter output voltages; iia, iib, and iic act as the inverter output currents; usa, usb, and
usc are the bus voltages; isa, isb, and isc are the bus currents; L is the filtering inductance; and C is the
filtering capacitance.

iau

ibu

icu

sbusau scu

sai

sbi

sciici

ibi

iai

Figure 8. Circuit of the investigated inverter.

The inverter control strategy can be divided into three control modes: constant power control (PQ),
constant voltage and frequency control (V/f), and dropping control. Depending on the requirements of
different operation modes, different control algorithms can be selected to match each mode. The main
purpose of this paper is to investigate the best operation mode for parallel inverters and then better
utilize the solar energy of PV cells, so we adopted the PQ control method. The voltage/current values
on the dq axis can be obtained by PARK transformation, and according to instantaneous power theory,
the active and reactive power outputs from the inverter can be expressed as:{

P = usdisd + usqisq

Q = usqisd − usdisq
(11)

Selecting the d axis and the voltage/current vector in the same direction, the following formula
can be obtained: {

P = usdisd
Q = −usdisq

⇒
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ isdre f =

Pre f

usd

isqre f =
−Qre f

usd

(12)
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According to Equation (12) and under the dp axis, the active power P is determined by usd and
isd, while the reactive power Q is determined by usd and isq. The decoupling control of active power
Pref and reactive power Qref is realized by controlling isdref and isqref, respectively, so that the voltage of
the micro-grid system is unchanged. To control the current, the circuit equation of the inverter can be
obtained from Figure 9: ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ L disd

dt = uld − usd + wLisq

L
disq
dt = ulq − usq + wLisd

(13)

Using Equations (12) and (13) we can obtain the structural diagram of the PQ control, as shown
in Figure 9. From this figure the inner ring current references, idref and iqref, are obtained from the
power references, Pref and Qref, to divide the voltage usd in the outer ring. PI control is carried
out using the difference between the currents references and the actual output currents isd and isq,
and the modulated signals udref and uqref are obtained through feed-forward compensation and
cross-coupling compensation.

L

Pref
idref

isd

isq

iqref

usd

usd

usq

Qref

L

udref

uqref

Figure 9. Power control (PQ) control strategy of inverter.

2.5. The Simulation Model of the Ship’s Micro-Grid System

Combined with the proposed topological structure, the simulation model of the ship’s micro-grid
system is established using the MATLAB Simscape component libraries and modules, as presented in
Figure 10.

Figure 10. Simulation model of the proposed ship’s micro-grid system.
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3. Analysis of the Operation Characteristics in Parallel of the Ship’s Micro-Grid System

According to the design of ship’s micro-grid system, the system’s voltage and frequency were
supported by the diesel generator, which provided the main power supply, and the sources from the
inverter of solar PV cells and lithium batteries both were used according the following algorithm.
Assuming that the solar power output was maximum and constant, the power distribution of the
micro-grid system could be determined by controlling the power output of the lithium battery pack.
Based on the characteristics of the marine electrical propulsion system, this article studies the micro-grid
energy management strategy for the sudden change in load, which can improve the power quality
(frequency) of the ship’s micro-grid under dynamic load. This strategy is based on the assumption
that the output of PV power generation system remains constant, and we do not explore the complex
dynamics of PV power generation system. Since this study is based on the output of different power
generation units equal to the load power (conservation of energy), the PV output variation can also be
considered as sudden load change, so the research conclusion can also be used for PV output variation.
From this point, the proposed system can still control the actual PV channels (practical PV panels).

The governor characteristic (power-frequency characteristic curve) of the diesel generator is
shown in curve 1 of Figure 11 [30]; this is also called the first adjustment rule between output power
and power frequency. To stabilize the frequency around the ratings value, the throttle can be adjusted
according to the output power, which shifts the characteristic curve up and down; this is called the
second adjustment rule. The output frequency of the lithium battery inverter follows the frequency
of the main power because the current-following algorithm is adopted. The output frequency is
independent of the output power, which is determined by a given PQ value. The power-frequency
characteristic of the lithium battery inverter is shown in curve 2 of Figure 11 [31]. The output frequency
of the solar inverter is also followed by the main power frequency, and it is independent of the output
power. The output power is determined by the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm,
and the power-frequency characteristic of the solar inverter is shown in curve 3 of Figure 11. The effect
of load change on frequency fluctuation in the ship’s micro-grid system can be analyzed as follows.

Assuming that the ship’s micro-grid system is in stable operation at A point (rated frequency f n)
under the certain working conditions in Figure 11, the solar output power is P1, the output power
of the lithium battery pack is P2, and the output power of the diesel generator is P3. Load increase
ΔP = P4 − P3 always happens suddenly. When we use the PQ algorithm for inverter operation, ΔP
will be borne by the diesel generators only because the power outputs of the solar PV and batteries are
constant values. From Figure 11, we can describe the regulation process for static system frequency.
At first, the power frequency will adjust according to curve 1 and the system operation point from A
to B. Then, the diesel throttle will be controlled to change the system’s operation point from B to C
(curve 4). For better operation, we postulate the initial conditions in which the system load is 80 kW,
the power output of the PV array controlled by the MPPT algorithm is 15 kW, the power output of the
energy storage battery is 20 kW, the remaining 45 kW of power is borne by the diesel generators, and
the system reaches stable operation status2 s after the simulation start. When t = 4 s, the load increases
from 0 to 30 kW with a step increase of 5 kW. The simulation results of the system’s corresponding
dynamic frequency response are shown in curve 7 to curve 1 of Figure 12.

The above analysis of system static output shows that when the load power increases, the system’s
frequency drops from fn to f1. If the system is not controlled, the frequency fluctuation will inevitably
affect the system’s power quality. Especially during dynamic system processes, when the mutation load
increases, the harmonic increase in inverter power output is largely due to the frequency fluctuation
overshoot. That condition not only will reduce the power grid’s power quality but also will make the
grid collapse in a serious situation (such as the propeller touching bottom).
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Figure 11. Frequency static regulation process.

Figure 12. The system’s corresponding frequency dynamic response.

4. The Dynamic Power Distribution Strategy of the Ship’s Micro-Grid System

4.1. Analysis of the Dynamic Power Distribution Strategy

Because of the transient nature of the step load, the operation of impulsive power demands very
high amplitude. Diesel generators are not capable of supporting transient load requirements because
they need to operate constantly for a relatively long time to control the inertia of the fuel valves,
combustors, and other mechanical components [33]. For supplying transient power, the lithium battery
system is capable of supporting sudden changes in load and can help maintain the frequency stability
of the micro-grid bus with its high power density. The main control progress of the micro-grid system
is shown in Figure 13 and can be described as follows.

First, we assume that the system operates stably at point A and the load increases suddenly by
ΔP = P4 − P3 at a certain moment. If the reference value for the output power of the lithium battery
inverter regulated using the PQ algorithm is changed from P2 (curve 2) to P21 (curve 5) at that time,
and the increase in output power of the lithium battery is controlled by P21 − P2 = P4 − P3 = ΔP, the
working state of the micro-grid system will remain unchanged for the power output of the solar and
diesel generators, and the load of the mutation will be borne entirely by the lithium battery pack.
The frequency of the micro-grid system will thereby be kept stable throughout the load mutation.
However, the output power P2 from the package of lithium batteries is the optimized conditions of
the micro-grid system. If the micro-grid system continues in this situation, a large current will be
discharged from the lithium battery, negatively affecting its performance and lifetime. Therefore, the
load of the lithium battery pack must be transferred to the diesel generator sets gradually.

According to the working characteristics of lithium battery, the optimal range of output capacity
is 30–70%, and the maximum short-term discharge current cannot exceed 3C. In this study, the capacity
of lithium battery pack is 53 kWh and the maximum output is set as 53 kW in simulation. If the load of
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system is suddenly increased to 80 kW, then 27 kW can be directly generated by the diesel generator.
Curve 5 represents the characteristic curve of output power-frequency, which is generated by the
reverse power supply of the lithium battery pack. The output power-frequency characteristic of the
lithium battery changes from curve 5 to curve 2, and the frequency characteristic of the output power
of the diesel generator set changes to curve 4 from curve 1. The output power of the lithium battery
pack decreases from P21 back to P2, and the output power assumed by the diesel generator increases
from P3 to P4. Through this method of control, the total sudden increase in load is borne by the diesel
generators, while the output power of the lithium battery pack returns to the original working-state
value, and the micro-grid system reaches stable functioning at point C.

We were able to conclude that the frequency of the micro-grid system can be kept stable throughout
load changes if an effective control strategy is developed. According to the above analysis, the key
to the system’s dynamic control process is the precise measurement of the output power reference
value P21 = P2 + ΔP and the algorithm for power transfer control in the lithium battery inverter source.
The first part of the output power reference to value P2 is the output power of the lithium battery
inverter when the micro-grid system is operated at point A, before the power changes. The reference
value is given by optimizing the precision predictions for the PV output power, battery pack capacity,
load demand, and real-time output power of the diesel generators. The second part of the output
power reference value ΔP needed to be tested and calculated. To do this, we proposed a dynamic
control strategy based on current compensation and fuzzy control, which assumed that load power
was dependent on and proportional to the current and that the response speed of the current was faster
than the response speed of the diesel engine. Compared the results in Figures 11 and 13, Figure 11
shows that if the proposed algorithm is not used as a control strategy, the frequency will have large
fluctuation. Nevertheless, Figure 13 shows that as the proposed control strategy is used to control the
energy system, the frequency fluctuation will be greatly reduced and the power quality of the grid will
be greatly enhanced. The frequency of the micro-grid system will thereby be kept stable even the load
has apparent frequency fluctuation.

This strategy can improve the dynamic and static response performances for frequency feedback
and give the lithium battery inverter system better dynamic response performance and precision. The
characteristics of the rapid output power of the lithium battery energy storage system suggest that
the frequency fluctuation of the system under load mutation is significantly reduced, and the power
quality of the ship’s micro-grid system is improved. The results are also applicable if there is a sudden
decrease in the output of the solar power generation system, meaning the strategy can effectively
reduce the influence of intermittent solar characteristics on the system and greatly improve the stability
of system operation.

The control strategy for the compensation current is dependent on the actual change in current
value to control the output power reference ΔP1 of the whole system. The deviation problem is solved
by frequency feedback, which can be achieved using a fuzzy control algorithm. This keeps the input at
Δf and dΔf /dt, the output power is referenceΔP2 of the whole system, and better dynamic performance
is achieved. The input parameters of the fuzzy control algorithm are the difference Δf between real
frequency f and a given reference frequency fref and the change rate in the difference dΔf /dt. The
output power of the system will be referred to ΔP2 to realize feedback control over the frequency.
This will further improve the dynamic and static performance of the system. In this situation, the
reference output power of the system is ΔP2; feedback control over the frequency is implemented, and
the system’s dynamic and static performance are further improved. Given the limited output capacity
of the battery pack, we adopt the amplitude limitation control links in the system control strategy.
A schematic diagram of the dynamic control strategy for the ship’s micro-grid system is shown in
Figure 14.
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Figure 13. The proposed static frequency regulation process.
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Figure 14. Proposed dynamic control strategy.

4.2. Controller Design

To meet the requirements for dynamic control and smooth load transfer, the current compensation
power reference value is changed according to an exponential function. The time domain expression
of this exponential function is shown in Equation (14):

Δp1(t) = A× e− t
τ (14)

where A is the initial value and τ is the time constant (τ = 4 for simulation purposes). The waveform
of the function is shown in Figure 15. The function value ΔP1(t) is reduced from the beginning A
to zero, and the time constant τ determines the attenuation speed of the value ΔP1(t). The fuzzy
controller is equivalent to a PD controller, having the characteristics of a PD controller and significant
robustness [34]. First, the fuzzy controller is used to blur the input value, then fuzzy reasoning is
carried out according to the designed fuzzy control rules, and the fuzzy quantity is ambiguity resolved
to obtain a clear value. In this study, the capacity of lithium battery pack is 53 kWh, which is set as the
maximum output in simulation. When the increased load is greater than the difference value between
70% rated capacity of the lithium battery and the current capacity of the assembled lithium battery, the
output of the assembled lithium battery will be controlled as the difference value, and the other part of
the capacity will be loaded by the diesel generator set. Therefore, the value of A varies according to the
situation, which is related to the battery discharge current and load variation. In general, the value of
A is linearly related to the discharge current value of lithium battery.

The basic domain of input Δf and dΔf/dt is [−2.5 + 2.5], [−15 + 15], and the quantifying factors
Ke and Kec are 30 and 2, respectively. According to the control’s requirements, the input value is
divided into seven fuzzy sets: negative big {NB}, negative middle {NM}, negative small {NS}, zero
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{ZO}, positive small {PS}, positive middle {PM}, and positive big {PB}. When the errors of {NB} and
{PB} are large, the Gaussian subordinating degree function is used to improve stability. The rest value
is used with the triangle membership function to improve resolution and control sensitivity. The
basic domain of output is [−3000,3000], and the proportion factor is 3, which is divided into seven
fuzzy subsets: negative big {NB}, negative middle {NM}, negative small {NS}, zero {ZO}, positive
small {PS}, positive middle {PM}, and positive big {PB}, and the triangle membership function is
applied. The input and output functions of the membership function are shown in Figures 16–18.
Based on the control requirement, when the frequency change and frequency change rate are larger,
the power reference value ΔP2(t) should be increased to improve dynamic performance and reduce
error. In other circumstances, the reference value ΔP2(t) should be reduced to avoid overtones, and
then the fuzzy control rule in Table 1 is available. The control quantity of power output ΔP2(t) must be
determined. According to a fuzzy subset of the output in Table 1, the gravity method is used to solve
the ambiguity [35,36], and ΔP2(t) is controlled by timing the proportional factor Ku.

Figure 15. Waveform of the e exponential function.

Figure 16. Δf of the membership function.

Figure 17. dΔf /dt of the membership function.
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Figure 18. Output ΔP2 of the membership function.

Table 1. Fuzzy logic rules.

Δf

dΔf /dt
NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB

NB PB PB PM PS ZO ZO ZO
NM PB PB PM PS ZO ZO ZO
NS PM PM PM ZO ZO NS NS
ZO PM PM PS ZO NS NM NM
PS PS PS ZO NS NM NM NM
PM ZO ZO ZO NS NM NB NB
PB ZO ZO ZO NB NB NB NB

5. Analysis of Simulation and Results

Based on the overall model of the ship’s micro-grid system developed by MATLAB/SIMULINK,
we ran a simulation to evaluate the effectiveness of the power distribution and control allocation
strategy and the system’s operational stability. The input parameters of the simulation were as follows:

(1) The specified outputs of the diesel generator were 100 kW, 380 V, and 50 Hz.
(2) The maximum power output of the PV was 15 kW.
(3) The rated capacity of the battery was 200 Ah, 537 V.
(4) Resistors were used to simulate the system load.

The initial conditions were that the system was operated in parallel on stable status: initial total
load 45 kW, PV output 15 kW, diesel generator output 10 kW, and battery output 20 kW. At five seconds,
the load was suddenly increased to 80 kW. The frequency response curve of the micro-grid system is
shown in Figure 19, and the operational profiles of the different energy modules are shown in Figure 20.

Figure 19. Frequency response curves of the micro-grid system.
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The dotted line in Figure 20 shows that the maximum frequency deviation was 2 Hz when the
load was suddenly increased to 80 kW. The real line indicates the frequency response curve of the
micro-grid system with the dynamic power allocation strategy. From the real line, the maximum
frequency deviation was 1 Hz when the load variation suddenly increased to 80 kW. Compared with
the two curves, the system frequency fluctuation was decreased by [(2 − 1)/2] × 100% = 50%using the
proposed control strategy, proving it could efficiently improve the system’s dynamic performance.

Figure 20. Operational profiles of different energy modules.

As can be seen from the load and power simulations for each power generation unit, presented in
Figure 20, at the load mutation moment, the dynamic power reference value of the battery system
quickly increased and the power diesel generator was minimized in the working state. At the same
time, the dynamic power reference of the battery system decreased and the output power of the diesel
generators increased. Finally, the dynamic power reference value of the battery system decreased to
zero and all of the increased loads were borne by the diesel generators. Because the output power of
the battery system decreased gradually according to the design of the e exponential function, the diesel
generators had enough response time for speed regulation, so they did not produce larger frequency
fluctuations in the micro-grid system. The whole process of the power distribution system enabled full
use of the lithium battery’s good instantaneous discharge performance, improved the power quality in
the dynamic process of the micro-grid system, and efficiently ensured the system’s stability.

The combination of new energy technology and electrical propulsion technology is an effective
way to solve the problems of energy saving and greenhouse gas emission reduction of ships. But as a
relatively independent unit and regardless of actual structures or grid characteristics, the power grids
of ships have the typical characteristics different from the ones of terrestrial regions. Investigation
of the coordinated control strategy for different power generation units under different situations
is the essential scientific problem that must be developed to ensure the stable economic operation
of the ship’s micro-grid. This paper investigated a useful strategy to improve the utilization rate
of renewable energy under static conditions, reduce the frequency fluctuation of the system under
dynamic conditions, and improve the power quality and system stability of the ship’s micro-grid.

In the past, Guo et al. had combined the battery with SC as the energy storage system and they
investigated the control strategy of the power balance and the optimal energy management in MVDC
power system [37]. The system could be used to maintain the MVDC bus voltage within desired
margin, which was usually 10% around the nominal MVDC voltage. The objective of this research
was to investigate the battery as the main power supply of cruise ships and investigate the control
strategy of the power quality (constant frequency), which could have the optimal energy management
in LVAC power system. For the widely used alternating current (AC) electrical propulsion ships,
if the above micro-grid system architecture is adopted, a large number of power converters need to be
connected to the direct current (DC) grid side to realize the conversion of the electrical energy form.
Then the electrical energy utilization rate is low and the cost is high, although the voyage of large ships
can be far away, the application prospect is not good. Therefore, the investigated management and
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distribution strategies are used, the ship’s AC grid composed of the generator and the new energy is
more advantageous, practical, and popularized.

6. Conclusions

The combination of new energy technology and electrical propulsion technology is an effective way
to solve energy saving and greenhouse gas emission reduction of ships. But as a relatively independent
unit, regardless of the actual structures or grid characteristics, ships have typical characteristics different
from terrestrial power grids. The coordinated control strategy of different power generation units under
different situations is the essential scientific problem that must be solved to ensure the stable economic
operation of the ship’s micro-grid. This paper investigated a strategy for the ship’s micro-grid, which
consisted of PV, DG, and a lithium battery. For that, the characteristics of the grid-connected operation
of the new energy inverter power system, the ship’s power station, and the corresponding dynamic
power allocation strategy were proposed. In this study, we successfully constructed a simulation
model to integrate the characteristics of a photovoltaic cell, a diesel generator, and a lithium battery
(PV/DG/BAT), then investigated using a ship’s micro-grid system to combine the three power sources.
The constructed model allowed us to explore frequency fluctuations in the multi-energy micro-grid
system under dynamic conditions. The dynamic power reference value was easily obtained by fuzzy
control and a current compensation algorithm. Via the proposed distribution strategy for dynamic
power, under the same conditions the diesel generator had enough response time to regulate its rotating
speed, and the output powers had reasonable distribution. When the load was suddenly changed, the
proposed strategies reduced the frequency fluctuation by 50%. The proposed strategies could also
be used to reduce the frequency fluctuation caused by sudden changes because of the intermittent
characteristics of PV power, greatly improving the stability of PV/DG/BAT-based dynamic power.
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Abstract: The study utilizes the energy-flux-vector method to analyze the heat transfer characteristics
of natural convection in a wavy-wall porous square cavity with a partially-heated bottom surface.
The effects of the modified Darcy number, modified Rayleigh number, modified Prandtl number, and
length of the partially-heated bottom surface on the energy-flux-vector distribution and mean Nusselt
number are examined. The results show that when a low modified Darcy number with any value of
modified Rayleigh number is given, the recirculation regions are not formed in the energy-flux-vector
distribution within the porous cavity. Therefore, a low mean Nusselt number is presented. The
recirculation regions do still not form, and thus the mean Nusselt number has a low value when
a low modified Darcy number with a high modified Rayleigh number is given. However, when
the values of the modified Darcy number and modified Rayleigh number are high, the energy flux
vectors generate recirculation regions, and thus a high mean Nusselt number is obtained. In addition,
in a convection-dominated region, the mean Nusselt number increases with an increasing modified
Prandtl number. Furthermore, as the length of the partially-heated bottom surface lengthens, a higher
mean Nusselt number is presented.

Keywords: energy flux vector; porous cavity; natural convection; wavy-wall; heat transfer
enhancement; visualization technique

1. Introduction

The plot of the heat flow paths is important since it can provide physical insights into the energy
transport process in detail. To achieve this purpose, Kimura and Bejan [1] have suggested a heatline
visualization technique. Following the study of Kimura and Bejan [1], numerous researchers have
explored the process of heat transport within thermal-fluid systems by utilizing the technique [2–4].

Hooman [5,6] has presented an energy-flux-vector method, which is basically similar to the heatline
technique, for visualizing the heat flow paths. Comparing the two visualization methods, Hooman [5,6]
has pointed out that the energy-flux-vector method is simpler than the heatline visualization technique
since the algebraic equations do not require solving. In the literature, numerous researchers [7–9]
have demonstrated that the process of heat transport can be completely explained by using the
energy-flux-vector method.

Natural convection in porous cavities has numerous practical applications in engineering fields,
including biomedical engineering, chemical and material processing, fluidized beds, geothermal
engineering, thermal insulation, solar collection, and so on [10–14]. To achieve the purpose
of heat transfer enhancement, wavy-surface geometries are often imposed [7,8]. Note that the
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practical applications for the natural convection in a wavy-wall cavity include heat exchangers, solar
collectors, condensers in refrigerators, geothermal engineering, and so on [15–17]. In the literature,
the investigation into the natural convection heat transfer behavior in a porous cavity with wavy
surfaces has been widely discussed [18–20]. The results have demonstrated that the use of the
wavy-surface geometries can improve the heat transfer effect. Recently, Biswal et al. [21] have utilized
the energy-flux-vector method to explain the process of heat transport of natural convection within a
porous cavity with curved side walls. Their results have shown that given suitable curved-side wall
forms with appropriate flow conditions, the heat transfer performance can be enhanced.

As discussed above, the analysis of the energy-flux-vector method on natural convection heat
transfer in a porous cavity with wavy surfaces has attracted little attention. Accordingly, in the
current study, the energy-flux-vector method is utilized to analyze the heat transfer characteristics
of natural convection within a porous square cavity bounded by a partially-heated flat bottom wall,
low temperature left and right wavy-walls, and an insulated flat top wall. The simulations focus
particularly on the effects of the modified Darcy number, modified Rayleigh number, modified Prandtl
number, and length of the partially-heated bottom surface on the energy-flux-vector distribution and
mean Nusselt number, respectively.

2. Mathematical Formulation

2.1. Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions

Figure 1 illustrates the studied porous square wavy-wall cavity with a partially-heated bottom
surface and a characteristic length of Lc. As shown, the partially-heated wall surface has a length of LH,
and it is placed on the center of the bottom wall. Meanwhile, the left and right walls are assumed to
have a constant low temperature and a complex-wavy surface.

Figure 1. Geometry of partially-heated wavy-wall porous cavity.

It is assumed that the working fluid is Newtonian and incompressible, and the flow and
temperature fields are two-dimensional and steady state. In addition, it is also assumed that the
Rayleigh number is less than 109 and thus, the assumption of laminar flow is valid. Furthermore,
the Boussinesq approximation [7,8,22] is imposed, and the local thermal equilibrium condition is
assumed to be achieved.
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Defining the non-dimensional quantities are as follows [14]:

x∗ = x
Lc

, y∗ = y
Lc

, αe f f =
ke f f
ερCp

, u∗ = uLc
αe f f

, v∗ = vLc
αe f f

, p∗ = pL2
c

ρα2
e f f

,

θ = T−TL
TH−TL

, Km = K
ε , Prm =

μ
ραe f f

, Dam = Km
L2

c
, Ram =

ρgβL3
c (TH−TL)
μαe f f

(1)

where ρ, Cp, and p represent the density, specific heat, and pressure, respectively; u and v are the
velocity components along x- and y-axes, respectively; TH and TL signify the high temperature and
low temperature, respectively; subscript m indicates the modified value; and superscript ∗ denotes
the non-dimensional quantity. After the viscous dissipation and thermal radiation effects are ignored,
the continuity, momentum and energy conservation equations described the flow behavior and heat
transfer characteristics of natural convection within the porous cavity is written in the following
non-dimensionalized forms [14]:

Continuity equation:
∂u∗
∂x∗ +

∂v∗
∂y∗ = 0 (2)

x-direction momentum equation:

u∗ ∂u
∗

∂x∗ + v∗ ∂u
∗

∂y∗ = −
∂p∗
∂x∗ −

Prm

Dam
u∗ + Prm(

∂2u∗
∂x∗2

+
∂2u∗
∂y∗2

) − 1.75√
150

√
u∗2 + v∗2√

Dam
u∗ (3)

y-direction momentum equation:

u∗ ∂v
∗

∂x∗ + v∗ ∂v
∗

∂y∗ = −
∂p∗
∂y∗ −

Prm

Dam
v∗ + Prm(

∂2v∗
∂x∗2

+
∂2v∗
∂y∗2

) − 1.75√
150

√
u∗2 + v∗2√

Dam
v∗ + Ram · Prm · θ (4)

Energy conservation equation:

u∗ ∂θ
∂x∗ + v∗ ∂θ

∂y∗ =
∂2θ

∂x∗2
+
∂2θ

∂y∗2
(5)

The dimensionless boundary conditions are expressed as follows:
Bottom partially-heat wall: u∗ = v∗ = 0, θ = 1
Bottom other walls: u∗ = v∗ = 0, ∂θ/∂

⇀
n
∗
= 0

Left and right wavy walls: u∗ = v∗ = 0, θ = 0
Top wall: u∗ = v∗ = 0, ∂θ/∂

⇀
n
∗
= 0

where
⇀
n
∗

is the normal vector.

2.2. Energy Flux Vectors and Nusselt Number

The energy flux vectors (
⇀
E) are defined as follows [5–9]:

⇀
E =

∂H∗
∂y∗

⇀
i − ∂H

∗
∂x∗

⇀
j (6)

∂H∗
∂y∗ = u∗θ− ∂θ

∂x∗ , (7)

− ∂H
∗

∂x∗ = v∗θ− ∂θ
∂y∗ . (8)

Note that H∗ is the non-dimensional heat function, and
⇀
i and

⇀
j are the unit components in x-

and y-directions, respectively.
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The mean Nusselt number (Num) along the partially-heated bottom surface is defined as follows:

Num =

∫
Nudξ (9)

where Nu(= hLc
ke f f

= −
(
∂θ

∂
⇀
n
∗
)
) is the Nusselt number, and h is the convection heat transfer coefficient.

2.3. Geometric Description and Numerical Method

In this study, the left and right walls of the porous cavity are assumed to have a complex-wavy
surface, which is formulated as follows [7,8]:

y∗ = αwSin(2πx∗) + αw

2.5
Sin(4πx∗) (10)

where αw is the amplitude of the wavy surface.
In the current study, the generalized coordinate transform technique, finite volume method,

and SIMPLE algorithm are used to solve the governing equations presented in Equations (2)–(5).
The numerical methods are identical to those used in our previous studies [7,8]. A detailed description
of the numerical methods applied in this work can be found in [7,8].

2.4. Numerical Validation and Grid Independence Evaluation

The currently used numerical models and numerical methods were valid by comparing the
current results with those presented by Singh et al. [14]. Table 1 shows these results. Note that the
Rayleigh number of Ra = 105, porosity of ε = 0.6, and Prandtl number of Pr = 1 are given in the case.
It is shown that the current results are identical to those presented in Singh et al. [14].

Table 1. Comparison of current results for mean Nusselt number with Singh et al. [14] for two different
Darcy numbers.

Da = 10−2 Da = 10−4

Current results 3.441 1.067
Singh et al. [14] 3.461 1.067

Error (%) 0.6 0.0

The mesh sizes of 101× 201, 101× 501, 101× 1001, 201× 1001 have been examined for the variation
of mean Nusselt number, respectively, and the results showed that the mesh size of 101× 1001 has a
grid-independent solution.

3. Results and Discussion

In the study, the ranges of the non-dimensional parameters were set as follows: modified Darcy
number: Dam = 10−5 to Dam = 10−2; modified Rayleigh number: Ram = 102 to Ram = 105; modified
Prandtl number: Prm = 0.1 to Prm = 10; amplitude of wavy surface: αw = 0.25; and length of the
partially-heated bottom surface: L∗H = 0.3 to L∗H = 0.9.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the distributions of the energy flux vectors and isotherms within
the porous cavity for various modified Darcy numbers and modified Rayleigh numbers. Figure 4
shows the effects of the modified Darcy number and modified Rayleigh number on the mean Nusselt
number. According to the definition of the energy flux vectors given in Equation (6), the conduction
mechanism dominates if the flow of energy flux vectors is directly from the bottom partially-heated
high-temperature wall to the left and right low-temperature wavy-walls, while the convection
mechanism dominates if the energy flux vectors generate closed recirculation regions [5–9]. Therefore,
as shown in Figure 2a, when the values of the modified Darcy number and modified Rayleigh number
are both low, the heat transfer effect within the porous partially-heated cavity is dominated by a pure
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conduction mechanism since the closed recirculation regions in the energy-flux-vector distribution
are not created. In addition, a low modified Darcy number represents a low permeability due to the
presence of a high flow resistance [14]. Therefore, although a larger buoyancy effect induced by giving a
high modified Rayleigh number is presented, a high flow resistance is also generated within the porous
partially-heated cavity. As a result, the energy flux vectors do still not form closed recirculation regions,
and thus the conduction mechanism continually dominates heat transfer behavior (see Figure 2b).
Under conduction-domination, the high-temperature fluid heated by the partially-heated bottom
surface is slowly diffused to left and right low-temperature wavy-wall surfaces to be dissipated (see
the isotherms in Figure 2). Consequently, under a low modified Darcy number, a low mean Nusselt
number is presented, irrespective of the value assigned to the modified Rayleigh number (see Figure 4).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Distributions of energy flux vectors and isotherms within a partially-heated porous cavity
given a modified Darcy number of Dam = 10−5 and modified Rayleigh numbers of: (a) Ram = 102 and
(b) Ram = 105. Note that Prm = 1 and L∗H = 0.3. Note also that the black solid lines indicate the flow
direction of the energy-flux-vector, while the red dashed lines indicate the isothermal contours.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Distributions of energy flux vectors and isotherms within a partially-heated porous cavity
given a modified Darcy number of Dam = 10−2 and modified Rayleigh numbers of: (a) Ram = 102 and
(b) Ram = 105. Note that Prm = 1 and L∗H = 0.3. Note also that the black solid lines indicate the flow
direction of the energy-flux-vector, while the red dashed lines indicate the isothermal contours.
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Figure 4. Variation of mean Nusselt number with modified Darcy number as a function of modified
Rayleigh number. Note that Prm = 1 and L∗H = 0.3.

When a high modified Darcy number and a low modified Rayleigh number is given, the closed
recirculation regions of the energy flux vectors are still not formed within the porous partially-heated
cavity (see Figure 3a). Although a high modified Darcy number has a high permeability and a low flow
resistance, a low modified Rayleigh number induces a small buoyancy effect. Therefore, the convection
effect is still weak, and the conduction mechanism continues to dominate the heat transfer effect. As a
result, a low mean Nusselt number is presented (see Figure 4).

When the modified Darcy number and the modified Rayleigh number are both high, a low flow
resistance and a high buoyancy effect occur within the porous partially-heated cavity. Therefore, the
closed energy-flux-vector recirculations are formed, resulting in enhancement of the convection effect
(see Figure 3b). The high-temperature fluid on the partially-heated bottom wall is promptly driven to
the left and right low-temperature walls to be dissipated (see the isotherms in Figure 3b). As a result, a
high mean Nusselt number is obtained (see Figure 4).

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the distributions of the energy flux vectors and isotherms within the
porous partially-heated cavity for various modified Prandtl numbers and modified Rayleigh numbers.
Figure 7 shows the effects of the modified Prandtl number and modified Rayleigh number on the mean
Nusselt number. Note that the modified Darcy number is set as Dam = 10−2 in the cases. It shows that
given a low modified Rayleigh number, the distributions of the energy flux vectors and isotherms are
similar for various modified Prandtl numbers (see Figure 5a,b). The recirculation regions of energy flux
vectors are not created, and thus the conduction heat transfer dominates. In other words, the effect of
the modified Prandtl number on the heat transfer is insignificant. Therefore, a low and approximately
constant mean Nusselt number is presented (see Figure 7). When a high modified Rayleigh number is
given, it shows that the size of closed energy-flux-vector recirculation regions enlarges as the modified
Prandtl number is increased (see Figure 6a,b). In other words, a higher modified Prandtl number has
a stronger convection effect under high modified Rayleigh numbers. Consequently, a higher mean
Nusselt number is presented (see Figure 7).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Distributions of energy flux vectors and isotherms within a partially-heated porous cavity
given a modified Rayleigh number of Ram = 102 and modified Prandtl numbers of: (a) Prm = 0.1 and
(b) Prm = 10. Note that Dam = 10−2 and L∗H = 0.3. Note also that the black solid lines indicate the flow
direction of energy flux vectors, while the red dashed lines indicate the isothermal contours.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Distributions of energy flux vectors and isotherms within a partially-heated porous cavity
given a modified Rayleigh number of Ram = 105 and modified Prandtl numbers of: (a) Prm = 0.1 and
(b) Prm = 10. Note that Dam = 10−2 and L∗H = 0.3. Note also that the black solid lines indicate the flow
direction of energy flux vectors, while the red dashed lines indicate the isothermal contours.

Figure 7. Variation of mean Nusselt number with modified Prandtl number as a function of a modified
Rayleigh number. Note that Dam = 10−2 and L∗H = 0.3.
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Figure 8 illustrates the distributions of the energy flux vectors within the porous cavity for
various partially-heated lengths and modified Rayleigh numbers. Figure 9 shows the effects of the
partially-heated length and modified Rayleigh number on the mean Nusselt number. Note that the
modified Darcy number is set as Dam = 10−2 in these cases. For a low modified Rayleigh number,
the conduction heat transfer dominates since the recirculation regions of the energy flux vectors are not
formed within the porous cavity for various partially-heated lengths (see Figure 8a). Therefore, a low
mean Nusselt number is presented. As the length of the partially-heated bottom surface is lengthened,
a larger bottom heated area is presented. Consequently, a higher mean Nusselt number is obtained (see
Figure 9). Given a high modified Rayleigh number, the energy flux vectors form closed recirculation
regions. The size of the recirculation regions enlarges as the partially-heated length is extended (see
Figure 8b). As a result, the strength of the convection effect enhances. Consequently, the mean Nusselt
number rises with the increasing length of the partially-heated bottom surface (see Figure 9).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Distributions of energy flux vectors within a porous cavity given partially-heated lengths of
L∗H = 0.3 and L∗H = 0.9 and modified Rayleigh numbers of: (a) Ram = 102 and (b) Ram = 105. Note
that Dam = 10−2 and Prm = 1. Note also that the red solid lines indicate the partially-heated length of
L∗H = 0.9, and the green dashed lines indicate the partially-heated length of L∗H = 0.3.

Figure 9. Variation of mean Nusselt number with partially-heated length as a function of a modified
Rayleigh number. Note that Dam = 10−2 and Prm = 1.

4. Conclusions

This paper has analyzed the heat transfer behavior of natural convection in a porous square
wavy-wall cavity with a partially-heated bottom surface using the energy-flux-vector method.
The effects of the flow parameters and length of a partially-heated bottom surface on the
energy-flux-vector distribution and mean Nusselt number have been discussed. The studied results
are summarized as follows:
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1. Given a low modified Darcy number, the energy flux vectors did not generate recirculation
regions within the porous cavity, irrespective of the value assigned to the modified Rayleigh
number. The conduction heat transfer dominated, and thus the mean Nusselt number was low.

2. Given a high modified Darcy number and a low modified Rayleigh number, the heat transfer
effect was dominated by the conduction mechanism since no recirculation region was formed in
the energy flux vectors. Therefore, a low mean Nusselt number was obtained.

3. Given a high modified Darcy number with a high modified Rayleigh number, recirculation regions
in the energy-flux-vector distribution were produced, resulting in a convection-domination.
Consequently, a high mean Nusselt number was presented.

4. In conduction-dominated region, the effect of the modified Prandtl number on the
energy-flux-vector distribution and mean Nusselt number was insignificant. However, in
convection-dominated region, the size of the closed energy-flux-vector recirculation region
enlarged, and the value of the mean Nusselt number raised as the modified Prandtl number
was increased.

5. In conduction-dominated or convection-dominated regions, the mean Nusselt number was raised
as the length of the partially-heated bottom surface lengthened.
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Nomenclature

Dam modified Darcy number, Dam = Km
L2

c
⇀
E energy flux vector

ke f f effective thermal conductivity, Wm−1K−1

Lc characteristic length of square cavity, m
LH length of partially-heated bottom surface, m

Nu Nusselt number, Nu = hLc
ke f f

= −
(
∂θ

∂
⇀
n
∗
)

Num mean Nusselt number, Num =
∫

Nudξ
Prm modified Prandtl number, Prm =

μ
ραe f f

Ram modified Rayleigh number, Ram =
ρgβL3

c (TH−TL)
μαe f f

T temperature, K
Greek symbols

αe f f effective thermal diffusivity, m2s−1

αw amplitude of wavy surface
β thermal expansion coefficient, K−1

ε porosity
K permeability, m2

θ dimensionless temperature, θ = T−TL
TH−TL
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Abstract: A hybrid solid desiccant cooling system (SDCS), which combines a solid desiccant system
and a vapor compression system, is considered to be an excellent alternative for commercial
and residential air conditioning systems. In this study, a solar-assisted hybrid SDCS system was
developed in which solar-heated water is used as an additional heat source for the regeneration process,
in addition to recovering heat from the condenser of an integrated heat pump. A solar thermal collector
sub-system is used to generate solar regeneration water. Experiments were conducted in the typically
hot and humid weather of Taichung, Taiwan, from the spring to fall seasons. The experimental results
show that the overall performance of the system in terms of power consumption can be enhanced by
approximately 10% by integrating a solar-heated water heat exchanger in comparison to the hybrid
SDCS system. The results show that the system performs better when the outdoor humidity ratio is
large. In addition, regarding the effect of ambient temperature on the coefficient of performance (COP)
of the systems, a critical value of outdoor temperature exists. The COP of the systems gradually rises
with the increase in ambient temperature. However, when the ambient temperature is greater than
the critical value, the COP gradually decreases with the increase in ambient temperature. The critical
outdoor temperature of the hybrid SDCS is from 26 ◦C to 27 ◦C, and the critical temperature of the
solar-assisted hybrid SDCS is from 27 ◦C to 30 ◦C.

Keywords: hybrid solid desiccant cooling system; regeneration process; solar thermal collector;
coefficient of performance

1. Introduction

Heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems are designed to maintain specific
indoor conditions, which vary depending on the application. The main factors that influence the
thermal comfort of occupants are metabolic rate, clothing insulation, air temperature, mean radiant
temperature, air velocity and relative humidity [1]. The main purpose of the HVAC system is to
provide good indoor air quality that meets the criteria for hygienic air conditions and satisfies the
thermal comfort of occupants or products in a building or space. Moreover, the working environment
can influence the productivity of workers, which is an economic reason for installing HVAC systems in
buildings [2,3].

Generally, HVAC systems require a large amount of energy, especially in large capacity applications.
HVAC systems make a significant contribution to carbon-based energy consumption and greenhouse
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gases emissions [4]. In the USA, nearly 50% of the energy consumption of buildings is used for HVAC
systems [5]. Furthermore, conventional HVAC systems cause pollution, not only due to consuming a
large amount of energy, but also due to the use of hydro-chlorofluorocarbon (HCFC), hydrofluorocarbon
(HFC) and other refrigerants that produce greenhouse gases [6].

Cooling-based dehumidification systems are the most popular systems of recent decades [7,8].
Such systems provide cooling and dehumidification by utilizing a single vapor-compression unit.
Cooling coils are used to cool the air below its dew point so moisture can be removed from the air.
Therefore, low humidity and low temperature air can be generated and a reheat coil is required to
avoid overcooling, which consumes a large amount of energy and is difficult to control. Current studies
are developing new approaches that are more energy efficient and more environmentally friendly.

Recently, novel modern air conditioning systems have been proposed, most notably utilizing
split processes of cooling and dehumidification. Instead of the cooling coil unit used in conventional
cooling dehumidification systems, a single unit that can handle latent heat is applied, so unnecessary
energy use can be avoided. One developed method is a solid desiccant cooling system (SDCS)
in which refrigerants of HCFCs are unnecessary and low-grade thermal energy can be used for
regeneration [9,10]. In an SDCS system, solid desiccants, such as silica gel, activated carbon, molecular
sieves, alumina gel and other materials with strong hygroscopic ability, are used to dehumidify the
process air. The solid desiccant itself has many pores, and the inner surface of each pore is concave.
When the process air passes through the solid desiccant, because of the lower partial pressure of
water vapor on the concave surface with a small radius of curvature, the vapor may migrate from
the air to the concave surface of the pores. Then, the vapor condenses on the concave surface and
releases adsorption heat to the desiccant. The most widely used solid desiccant dehumidification
equipment is the rotary dehumidification wheel, in which solid desiccant is coated on the surface of
wheel. The rotary dehumidification wheel can realize continuous dehumidification and regeneration
through periodical rotation. The high-humidity process air passes through a portion of the desiccant
wheel, and the vapor in the process air is absorbed by the solid desiccant of the wheel due to the
vapor pressure difference between the air and the desiccant. Then, the temperature of the process air
rises due to adsorption heat, and humidity is reduced after passing through the wheel. When the
desiccant in the process air stream absorbs enough vapor from the process air, the vapor adsorption
portion of the desiccant wheel is rotated to the high temperature regeneration air stream. While the
regeneration air passes through the portion of the desiccant wheel containing a greater amount of vapor
in the desiccant, the heat from the high temperature air stream leads to higher vapor pressure in the
desiccant in comparison to the vapor pressure in the air stream. Then, vapor in the desiccant is ejected
into the regenerated air stream until the lower vapor pressure condition in the desiccant is attained.
The desiccant wheel periodically and dynamically rotates between the process and regeneration
air streams. Dehumidification and regeneration processes are conducted in the corresponding air
streams, and a low-humidity process air stream can be continuously obtained using the rotary wheel.
Narayanan et al. [11] analyzed the performance characteristics of a solid-desiccant evaporative cooling
system with TRNSYS software. The results show that the system could provide thermal comfort,
however, the capability of the system to provide suitable air temperature and humidity depends on
the performance of the evaporative cooling, energy-recovery, and heat-generation systems. Therefore,
the availability of a cheap or waste-heat source is essential in making this system economically viable.
Narayanan et al. [12] numerically investigated the dehumidification potential of a solid desiccant-based
evaporative cooling system with an enthalpy exchanger operating in subtropical and tropical climates
with TRNSYS software. The results show that in hot and humid conditions, the system thermal comfort
capability drops to around 54% to 63%.

Solar energy utilization is a new approach developed in recent years specifically for space heating
applications. The solar energy source is limitless and safer for the environment. Recently, heat from
solar energy was developed for desiccant cooling systems. The heat generated by a solar thermal
collector can be used for the regeneration process of the dehumidification wheel. Guidara et al. [13]
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proposed the use of evaporative coolers for pre-cooling and re-cooling of the process air before and after
the dehumidification wheel in order to satisfy the load demand of an air-conditioned space. From their
numerical analysis, they indicated that the pre-cooling design is suitable to be applied in drier ambient
conditions. Enteria et al. [14] investigated the performance of a solar-desiccant cooling system with a
silica gel and titanium dioxide desiccant wheel in East Asia. From numerical simulations, it was found
that using solar desiccant cooling systems has great potential for East Asian countries. The study
pointed out that, in the tropical region, a larger area and capacity of the solar thermal collector and
greater regeneration air flow rate are required, and the operational performance of the system is in the
range of 1.5 to 3. The major operational energy loss of the proposed system comes from solar collectors,
water pipes, electric heaters and thermal storage tanks. Speerforck et al. [15] numerically investigated
the performance of a solar-desiccant cooling system incorporating borehole heat exchangers for direct
cooling and solar energy for desiccant regeneration. They indicated that the proposed system allows
electricity saving of 50% and reduces CO2 equivalent emissions by 91%. White et al. [16] proposed a
solar-assisted SDCS incorporating direct and indirect evaporative coolers in a serial arrangement to
cool process air after the dehumidification wheel. From numerical analysis, it was indicated that the
sensible heat removal capability of the process air can be enhanced by a two-stage evaporative cooling
design, which is suitable for cities with low-humidity climatic conditions.

Environmental conditions in different regions may affect the performance of a desiccant cooling
system (DCS). In hot and humid regions, the use of a hybrid SDCS that is integrated with a heat pump
is suggested, instead of a conventional SDCS that utilizes an evaporative cooler and can generate
a more humid air supply. Jani et al. [17] proposed a hybrid cooling system integrated with a heat
pump (hybrid SDCS), and indicated the proposed system has good performance in hot and humid
climate conditions. The dehumidification performance of the system is also highly sensitive to the
outdoor ambient conditions. The performance of the hybrid SDCS is better for cases where ambient
humidity is high [18]. It was found that the use of a hybrid SDCS can decrease the total power
consumption by 20–30% and increase the cooling capacity by 40–60% [19]. Jani et al. [20] used the
numerical software TRNSYS to simulate the performance of a solid desiccant-assisted hybrid space
cooling system. The results show that the system achieves a good performance in hot humid climates.
The humidity ratio of a room’s process air was substantially lowered, from 0.014 kg of water/kg of dry
air to 0.006 kg of water/kg of dry air, by use of a solid desiccant-based rotary dehumidifier.

In addition to environmental conditions, regeneration temperature is one of the main parameters
used to determine the performance of a SDCS. The performance of an SDCS is sensitive to changes
in humidity and regeneration temperature [21,22]. However, if the regeneration temperature in the
hybrid SDCS is too high, the system performance may be reduced due to high condensation pressure
and an increased amount of work performed by the compressor. Several heat sources can be used
for the regeneration process, such as an electric heater, gas, a low-grade thermal energy such as solar
energy, and waste heat. A further cogeneration system can also be considered as the heat source for
the regeneration process.

Beccali [23,24] developed a new solar-assisted hybrid SDCS in which the condensing heat from
the condenser of the incorporated heat pump is recovered to preheat the regeneration air stream
before solar heating. Long-term measurements of the developed system were conducted in southern
Italy. Five control modes based on the temperature and humidity of the outdoor air conditions were
designed. From their performance analysis, it was pointed out that preheating of the recovered heat for
the regeneration process can reduce the required heat from the solar collector by approximately 30%.
In other words, the required area of the solar collector can also be moderately reduced. Fong et al. [25,26]
developed a solar-assisted SDCS incorporating an adsorption chiller and analyzed the performance of
the system by numerical analysis. The outdoor air was dehumidified by a rotary dehumidification
wheel and passed through a radiant cooling coil in an air-conditioned space. The chilled water from
the adsorption chiller was provided to the radiant cooling coil for handling the sensible heat of the
air-conditioned space. Both required regeneration heating for the rotary dehumidification wheel
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and the adsorption chiller supplied by the solar collector. Compared with the traditional centralized
air conditioning system, the energy saving potential of the integrated system could reach 36.5%.
As alternatives to silica gel, Bareschino et al. [27] proposed other hygroscopic materials for desiccant
wheels, MIL101@GO-6 (MILGO) and Campanian ignimbrite, in conjunction with an air-conditioning
system driven by evacuated tube solar collectors equipped with a desiccant wheel. The numerical
simulations were carried out by means of TRNSYS 17® (version 17, Thermal Energy System Specialists,
Madison, WI, USA) to dynamically assess the energy flows in the considered plants and compared with
that of a conventional system. The results demonstrate that primary energy savings of approximately
20%, 29%, and 15% can be reached with silica-gel, MILGO and zeolite-rich tuff desiccant wheel-based
air handling units, respectively. Li et al. [28] investigated a two-stage rotary desiccant cooling/heating
system driven by evacuated glass tube solar air collectors. The results show that the major advantage
of the two-stage desiccant cooling system was that moisture removal reached 6.68–14.43 g/kg in
hot and humid climate conditions. Solar heating with desiccant humidification can improve indoor
comfort significantly. A solar hybrid SDCS is a good substitute for traditional vapor compression air
conditioning systems, especially in hot and humid climates, since solar energy can result in energy
savings in the range of 40–45% [29]. Rambhad [30] indicated regeneration temperatures of hot water in
the range of 54.3 ◦C to 68.3 ◦C can be achieved in solar SDCS systems by simulation.

In previous studies, the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS system was considered a replacement
of the refrigerant vapor compression air conditioning system due to its higher energy efficiency.
However, most studies of the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS have been conducted using numerical
analysis. Research into the system’s long-term practical operations and analysis of its performance
under the effects of different ambient temperatures and humidity ratios is less common, especially
in hot and humid environments. The performance of the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS has not been
investigated experimentally in detail. In this study, the effect of ambient humidity and temperature
on the performance of a solar-assisted hybrid SDCS was investigated under the high humidity
and high temperature ambient conditions of Taichung, Taiwan. The performance analysis and
comparisons of solar-assisted hybrid SDCS, hybrid SDCS and solar SDCS systems were conducted
through long-term experiments in order to understand their characteristics and operational ranges in
terms of environmental conditions.

2. Experimental Configuration and Methods

The experiments were conducted in the typical hot and humid weather of Taichung. The city
has four seasons with an average temperature of 23.3 ◦C. The monthly average temperature, average
relative humidity (RH) and the solar irradiation of Taichung from April to October are listed in Table 1.
In the solar hybrid SDCS system, the heat from solar collectors and the condenser of an integrated heat
pump sub-system are used for regeneration.

Table 1. Monthly average temperature, relative humidity (RH) and solar irradiation of Taichung [31].

Month Temperature (◦C) RH (%) Solar Irradiation (W/m2)

April 27.6 77.3 154.142
May 30.2 77.1 162.474
June 31.9 77.9 166.640
July 33.0 75.6 174.972

August 32.6 77.6 164.557
September 31.8 75.8 162.474

October 30.1 72.6 158.308

2.1. Proposed System Configuration

In general, the proposed solar-assisted hybrid SDCS is divided into two major sub-systems.
The first is a hybrid SDCS and the second is a solar-heated water system. The solar collector is installed
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at a fixed tilt angle of 27◦ facing the south-east direction. Several configurations, including a hybrid
SDCS system, solar-assisted SDCS systems and a solar-assisted hybrid SDCS system, were studied to
investigate the effect of using a solar regeneration water system on system performance.

2.1.1. Hybrid SDCS Configuration

The hybrid SDCS configuration was the first configuration investigated. In this configuration,
the only heat source for the regeneration process is the condenser of the integrated heat pump, as shown
in Figure 1. In this configuration, chilled water is generated by the evaporator and stored in a chilled
water tank. The chilled water is pumped to pre-cooling and cooling coils in order to cool process air
from the environment. In the integrated heat pump sub-system, an additional condenser installed
outside the air handling unit can eject excessive condensation heat to the surroundings and avoid
the over-loading of the compressor due to higher condensation temperature in the refrigeration cycle.
The return air stream gains heat from the condenser inside the air handling unit, then heats the upper
part of the solid desiccant wheel and causes the vapor pressure in the solid desiccant to be higher than
the vapor pressure in the air stream. The moisture in the solid desiccant is ejected to the surroundings
with the air stream. The moisture removal from the desiccant wheel by additional heat in the return air
stream is called the regeneration process.

Figure 1. Hybrid solid desiccant cooling system (SDCS) configuration.

2.1.2. Solar-Assisted SDCS Configuration

The solar-assisted SDCS configuration is shown in Figure 2. The configuration only uses
solar-heated water from a heat exchanger as the heat source for regeneration. Therefore, the regeneration
temperature of the system will not be as high as the regeneration temperature of the hybrid SDCS
configuration. In terms of process air, latent heat is handled by the desiccant wheel. However, since the
heat pump is turned off, the temperature gradually increases with operation time due to adsorption
heat in the dehumidification process. Therefore, the supply air temperature will be higher compared
to other cases.

2.1.3. Solar-Assisted Hybrid SDCS Configuration

In the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS configuration, the condensing heat of the integrated heat pump
and the heat of solar-heated water are used as heat sources for the regeneration process. In the
regeneration air stream, the returning air is pre-heated by solar-heated water from a heat exchanger.
Then, the returning air passes the condenser of the integrated heat pump to recover the dissipating heat
from the condenser again in order to increase the regeneration temperature. In terms of process air,
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the air handling process concept is the same as in the hybrid SDCS configuration. The corresponding
system configuration is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Solar-assisted SDCS configuration.

Figure 3. Solar-assisted hybrid SDCS configuration.

The system specifications are as follows:
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(1) Desiccant wheel: rotor depth 0.2 m, diameter 0.3 m, rotational speed 10 rph, thermal effectiveness
75%; silica gel, ProFlute (Stockholm, Sweden).

(2) Compressor: capacity 6 kW, 220 volts (V)/7.3 amperes (A), locked rotor ampere (LRA), frequency
60 Hertz (Hz); R407c refrigerant, Tecumseh (Ann Arbor, MI, USA).

(3) Condenser: finned and tube condenser, 730× 290× 200 mm (main condenser), 530 × 290 × 100 mm
(auxiliary condenser).

(4) Supply and exhaust fans: nominal power 0.7 kW, frequency 0–50 Hz.
(5) Cooling water tank: capacity 71 L.
(6) Chilled-water pump: nominal capacity 0.37 kW, rotational speed 3370 rpm, 220 V/1.5 A, flow rate

25 m3/h, chilled water temperature: 13 ◦C.
(7) Solar thermal collector (Sun Tech, Taichung, Taiwan): number of tubes 18, effective area 1.974 m2,

total gross area 11.699 m2, effectiveness 94.5%.
(8) Solar water tank: capacity 100 L.
(9) Solar-heated water heat exchanger: finned and tube HX, 400 × 360 × 200 mm.
(10) Temperature and relative humidity (RH) sensors: ECOA EPRTH04101 (Ecoa Technologies,

Taipei, Taiwan), 0–100 ◦C, 0–100% RH, temperature measurement accuracy ±0.3 ◦C at 25 ◦C,
RH measurement accuracy ±4% RH (at 10–90%) and ±6% RH (at 0–10% and 90–100%).

(11) Current sensors: CTT-CLS-CV clamp on type (U.R.D., Yokohama, Japan), current range 0–100 A,
measurement accuracy ±2%.

(12) Flow meter sensor: TESTO480 hot wire anemometer (Testo, West Chester, PA, USA), velocity
measurement accuracy ±0.21 at 1.96 m/s, ±0.29 at 4.99 m/s, and ±0.41 at 10.06 m/s.

In terms of air flow rates, the flow rates of the process air and regeneration airstreams are not
the same due to a slight leakage in the system. However, the gap between the two flow rates is small.
The flow rate of the process stream is 465 m3/hour, while the flow rate of the regeneration stream
is 400 m3/hour. The flow rates of both air streams are obtained by adjusting the frequency of the
fans. In addition, the flow rate of the solar-heated water heat exchanger is 40 L/min. The thermal
effectiveness of the solar-heated water heat exchanger is 62.03%.

2.2. Theoretical Analysis

The system’s performance is analysed using theoretical analysis. The coefficient of performance,
COPhvac in Equation (1) is the ratio of the total cooling capacity, Qc (kW), to the total power consumption
of the system, Etot (kW):

COPhvac = Qc/Etot (1)

The total cooling capacity of the system, Qc (kW), is calculated by Equation (2):

Qc = ṁp (hoa − hsa) (2)

where hoa (kJ/kg) is the specific enthalpy of outdoor air and hsa (kJ/kg) is the specific enthalpy of supply
air. The total power consumption in Equation (3) consists of the fan power, Pfan (kW), compressor
power, Pcomp (kW), water pump power, Ppump (kW) and other electrical components, Pother (kW):

Etot = Pfan + Pcomp + Ppump + Pother (3)

In the supply air stream, the latent heat performance, COPlt, of the system in Equation (4) is the
ratio of latent heat capacity, Qlt (kW), to the total power consumption of the system:

COPlt = Qlt/Etot (4)
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The latent heat capacity, Qlt (kW), of the system is calculated by Equation (5):

Qlt = ṁp (hoa − h’) (5)

where h’ (kJ/kg) is the specific enthalpy of air with the temperature of the outside air and the humidity
ratio of the supply air.

The specific moisture removal, SMR (kg/kgda), is the humidity ratio difference between the
outdoor air, ωoa (kg/kgda), and the supply air, ωsa (kg/kgda), along the process air stream. The SMR
value can be calculated by Equation (6):

SMR = ωoa − ωsa (6)

The effectiveness of the desiccant wheel, ε, is defined by Equation (7):

ε = SMR/(ωoa − ωi) (7)

where the ideal specific moisture, ωi, is assumed to be 0 kg/kgda; thus, the denominator is the maximum
moisture that can be removed by the desiccant wheel system. The moisture removal rate, MRR (kg/h),
can be calculated by Equation (8):

MRR = ṁp (ωoa − ωsa) 3600 (8)

where ṁp is the mass flow rate of the process air stream (kg/s). The solar fraction, SF, is determined by
Equation (9):

SF = Esol/Etot.m (9)

where Esol (MJ) is the total useful solar thermal energy available in a month, which can be obtained
from the solar collector capacity Qsol (kW). Qsol (kW) can be calculated by Equation (10).

Qsol = ηsoc Asoc R (10)

where ηsoc is the solar thermal collector overall efficiency, Asoc (m2) is the gross area of the solar thermal
collector, and R (kW/m2) is the total incident solar radiation. In this study, the efficiency, ηsoc, and the
total area, Asoc, of the solar thermal collector are 94.5% and 11.699 m2, respectively. The total energy
input in a month, Etot.m (MJ), can be obtain from the total power Ptot (kW). Ptot (kW) can be calculated
by Equation (11):

Ptot = Itot V (11)

where Itot and V are the total current and voltage of the system, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Comparison of Average Temperature Declination and Specific Moisture Removal

A comparison of the temperature declination (Td) and SMR of each system in different months in
2018 is shown in Table 2, where Td is the temperature drop between the average outdoor air temperature
(Toa) and the average supply air temperature (Tsa).

According to the table, the temperature declination of the hybrid SDCS and solar-assisted hybrid
SDCS are almost the same, while the solar-assisted SDCS does not have a cooling effect because the
heat pump is turned off. The cooling and moisture removal of the process air by the solar-assisted
hybrid SDCS are the highest among the three configurations. It can be seen that, for the solar-assisted
SDCS, the average temperature declination is in the range of 3.65 ◦C to 6.79 ◦C, which gradually
increases from April to June and then gradually decreases until October. Regarding moisture removal,
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the average SMR value is in the range of 0.0033 kg/kgda to 0.0075 kg/kgda, which also gradually rises
from April to June then declines until October.

Table 2. Comparison of Td and specific moisture removal (SMR) for different system configurations.

Month
Average

Toa

Average
Woa

Hybrid SDCS Solar-Assisted SDCS
Solar-assisted
Hybrid SDCS

Td (◦C)
SMR

(kg/kgda)
Td (◦C)

SMR
(kg/kgda)

Td (◦C)
SMR

(kg/kgda)

April 24.75 0.0136 5.21 0.0037 N/A 0.0015 5.35 0.0043
May 28.36 0.0153 5.62 0.0041 N/A 0.0014 5.71 0.0054
June 28.27 0.0163 5.04 0.0061 N/A 0.0013 5.66 0.0055
July 29.93 0.0183 6.42 0.0066 N/A 0.0028 6.79 0.0075

August 27.06 0.0177 3.65 0.0052 N/A 0.0012 3.69 0.0053
September 28.26 0.0176 3.50 0.0040 N/A 0.0011 3.65 0.0046

October 24.65 0.0133 5.18 0.0031 N/A 0.0011 5.23 0.0033

3.2. Comparison of Regeneration Temperatures for Each System Configurations

A comparison of the regeneration temperature of each system during one day is shown in Figure 4.
The regeneration temperature samples shown are for the system operating in better ambient conditions
with enough sunlight intensity. As shown in Figure 4, the peak regeneration temperature value is
generally reached between 14:00 and 16:00 each day. The regeneration temperature of each system is
affected by the ambient temperature, especially for the solar-assisted SDCS and solar-assisted hybrid
SDCS, in which the heat of solar-heated water is used as an additional heat source.

Figure 4. Comparison of regeneration temperature in each system configuration.

It can be observed from Figure 4 that, for a given time, the regeneration temperature of the
solar-assisted hybrid SDCS is the highest among the three configurations; the temperature gradually
rises from 57 ◦C at 06:00 to a peak value of 79 ◦C at 14:00, then gradually decreases to a lowest value of
about 55 ◦C. In the case of the hybrid SDCS, the regeneration temperature distribution is similar to
that of the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS, which is in a range of 49 ◦C to 65 ◦C. A peak value of 65 ◦C is
attained at about 16:00. In the case of the solar-assisted SDCS, the regeneration temperature is in a
range of 32 ◦C to 43 ◦C, and the peak value of 43 ◦C is attained at 16:00. These tendencies also occurred
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on other days. In general, the peak regeneration temperature is reached in the time range from 14:00 to
16:00.

Solar fraction (SF) is an important technical indicator to assess the feasibility of solar cooling
systems. The higher the value of SF, the greater the contribution of solar energy to the system. SF is
the ratio of the solar energy contribution to the total energy input needed to drive the solar cooling
system. The total useful solar energy was described in the previous section and the total energy input
of the system is the total energy input for the system’s operation per month. The average SF value of
the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS for each month is provided in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5, it can be
observed that the solar collector system shows a high contribution in July. This is because it is the peak
summer season at this time, so the energy gained from the solar system is higher. On the other hand,
the total energy required to operate the system is approximately constant in each month. The SF of the
system in July is 0.82 and the lowest SF occurs in March with the value of 0.673.

Figure 5. Solar fraction (SF) of solar-assisted hybrid SDCS.

3.3. Comparison of Specific Moisture Removal and Moisture Removal Rate

The effect of increasing relative humidity (RH) on SMR for each configuration is shown in Figure 6,
where the outdoor air temperatures are 26 ◦C, 28 ◦C and 30 ◦C, respectively. However, the maximum
RH attained by the three configurations at 28 ◦C and 30 ◦C is only 80% due to the effect of the ambient
temperature of the seasons during the experiments. For a constant temperature, the value of relative
humidity, RH (%), determines the humidity and specific vapor pressure of the process air. At the
same process air temperature, higher RH values result in higher humidity ratios and vapor pressure.
The higher vapor pressure value results in higher pressure differences between the process air and solid
desiccant material, which can enhance the adsorption effect of the desiccant material. Thus, the SMR
value of each configuration tends to increase with the increase in the RH value. At the same relative
humidity value, the higher humidity ratio of the process air with higher temperature leads to a higher
vapor pressure of the process air; thus, the SMR value of each configuration is also better for the higher
outdoor temperature of 30 ◦C, as shown in Figure 6. In the solar-assisted SDCS, the SMR of the system
is relatively low. The system only has a dehumidification effect if the RH value is greater than 65%.
The SMR value of the configuration at an outdoor temperature of 26 ◦C and 85% RH is 0.00262 kg/kgda.

The SMR of the hybrid SDCS is greater than the solar-assisted SDCS for any RH value, with the
highest value of 0.0048 kg/kgda at an outdoor temperature of 26 ◦C and 85% RH. The SMR of the
solar-assisted hybrid SDCS is the largest under all relative humidity conditions, with a maximum
value of 0.0063 kg/kgda under the same operational conditions. The reason for this phenomena is
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that the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS has the highest regeneration temperature, which can enhance the
adsorption effect of the desiccant material.

Figure 6. Effect of outdoor relative humidity (RH) on SMR.

Regarding the humidity ratio effect on MRR for each configuration, Figure 7 shows the distributions
of moisture removal rate (MRR) of the three configurations with the increase in the humidity ratio at an
outdoor operational temperature of 26 ◦C. However, the humidity ratio range of the solar-assisted SDCS
and hybrid SDCS is narrower than the humidity ratio range of the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS due to the
weather conditions during the experiments. As shown in Figure 7, larger humidity ratios lead to better
MRR values. The solar-assisted SDCS has the lowest MRR value due to lower regeneration temperature.
The MRR value of the hybrid SDCS and solar-assisted hybrid SDCS is better in comparison to the
solar-assisted SDCS configuration. This indicates the regeneration temperature of both systems is
sufficient to reactivate the desiccant material. Thus, the MRR values of the two configurations are also
larger. When the humidity ratio of outdoor air reaches 0.018 kg/kgda, the MRR can attain to a high
value of 3.5 kg/h in the case of the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS.

Figure 7. Effect of outdoor humidity ratio on moisture removal rate (MRR).
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3.4. Effect of Relative Humidity to Desiccant Wheel Effectiveness

The specific moisture removal (SMR) value of a solid desiccant configuration determines the
moisture removal capability of the system. It can represent the vapor mass of process air absorbed
by the solid desiccant material to be ejected to the surroundings. The moisture removal effectiveness
of solid desiccant is also determined by the SMR value. On the other hand, the SMR value is mostly
affected by the relative humidity of the outdoor air. The effect of the relative humidity of outdoor
air on solid desiccant effectiveness at constant air temperatures of 26 ◦C and 28 ◦C is shown in
Figure 8. As shown in Figure 8, the effectiveness of solid desiccant increases with the rise in outdoor
air relative humidity. At the outdoor temperature of 26 ◦C and outdoor relative humidity of 50%,
the desiccant effectiveness is 0.274, and this value continues to increase as relative humidity increases.
The effectiveness value at a relative humidity of 85% is 0.36. The increase in the relative humidity
value at the same outdoor air temperature leads the humidity ratio of outdoor air, ωoa, rises, together
with the SMR value. In the case of this study, the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS increment value of SMR
in all configurations is greater than the increment of the humidity ratio of outdoor air. Thus, from the
definition of desiccant effectiveness, the effectiveness value gradually increases with the increase in
relative humidity at the same outdoor air temperature. However, at the same relative humidity value,
the effectiveness of solid desiccant wheel in the case with higher process air temperature is less than
that with lower process air temperature. The effectiveness of the desiccant wheel is the ideal specific
moisture, ωi, which is assumed to be 0 kg/kgda, so the denominator is the maximum moisture that can
be removed by the desiccant wheel system. Increasing outdoor temperature with the same relative
humidity causes the process air to have a higher humidity ratio. However, with the increase in outdoor
air temperature, the increase in the SMR value is lower relative to the ideal moisture able to be removed
by the system. Therefore, the effectiveness decreases with the temperature of the process air at the
same relative humidity ratio.

Figure 8. Effect of outdoor RH on desiccant effectiveness.

3.5. Effect of Regeneration Temperature to Specific Moisture Removal and Latent Heat Performance

It was mentioned in the previous section that the regeneration temperature impacts the moisture
removal ability of the SDCS. The effect of regeneration temperature on specific moisture removal
(SMR) of the SDCS is shown in Figure 9. The present investigation shows the regeneration temperature
effect of each system. The regeneration temperature of the solar-assisted SDCS is in the range of
35–45 ◦C, while the regeneration temperature of the hybrid SDCS ranges from 50 to 65 ◦C and the
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regeneration temperature of the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS ranges from 55 to 70 ◦C. The regeneration
temperatures can then be drawn as a single line as shown in Figure 9. The effect of regeneration
temperature on specific moisture removal and COPlt are thus investigated in this section. In addition
to ambient temperature, the regeneration temperature also depends mostly on the capacity of the heat
source. In Figure 9, the results are shown for a relative humidity ratio range of 58–62%. As shown
in Figure 9, it can be concluded that a higher regeneration temperature leads to a higher SMR value.
Consequently, the supply air condition will also be drier. If the regeneration temperature is in the range
of 35–45 ◦C, the SMR is less than 0.002 kg/kgda, which is not sufficient for the supply air condition.
The average regeneration temperature of the solar-assisted SDCS in this study is about 40.4 ◦C. Even the
dehumidification effect will not be apparent if the regeneration temperature is less than 35 ◦C. However,
for the hybrid SDCS, the average regeneration temperature is about 53.9 ◦C. The higher average
regeneration temperature of the hybrid SDCS provides a better SMR value than the solar-assisted
SDCS. In addiition, the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS possesses the highest regeneration temperature,
with an average value of 63.7 ◦C. Therefore, the SMR value of the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS is higher
and the dehumidification performance is better among the three configurations.

Figure 9. Effect of regeneration temperature on SMR.

The effect of regeneration temperature on latent heat performance (COPlt) can be observed in
Figure 10. In this case, the outside air relative humidity (RH) is also in the range of 58–62%. It can
be seen that the COPlt value increases as the regeneration temperature rises from 35 ◦C to 70 ◦C.
The regeneration temperature depends on the heat generated by heat sources. In the solar-assisted SDCS
with the regeneration temperature range of 30 ◦C to 45 ◦C, the COPlt of the system is comparatively
low. Therefore, the dehumidification effect is also low. The COPlt of the system at a regeneration
temperature of 45 ◦C is 0.556.
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Figure 10. Effect of regeneration temperature on latent heat performance (COPlt).

In the hybrid SDCS, in which the regeneration temperature is in the range of 50 ◦C to 65 ◦C,
the dehumidification performance is better in comparison to the previous case. The increase in
regeneration temperature shows a performance improvement in the system. The COPlt of the hybrid
SDCS under an average regeneration temperature of 55 ◦C is 0.643. The COPlt value shows a massive
inclination in the range from 55 ◦C to 70 ◦C. It indicates that the optimum regeneration temperature
of the desiccant cooling system is 70 ◦C or higher. However, in this case, the maximum temperature
that can be generated by the system is 70 ◦C. This condition occurs while the system utilizes the
solar-assisted hybrid SDCS. The heat from the solar water heat exchanger can effectively increase the
regeneration temperature of the system. The COPlt of the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS at the average
regeneration temperature of 65 ◦C is 0.694 and at the maximum regeneration temperature 70 ◦C is 0.88.

3.6. Comparison of System Total Performance for Different Outdoor Air Temperatures

Figure 11 shows a comparison of COPhvac for each configuration at different outdoor temperatures.

 
Figure 11. Comparison of the coefficient of performance (COPhvac) at different outdoor temperatures.
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The humidity ratio is maintained at 0.016 kg/kgda and 0.017 kg/kgda. However, the COPhvac of
the solar-assisted SDCS is not investigated since it does not have a cooling effect. Figure 11 indicates
the COPhvac is greater for the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS than for the hybrid SDCS, especially at high
outdoor temperatures. At low outdoor temperatures, the solar sub-system does not have a significant
effect on the system, since the heat from solar-heated water and the regeneration temperature are
smaller. At outdoor temperatures from 26 to 30 ◦C, the performance enhancement of the solar-assisted
hybrid SDCS is obvious. At a humidity ratio of 0.016 kg/kgda, the maximum COPhvac of 1.52 can be
reached by the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS at an outdoor temperature of 28 ◦C, and the maximum
COPhvac of 1.58 can be reached by the system at an outdoor humidity of 0.017 kg/kgda.

The solar-assisted hybrid SDCS has better performance at high outdoor temperatures than the
hybrid SDCS. However, if the outdoor temperature is too high, system performance is degraded
because the condensation temperature rises with the increase in outdoor temperature, which leads to
an increase in the power consumption of the compressor. The maximum outdoor temperature in the
solar-assisted hybrid SDCS is 30 ◦C, and in the hybrid SDCS is 26 ◦C.

3.7. Comparison of System Total Performance for Different Outdoor Humidity

Figure 12 shows a comparison of COPhvac for each system configuration at different outdoor
humidities. The outdoor air temperatures in this figure are 26 ◦C and 32 ◦C, respectively. The COPhvac
of the configuration at an outdoor temperature of 32 ◦C and humidity less than 0.013 kg/kgda are not
provided due to operational environment limitations. The result shows an increase in the outdoor
humidity leads to better system performance. The COPhvac inclination of solar assisted SDCS in every
1 g/kgda humidity ratio is about 6.17%, which is higher than that of the hybrid SDCS with the vaue
of 5.4%. The COPhvac of the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS is approximately 3.7% greater than that of
the hybrid SDCS. The reason for this is that the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS has better MRR and
dehumidification effects. The maximum COPhvac at a humidity ratio of 0.018 kg/kgda and a temperature
of 26 ◦C is 1.53 in the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS and 1.49 in the hybrid SDCS. The COPhvac of systems
at an outdoor temperature of 32 ◦C is approximately 18% lower than at 26 ◦C due to the temperature
effect. At an outdoor temperature of 32 ◦C, the COPhvac of the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS system is
7% greater than that of the hybrid SDCS. The maximum COPhvac of the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS at
an outdoor temperature of 32 ◦C is 1.369 for a humidity ratio of 0.0175 kg/kgda, while the maximum
COPhvac of the hybrid SDCS is 1.218.

Figure 12. Comparison of COPhvac at different outdoor humidity ratios.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, a solar-assisted hybrid SDCS system was developed in which solar-heated water
is used as a heat source for the regeneration process in addition to heat from the condenser of an
integrated heat pump. A solar thermal collector sub-system is used to generate the solar regeneration
water. Experiments were conducted in the typical hot and humid weather of Taichung, Taiwan,
from the spring to fall seasons. According to the experiment results, several points can be concluded
from the study, as follows:

(a) Solar-assisted hybrid SDCSs are feasible for use in hot and humid locations such as Taichung.
Such systems can utilize solar energy as an additional heat source for the regeneration process.
Therefore, the regeneration temperature of the system can be increased and the dehumidification
effect can also be enhanced. Compared to the hybrid SDCS, the overall performance of the
solar-assisted hybrid SDCS in terms of power consumption was found to be approximately 10%
greater in the study. For a solar SDCS, a larger area and capacity of the solar thermal collector are
required in high humidity environments.

(b) Higher humidity ratios lead to better MRR values for each solid desiccant cooling
system configuration.

(c) The performance of a SDCS is very sensitive to changes in ambient conditions. The performance
of each system configuration is better for higher outdoor humidity ratios. In terms of outdoor
temperature, the COPhvac of both systems increases with outdoor temperature. However, there are
optimum values of the outdoor temperature for the COPhvac of the system. When the ambient
temperature is greater than the optimum value, the COPhvac gradually decreases with the increase
in ambient temperature. In this study, for the hybrid SDCS, the optimum outdoor temperature is
between 26 and 27 ◦C, and for the solar-assisted hybrid SDCS, the optimum temperature range is
27–30 ◦C. Beyond these ranges, the overall performance of both systems will decline severely.
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Nomenclature

A area (m2) Q heat capacity (kW)
COP coefficient of performance RH relative humidity (%)
DCS desiccant cooling system rph rotations per hour
E power consumption (kW) SDCS solid desiccant cooling system
h specific enthalpy (kJ/kg) SF solar fraction
I solar irradiation (W/m2) SMR specific moisture removal (kg/kgda)
ṁ mass flow rate (kg/s) T temperature (◦C)
MRR moisture removal rate (kg/h) Td temperature declination (◦C)
P power (kW) ω humidity ratio (kg/kgda)

Subscripts

η effectiveness a process air
c cooling ra return air
soc solar collector reg regeneration air
hvac HVAC system sa supply air
lt latent sol solar
m month tot total
oa outside air
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Abstract: Induction motors face various stresses under operating conditions leading to some failure
modes. Hence, health monitoring for motors becomes essential. In this paper, we introduce an
effective framework for fault diagnosis of 3-phase induction motors. The proposed framework mainly
consists of two parts. The first part explains the preprocessing method, in which the time-series
data signals are converted into two-dimensional (2D) images. The preprocessing method generates
recurrence plots (RP), which represent the transformation of time-series data such as 3-phase current
signals into 2D texture images. The second part of the paper explains how the proposed convolutional
neural network (CNN) extracts the robust features to diagnose the induction motor’s fault conditions
by classifying the images. The generated RP images are considered as input for the proposed CNN in
the texture image recognition task. The proposed framework is tested on the dataset collected from
different 3-phase induction motors working with different failure modes. The experimental results of
the proposed framework show its competitive performance over traditional methodologies and other
machine learning methods.

Keywords: induction motor; convolutional neural networks (CNN); recurrence plots (RP); time-series
data (TSD)

1. Introduction

Induction motors are electromechanical devices used in most industrial applications. Due to
their simple design and well-developed manufacturing technologies, induction motors are considered
relatively reliable and robust [1]. However, the motors fall into failure mode and seriously affect
industrial operations. Eventually, this leads to failure of the entire operating system if the failure
condition is not identified or if it is neglected. Several types of faults related to winding, stator,
rotor, and bearing can be observed in an induction motor [2,3]. There are mainly four types of fault
diagnosis methods such as signal-based, model-based, knowledge-based, and active/hybrid methods.
Signal-based methods use the measured signal to extract the features and make a diagnostic decision
based on the prior knowledge of the diagnostic process. Signal-based methods can be classified into
a time-domain signal-based method, frequency-domain signal-based method, and time-frequency
signal-based method. Model-based methods can be categorized into deterministic fault diagnosis
methods, fault diagnosis methods for discrete-events and hybrid systems; stochastic fault diagnosis;
and fault diagnosis methods for distributed and network systems, which are categorized by the
model type used [4]. Hybrid methods are studied as a combination of two or more fault diagnosis
methods. For example, He et al. [5] diagnosed plastic bearing faults by combining the signal-based and
data-driven methods. By combining signal-based and knowledge-based techniques, a fault diagnosis
method was studied to detect the inter-turn faults in induction motors, in which wavelet transform
is applied to extract the features from the collected vibration signals, and the principal component
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analysis (PCA) and neural network (NN) were used as classifiers to classify healthy from faulty
motors [6]. Active methods are studied as a system in which a suitably designed input signal is injected
into a dynamic process during a test period to distinguish accurately and quickly the faulty modes
from the normal modes. Stochastic active fault diagnosis and deterministic active fault diagnosis are
the two active methods studied [7–9]. For example, Campbell et al. [10], used two candidate models
one as a normal system and another as a fault system in a multimodel system, and an auxiliary signal
was designed to detect the correct model under a given interval of test time. As an extended study, an
active fault detection method for multiple faults generated simultaneously or sequentially [11].

Knowledge-based methods, also considered as data-driven methods, are the most commonly used
methods for analyzing signals such as vibration, temperature, electrical tension, and current. These
methods require a huge amount of historical data to find the patterns in the given signal. However, data
signals can be captured using sensors [12,13]. Signal-based features are extracted, and feature selection
methods are applied to reduce feature dimensions and also to avoid the repeated information, which
in turn improves the performance by holding the significant features [14]. The extracted features are
used for fault diagnosis by various traditional machine learning methods [15–17]. Traditional machine
learning methods have achieved prominent results. However, feature extraction depends significantly
on diagnostic knowledge and signal processing expertise. Furthermore, traditional methods are
incapable of extracting discriminative features from raw data and always require a process to extract
the feature from the signal [16,18–21].

In spite of the advanced development in machine learning, deep learning (DP) has become the
most effective study that can significantly overcome the drawbacks of traditional machine learning
methods for fault diagnosis. DP can automatically extract and learn abstract features from raw data,
and avoid manual feature extraction [18]. Many deep learning models, such as deep belief network
(DBN) [22], stacked sparse auto-encoder [19], sparse auto-encoder [21], denoising auto-encoder [23]
and sparse filtering [24] have been studied to diagnose the faults, and very significant results have been
achieved. One of the most effective used deep learning model, called convolutional neural network
(CNN), has been used to learn hierarchical feature representation from raw data and has delivered
promising results [20–25].

Most pattern recognition tasks deal with time-series data signals. Financial data (stock and
currency exchange rates), video processing, music mining, weather and forecasting, biometric data, and
biomedical signal processing are few examples, in which time-series data have been studied [26–28].
Likewise, electrical industrial devices also often work with time-series data such as measurements of
voltage, current, temperature, and vibration signals. One-dimensional CNN has been studied and
applied to time-domain machinery data signals to diagnose the faults in induction motors [29]. In
a few cases, machinery data can also be represented in two-dimensional (2D) model, such as the
time-frequency domain using the wavelet transform technique [30]. In addition, time-series data
can be represented in 2D texture images using the concept called recurrence plot (RP) [31]. Image
representation of time-series data provides a different set of features that are not available for 1D
signals. Therefore, 2D texture images can be used for classification [32].

In this study we use a time-series data signals converted as recurrence plots (RP) to feed the
proposed deep CNN for fault diagnosis. Current signals with a phase difference were collected from
3-phase induction motors, and each phase current was used as an input data sample. Our results show
that RP provides an effective method for viewing trajectory periodicity over a phase space, allowing us
to discover specific elements of the m-dimensional phase space trajectory using a 2D figure. The main
contributions of this paper are illustrated as follows. First, the raw current signals are represented as
RP images. Second, an efficient deep CNN model is studied and applied on RP images to extract the
multi-level features for fault classification. Lastly, the proposed deep CNN based framework achieves
significant results compared to other deep learning methods.

The rest of the paper is arranged in the following way: Section 2 discusses the related works.
Section 3 explains the proposed framework—time-series data to 2D texture image conversion—and
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proposed deep CNN models are discussed. Section 4 presents the experimental results followed by the
conclusions and future work presented in Section 5.

2. Related Works

This section briefly reviews recent deep learning contributions on induction motors’ fault
diagnosis. Several types of signal processing methodologies have been studied in the time-domain,
frequency-domain, and time-frequency domain to extract and learn the features in order to classify
the working condition of the motor. Lee et al. [33] studied the convolutional deep belief network
(CDBN) to classify audio signals. They converted time-domain into frequency-domain data to learn
the features form audio signals. A multi-channel CNN has been studied to handle multi-variate
time-series data [34]. A separate CNN is used to learn the features from individual time-series data,
and result from all the CNNs are combined and classified using a fully connected multilayer perceptron
(MLP) classifier. Audio signals are transformed into a time-frequency domain to feed into CNN for
classification [35]. The Gramian Angular Field (GAF) and Markov Transition Field (MTF) are used to
convert time-series signals as images. A tiled CNN is used to classify time-series images [36,37].

Ngaopitakkul et al. [15] explain a decision algorithm based on ANN for fault diagnosis. Pandya
et al. [17] propose an efficient KNN (k-Nearest Neighbours) classifier using the asymmetric proximity
function for fault diagnosis. Yang et al. [16] constructed an SVM (Support Vector Machine)-based
method to diagnose the fault patterns of the roller bearings. Jia et al. [38] propose a fault diagnosis
method based on deep neural networks using an auto-encoder. Deep learning models such as
deep autoencoder (DAE), deep belief network (DBN), and CNN have been discussed for fault
diagnosis [19,20,22]. Ince et al. [26] propose a one-dimensional (1D) CNN to diagnose faults using
real-time motor data. Abdeljaber et al. [39] studied 1D CNN to detect real-time structural damages.
A deep CNN was used to analyze multichannel time-series data signals for human activities [40].
However, these models only used a small amount of low-level features in hidden layers. However, in
this paper, we study a deep CNN method to automatically learn the useful texture features in order to
classify faults. 1D raw current signals were converted to 2D images, and the proposed CNN model
was able to successfully capture the temporal and spatial dependencies in the images by applying
relevant filters. Furthermore, the proposed model was able to extract and learn high-level features
from these images along with the low-level features. The performance of fault classification improved
by the combined implementation of feature extraction and the CNN classifier.

3. Proposed Study and Framework

This section explains the proposed framework based on RP images and deep CNN for fault
diagnosis. It consists of two subsections: (1) the time-series data signals are converted into 2D texture
images, and (2) a deep convolutional neural network model is discussed to learn features from texture
images for fault classification.

3.1. Time-Series Data to 2D Texture Images

The time-series data can be categorized using a unique recurring behavior such as periodic and
irregular cyclic aspects. Moreover, time-series data are generated as the repetition of states, which is a
normal phenomenon for ever-changing irregular systems or random processes. RP [31,32] is a tool for
visualizing and investigating the m-dimensional phase space trajectory using a 2D representation of its
repetitive occurrences. The primary idea of RP is to disclose trajectory movements from the current
state to the previous state and it can be formulated as:

Ri, j = θ
(
ε− ‖→sl − →

sm‖
)
,
→
s (.) ∈ n, l, m = 1, 2, . . . . . . , K

where K is the number of states
→
s , ε is a threshold value of distance, ‖. ‖ is the norm and θ(.) is

the Heaviside function. The recurrence matrix (R) comprises two sets of values called texture and
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typology. The texture information belongs to individual dots, sloping lines, perpendicular lines,
and horizontal lines, whereas the typology information categorized by uniform, regular, shift, and
interrupted. Obviously, in RP, there are patterns and information that are not easily visually seen and
interpreted. The detailed explanation can be found in [32].

Raw current signals are collected from 3-phase induction motors for the fault analysis every 5 s
with a sampling rate of 10,000 samples per second. Data samples taken for different periods of time
from 1 s to 5 s were investigated with recurrence plots. Five seconds of data samples gave the most
distinguishable patterns in the recurrence plots. The collected raw current signals from the operating
induction motor are represented as recurrence plot shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Feature representation. Time-series data into a 2D (Two dimensional) texture images
(recurrence plot).

As shown in the Figure 2, nondistinguishable recurrence plots were generated for two different
motors operating with different modes of failure, when the raw current signal values were used to
generate recurrence plots. Even though, the motors working with different modes such as faulty or
healthy, it can be clearly seen that it is almost impossible to find a distinguishable pattern in these
recurrence plots—they look exactly the same with no difference in any color or pattern. However,
to find distinguishable patterns in RP images, an effective preprocessing technique called Max–Min
difference was used in this study, and it is implemented as follows:

Figure 2. Recurrence plots before signal preprocessing. Left: recurrence plot for fault condition (bearing
axis deviation) motor. Right: recurrence plot for healthy condition motor.

Step 1: maximum and minimum peaks of the current signal are collected for each one full cycle.
Step 2: difference between the maximum and minimum peak value is then used to generate the

recurrence plot for the whole signal.
Step 3: the above two steps are repeated for all types of faults, and healthy motor signals generate

distinguishable recurrence plot.
As shown in the Figure 3, after applying the preprocessing technique to raw current signal values,

the generated recurrence plots are well distinguishable and can be considered for classification of
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different faults and healthy conditions of the motors by CNN. Initially, the 2D recurrence texture
images were generated by raw one dimensional (1D) current signals and then classifier automatically
learned the features from texture images to classify the motors’ fault condition.

Figure 3. Recurrence plots with (Max–Min) preprocessing technique. Left: recurrence plot for fault
condition (bearing axis deviation) motor. Right: recurrence plot for healthy condition motor.

3.2. The Methodology’s Architecture

The methodology’s architecture consists of two parts. Part one explains the architecture used to
train the CNN model and part two belongs to motor testing using the trained model.

The relevant data were collected for a total of five conditions of the induction motor. A setup of
four induction motors for the following four faults and one motor for the healthy condition were used.
The four faults were: (1) bearing axis deviation, (2) stator and rotor friction, (3) rotor end ring break,
and (4) poor insulation.

As shown in Figure 4, the training setup had two stages. The first stage setup was done in one of
the lab servers (lab server). Data for all conditions of the motor were collected in this server in CSV
format. The dataset comprised of 3-phase current signals. Data preprocessing was applied to the raw
current signals to generate the recurrence plots. Recurrence plots’ 2D texture images were stored into
the S3 database hosted on the cloud platform (EI-PaaS).

Figure 4. The architecture used while training the CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) model for
motor fault diagnosis. Left: the setup used in one of the lab servers, where the historical motor data are
collected and stored for different types of faults and healthy conditions. Right: this setup is on the
cloud platform called EI-PaaS, where the S3 database and the CNN model are designed.

The second stage setup is in the cloud. The Edge Intelligent Platform as a Service (EI-PaaS)
has the analytical framework service, where the CNN model was implemented along with the S3
database. While training the CNN model, the images were maintained in the temporary directory
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structure. Figure 5 illustrates the setup used for the deployment/testing phase of the application. The
architecture has a 3-phase induction motor connected to a data acquisition system (DAQ), which sends
motor-related data such as current signal values in binary format to an Edge device. The Edge device
reads the binary data and converts the data into decimal format and stores them as a CSV file. The
data stored in the CSV file are used to generate the relevant RP image. The generated RP texture image
is fed to the well-trained CNN model to diagnose and classify the motor condition as one of the four
faults or healthy condition.

Figure 5. The architecture of the framework setup used in testing/deployment of the CNN model
application for motor fault diagnosis. Left: this setup has an induction motor connected to a data
acquisition system and Edge device for data preprocessing. Right: this setup has S3 database to store
RP, the trained CNN model for motor fault diagnosis in the cloud platform (EI-PaaS).

3.3. Architecture of the Proposed CNN Model

The proposed deep CNN model has a three-stage structure. Each stage representing a feature
learning stage with different feature-levels and it includes convolution, activation, and pooling layers.

As shown in Figure 6, the proposed deep CNN model has three convolutional layers with
32–3 × 3 filter, 64–3 × 3 filter, and 128–3 × 3 filter, respectively. In addition, three max-pooling layers of
pooling size 2 × 2 were used. Type of layers, output shape of each layer, along with the number of
trainable parameters are listed in Table 1.

Figure 6. The proposed deep convolutional neural network architecture diagram. The RP images are
resized to 64 × 64 and fed as input to the CNN model. The architecture consists of one input and two
hidden layers followed by pooling layers and a fully connected layer.
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Table 1. Proposed CNN model summary.

Layer (Type) Output Shape Param #

conv2d_4 (Conv2D) (None, 1, 64, 32) 18,464

leaky_re_lu_5 (LeakyReLU) (None, 1, 64, 32) 0

max_pooling2d_4 (MaxPooling2) (None, 1, 32, 32) 0

conv2d_5 (Conv2D) (None, 1, 32, 64) 18,496

leaky_re_lu_6 (LeakyReLU) (None, 1, 32, 64) 0

max_pooling2d_5 (MaxPooling2) (None, 1, 16, 64) 0

conv2d_6 (Conv2D) (None, 1, 16, 128) 73,856

leaky_re_lu_7 (LeakyReLU) (None, 1, 16, 128) 0

max_pooling2d_6 (MaxPooling2) (None, 1, 8, 128) 0

flatten_2 (Flatten) (None, 1024) 0

dense_2 (Dense) (None, 128) 131,200

leaky_re_lu_8 (LeakyReLU) (None, 128) 0

dense_3 (Dense) (None, 5) 645

Total params: 242,661, Trainable params: 242,661, Non-trainable params: 0.

The activation function Leaky ReLU (Rectified Linear Units) was applied to introduce nonlinearity
into each stage, allowing CNN to learn complex models. A specific reason for adding Leaky ReLU
was to avoid and attempt to fix the problem of dying ReLUs. It has proven to be more effective
than the logistic sigmoid function. However, during the training, ReLU units can die and this could
occur when large gradient flows through a ReLU neuron. It causes the weights to update such that
the neuron will never activate again on any data point. Leaky ReLU makes an attempt to solve this
problem [41,42]. Pooling layers were introduced to reduce the resolution of the input image by the
process of subsampling and the max-pooling was applied in the proposed model.

At the end of the three stages, the feature maps were flattened into a column vector. The flatted
output vector supplied to a feed-forward neural network and backpropagation was employed to
every iteration of training. During training, the proposed model was able to distinguish among the
dominating and also low-level features in texture images and classify by a fully connected layer for
five types of faults. To estimate the parameters of the proposed model, one of the gradient-based
optimization (backpropagation algorithm) methods was used. Adam optimizer was used to update
the parameters to achieve faster convergence [43].

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

To assess the performance of the proposed methodology, raw current signals from an experimental
setup of a total of five induction motors with the same configuration were used. One healthy and four
fault types of raw current data signals were collected from the experimental setup. The different five
current signals were studied and analyzed for the healthy condition of the motor, as well as for the
following four faulty conditions of the motors [44]. The raw signal to image conversion method and
the CNN model implementation were written in python 3.6 with TensorFlow and run on the Windows
64 bit operating system.

4.1. Healthy and Fault Conditioned Motors

1. Bearing axis deviation: this condition is considered as class ‘Fault 1’. This happens due to the
offset of centers on both sides of coupling when the motor is connected to load.
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2. Stator and rotor friction: this condition of the motor is considered as ‘Fault 2’. Due to the friction
and overheating, the stator or rotor coil is short-circuited and hence it will breakdown if it is not
diagnosed and fixed.

3. Rotor end ring break: this condition is considered as ‘Fault 3’. Due to the high frequency and
overloaded operation of the motor, the excessive current may cause the breaking of the rotor bar.

4. Poor insulation: this condition is considered as ‘Fault 4’. This occurs due to the rapid change of
the current or voltage.

5. Healthy: this condition is considered as ‘Fault 0’ for the classification. Current signal values are
collected from the motor working in normal condition.

The proposed framework uses induction motor raw current signal values to generate recurrence plots
for respective conditions. Generated recurrence plots are used as input images to the CNN model for
further classification on the fault conditions of motors.

4.2. Dataset

The dataset was collected from a lab setup for four fault scenarios and one healthy scenario. The
setup included five motors each for four faults and one healthy condition operating at full load. The
dataset consisted of 750 samples and 150 samples for each type of scenario as described in Table 2.
At 5 s of sampling rate, 50,000 raw current signal data points were collected per sample.

Table 2. Dataset considered for evaluation.

Fault 0 Fault 1 Fault 2 Fault 3 Fault 4 Total

150 150 150 150 150 750

The dataset was divided mainly into three parts as described in the Table 3. Sixty percent of the
dataset (450 data samples for training) and 15% of the dataset (112 data samples for validation) were
used simultaneously to train the CNN model. The remaining 20% (188 data samples) were used to test
the trained CNN model.

Table 3. Dataset samples used for evaluation.

Data Split Ratio

Training 60% 450

Validation 15% 112

Testing 25% 188

4.3. Performance Results of the Proposed CNN

The proposed deep CNN model was trained over 100 epochs to learn the multi-level features for
one healthy and for each type of the motors’ faulty condition. The deep CNN model was trained to
automatically train and learn the robust features from 450 samples of training data and simultaneously
validated against 112 data samples during each iteration. Then, the trained deep CNN model was
tested against the 188 samples of the testing dataset. The proposed deep CNN model was trained and
verified with a batch of 16, 32, and 64. The deep CNN model achieved the best results with a batch of
size 32.

The accuracies and losses were collected for each iteration while training the proposed deep CNN
model, and plotted as shown in the Figure 7. The CNN model was able to learn the complex features
efficiently with reaching almost 100% accuracy, and ~97–98% validation accuracy. Over the 100 epochs,
the proposed deep CNN model was able to learn the generalized features from the recurrence plot
texture images to diagnose the induction motor faults and classify the motors as faulty or healthy.
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Figure 7. Accuracy and loss curves over 100 epochs of CNN training.

The performance of the proposed deep CNN was evaluated using a testing dataset consisting
of 188 data samples. The performance results of the trained deep CNN model were very prominent
with an average accuracy of 98% as described in Table 4. The classification report clearly explains how
well the proposed deep CNN model was able to extract and learn the features from the testing data
samples and classify the features into respective classes. In the classification report, the average values
of the evaluation metrics such as precision, recall, and f1 score on test dataset were impressive, with
98% of accuracy. The proposed model was able to classify Fault 3 and Fault 0 (healthy) conditions
accurately. However, the proposed model misclassified other faults, but with an acceptable margin.
The confusion matrix for the test data was calculated using the trained deep CNN model (Figure 8).
Almost all test samples were accurately classified with very few misclassifications.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework relative to traditional and
other deep learning methods, the proposed framework was compared and the performance metrics
were collected in terms of accuracy. The proposed framework was compared to support vector
machine SVM [45], artificial neural network (ANN) [22], adaptive deep convolutional neural network
(ADCNN) [46], sparse filter [24], and deep belief network (DBN) [22].

Table 4. Classification report on the test dataset.

Classification Report

CLASS Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Fault 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 38

Fault 1 1.00 0.89 0.94 37

Fault 2 0.95 1.00 0.97 38

Fault 3 1.00 1.00 1.00 37

Fault 4 0.95 1.00 0.97 38

Accuracy 0.98 188

Macro avg 0.98 0.98 0.98 188

Weighted avg 0.98 0.98 0.98 188
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Figure 8. Confusion matrix for the testing dataset (Fault 0: healthy, Fault 1: bearing axis deviation,
Fault 2: stator and rotor friction, Fault 3: rotor end ring break, and Fault 4: poor insulation).

The prediction accuracy of these methods was calculated (Table 5). Comparing the performance
results explains the significant results achieved by the proposed deep CNN framework compared to
the other methods listed above. A prediction accuracy of 99.81%, shows the significant performance
from the proposed deep CNN model.

Table 5. Comparison results.

Methods Accuracy (%)

SVM 88.2

ANN 87.8

ADCNN 98.4

Sparse filter 98.2

DBN 81.8

Proposed deep CNN 99.81

SVM: Support Vector Machine, DBN: Deep Belief Network, ANN: Artificial Neural Network, ADCNN: Adaptive
Deep Convolutional Neural Network.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, we investigate and discuss a novel framework to diagnose the faults in 3-phase
induction motors based on recurrence plots and the deep CNN model. The important contributions
of this paper are: proposing a method to transform a time-series data signal to 2D texture images
(recurrence plots) and applying the proposed deep CNN model to learn the features from the recurrence
plots to classify the 2D texture images for the fault diagnosis. The proposed framework is implemented
for four types of faults including bearing axis deviation, stator and rotor friction, rotor end ring break,
and poor insulation, and achieved a very prominent accuracy of 99.81%. The proposed framework
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outperforms other traditional and deep learning models due to its ability to learn both high-level
and low-level features. The proposed framework demonstrates promising results by considering a
single variable as an input feature compared to the rule-based diagnosis methods that require multiple
features for fault diagnosis.

The limitations of the proposed methodology are discussed as follows. First, the dataset collected
for the experiment is comparatively small and a huge amount of data samples is needed for different
load conditions such as no load, half load, or full load. Second, data from the motors with different
specifications are needed to extract and learn more generalized features. Therefore, important future
work should focus on motors working with different load conditions to collect more data samples,
and investigating data to generate more generalized features for CNN model training. Furthermore,
future work includes the review of transfer learning to avoid any unnecessary time required to train
the model and utilize the model to learn other feature types.
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Abstract: Presently, E-commerce has developed rapidly as a result of many services and applications
integrating e-commerce technologies offered online. Buyers can buy goods online and sellers can
then deliver the goods to them. Logistics therefore plays an important role in online e-commerce
applications, with a focus on rapid delivery, the integrity of goods, and the privacy of personal
information. Previous studies have proposed secure mechanisms for the transfer of electronic
cash and digital content, in which only the sender and the receiver know the secret information
hidden in the signature. However, they did not consider requirements such as the anonymous and
lightweight verification in the logistics architecture. Therefore, this study designs a secure logistics
system, with anonymous and lightweight verification, in order to meet the following requirements:
Mutual authentication, non-repudiation, anonymity, integrity and a low overhead for the logistics
environment. A buyer could check the goods and know if the parcel has been exchanged by a
malicious person. Moreover, the proposed scheme not only presents a solution to meet the logistics
system’s requirements, but also to reduce both computational and communication costs.

Keywords: mutual authentication; privacy; logistics system; ECC; ban logic

1. Introduction

Background

In recent years, with the rapid development of e-commerce, online shopping has become a current
trend and many shopping and financial transactions can now be completed via online shopping.
These activities include online orders and online payments [1]. As buyers and sellers interact online,
the purchase of goods is divided into digital and physical products. If a product is physical, the seller
will entrust their logistics to deliver the goods to the buyer. As these logistics requirements grow,
greater focus is required, not only on rapid delivery, but also on ensuring the integrity of goods and
the privacy of personal information [2–7].

Unfortunately, the current process of goods delivery and online shopping does not entail an
immediate physical exchange of goods. There is therefore a risk of counterfeiting and fraud, in addition
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to a risk that goods may be lost due to human error, and this may be compounded by information
errors, which could mean that it cannot be determined where the goods were lost. In 2016, Liu and
Wang [6] noted that the means of preventing the loss of goods has become a very important issue in
this field.

However, during the goods transportation process, the logistics provider will copy both the
buyer and seller’s personal information on an order detail and paste the order detail on the packages.
That is, the goods can only be accurately delivered to the buyer, but this process includes the risk
of private personal information being leaked, which may result in improper use or theft of that
personal information. The delivery verification can also include the risks of identity impersonation,
parcel exchange, and the loss of packages. Since there is no reliable mechanism for the buyer and seller
to identify each other, it is impossible to know who has the goods or when goods are lost.

In 2006, Aijaz et al. [1] classified various attacker behaviors as active and passive attackers,
internal and external personnel, and malicious and rational attackers. Active attackers tamper with
shopping information, while passive attackers do not actively participate in tampering with information,
but rather eavesdrop on shopping information. The stolen information may then be forwarded to
other attackers. Internal attackers are very dangerous in the transmission process. As a consequence of
their good understanding of items and personal information, internal personnel can cause various
kinds of complex attacks. External personnel are not members of the transaction process, so they are
much less harmful than internal personnel. The main goal of malicious attackers is to steal or tamper
with information and cause the loss of property.

This paper proposes a logistics method using the public key crypto system to protect the
personal privacy and the shopping information of buyers, sellers, and logistics companies during the
transmission process to prevent information from being stolen. In addition, lightweight encryption
technology is used to protect personal tag information to prevent personal information from being
leaked during the delivery process.

In 2016, Liu and Wang [6] published papers on an NFC-based security-enhanced express delivery
systems, in which the individuals’ personal information was hidden in tags and only authorized
people could get permission to access that information, thus protecting personal information from
being stolen and achieving fast identity authentication. Digital signatures are then used by buyers,
sellers, and logistics companies to achieve non-repudiation. The proposed system thus achieves mutual
authentication, lightweight and fast verification, cost savings, the anonymity of personal information,
non-repudiation in the transaction, and the completeness of the product.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents the system architecture.
Section 3 presents the proposed secure package logistics system, based on protecting personal
information anonymously by tag. Section 4 presents a security analysis and then illustrates the
computation cost, communication cost, and performance analysis of the proposed scheme. Section 5
offers conclusions.

2. Related Works and Requirement

2.1. Related Works

In 2016, Liu and Wang noted that digital tags may not be able to perform complex encryption
and decryption operations due to computation limitations [6]. In general, current logistics schemes
lack face to face package checking procedures and rely on buyers to ensure that packages are intact
upon receipt. In addition, the security issues of RFID systems are not completely suitable for the
scheme proposed in this study [8]. Instead, this study uses ECC (elliptic curve cryptography) to
generate session keys that are used to secure data transmissions and the BAN logic model [9] to prove
the correctness of the proposed scheme with mutual authentication. Recently, many authentication
schemes have applied BAN logic to prove the correctness of authentication and key establishment.
The following is the notation of BAN logic.
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P|≡ X P believes X, or P would be entitled to believe X.
P � X P sees X. Someone has sent a message containing X to P, who can read and repeat X.
P| ∼ X P once said X. P at some time sent a message including X.
P|⇒ X P has jurisdiction over X. P is an authority on X and should be trusted on this matter.
< X >Y This represents X combined with Y.

#(X)
The formula X is fresh, that is, X has not been sent in a message at any time before the current run of
the protocol.

P K↔ Q P and Q may use the shared key K to communicate.

P S⇔ Q The formula S is a secret known only to P and Q and possibly to principals trusted by them.

2.2. Requirements

In order to achieve a good logistics system, the following security requirements must be met and
known attacks must be prevented:

(1) Mutual authentication: The basic requirement for good system communication is the identity
authentication during the transmission process. The message must guarantee the validity of a
sender and receiver [10,11].

(2) Non-repudiation: In the information transmission process, if each identity is not authenticated,
the sender and the receiver are vulnerable to being sent false information by an impersonation
attack. Therefore, the non-repudiation of information is crucial to effectively prevent
impersonation [4,12].

(3) Anonymity: It is easy for buyer and seller to disclose information in the goods delivery process.
Therefore, the contents should not disclose any information about the buyer and seller [13].

(4) Integrity: In an unencrypted environment, information is easily tampered with in the transmission
process, resulting in the receiver being vulnerable to the information received not being that sent
by the original sender’s information. Therefore, the integrity of the information must be ensured
during transmission [14].

(5) Low overhead: Identity verification in the information transmission process must ensure
information integrity and maintain transmission speed, so reduced computation is necessary for
a faster system [15,16].

There are several common malicious attack patterns that can target package logistic
systems [15,17–19], as follows:

(1) Modification attack: The attacker intercepts the information of the transmitting party and the
receiving party, and modifies the contents of the shopping information, resulting in the loss of the
transmitting party and the receiving party. Therefore, the transmitted information must be secure
against modification in order to prevent such attacks.

(2) Impersonation attack: The attacker uses a fake identity to disguise themselves as a sender and
sends a fake message to the receiver, causing the receiver to receive a false message.

(3) Man-in-the-middle-attack: The attacker establishes independent contact with both ends of
the communication and exchanges the information so that both sender and receiver of the
communication think that they are talking directly with each other through a private connection.
In fact, the entire conversation is completely controlled by the attacker. In a man-in-the-middle
attack, an attacker can intercept calls from both parties and insert new content.

(4) Clone attack: An attacker steals items by copying a label and impersonating a deliverer to deliver
a non-original item.
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3. The Proposed Scheme

3.1. System Architecture

The system consists of the following parties: Seller (S), logistics (L), buyer (B), and deliverer (D).
The architecture and information flow are shown in Figure 1. The four parties in the scheme, in detail,
are the following:

(1) Seller: An online shopping store. People can shop there and the seller sends the goods to the
buyer, who will sign for the delivered package.

(2) Logistics: A company entrusted to deliver the packages to the buyer.
(3) Deliverer: The logistics employee. They assist the logistics company to deliver the package to

the buyer.
(4) Buyer: Someone who buys something from the seller and who signs for the delivered package.

Logistics(L) 

 
Deliverer(D) 

Seller(S) 

3 

Buyer(B) 

Figure 1. Logistics system architecture.

The eight steps in the scheme, in detail are as follows:

(1) The buyer requests a product from the seller.
(2) The seller provides the buyer and seller’s information to the logistics.
(3) The logistics generates the transaction number and sends the buyer’s tag to the seller.
(4) The seller sends the transaction number and the buyer’s tag to the buyer.
(5) The logistics gives the tag of the seller’s information to the deliverer. The deliverer goes to the

seller’s home and sends his/her identity to the seller.
(6) The seller verifies the deliverer’s identity. The seller then transmits their signature and gives the

goods and the buyer’s tag to the deliverer. The deliverer goes to the buyer’s house and sends
his/her identity to the buyer.

(7) The buyer transmits their signature to the deliverer.
(8) The deliverer brings the buyer and the seller’s signature back to the logistics to verify the signature

and complete the transaction.
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3.2. Notations

The notations used in this paper are listed below:

IDX Identification of X
MX X’s address and telephone information
MProduct Product information
TID Transaction number
TagX,Y The tag used for X to Y
PukX,PrkX The public key and private key of X, respectively
SigX,Y The signature for X to Y
Ci The ith ciphertext
P Base point
SKXY Session key between X and Y
ESKXY (M) Encrypt message M with session key SKXY
DprkX(M) Decrypt message M with session key SKXY
SprkX(M) Sign message M with X’s private key prkX
VpukX(M) Verify message M with X’s public key pukX
EpukX(M) Encrypt message M with X’s public key pukX
DprkX(M) Decrypt message M with X’s private key prkX
h(M) The message M calculated by one-way hash function
⊕ Exclusive-or operation for any two operands with same binary size
|| Concatenation operator

A
?
=

B Determine if A is equal to B

A secure channel

An insecure channel

3.3. Initialization Phase

During the initialization phase, the Certificate Authority (CA) issues the public key and private
key, and selects a large prime, P, and elliptic curve, E, over a finite field for each party.

3.4. Session Key Generation Phase and Order Request Phase

In the session key generation phase and order request phase, the buyer provides shopping
information to the seller. The seller sends the buyer and the seller’s information to the logistics and
asks for the goods to be delivered. The logistics generates the transaction number and the tag for the
seller and sends the transaction numbers to the buyer. Figure 2 presents the session key generation
and order request phase of the proposed scheme.

Step 1: The buyer selects a random rB and computes RB as follows:

RB = rB*P, (1)

The buyer signs the (RB,IDB) with the private key PrkB, as follows:

SigBS = SprkB(RB,IDB), (2)

The buyer then sends (RB,IDB,SigBS) to the seller.
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Step 2: The seller selects a random number rS and then computes RS and signs the (RS,IDS) with the
private key PrkS, as follows:

RS = rS*P, (3)

SigSL = SprkS(RS, IDS). (4)

The seller then sends (RS,IDS,SigSL) to logistics. The seller then verifies the SigBS with the public
key PukB to determine whether the signagture is legal or not, as follows:

VpukB(SigBS)
?
=

(RB, IDB). (5)

If it passes the verification, the seller computes session key SKBS, as follows:

SKBS = h((rs*RB)||IDB||IDS), (6)

uses the SKBS to encrypt (RB, IDB) with SKBS, as follows:

C1 = ESKBS(RB, IDB), (7)

and signs the (RS,IDS) with the private key PrkS, as follows:

SigSB = SprkS(RS, IDS), (8)

The seller then sends (RS, IDS,C1,SigSB) to the buyer.

Step 3: The logistics selects a random number rL, and computes RL, as follows:

RL = rL*P. (9)

Logistics then verifies the SigSL with the public key PukS to determine whether the signagture is
legal or not, as follows:

VpukS(SigSL)
?
=

(RS, IDS), (10)

If it holds, logistics computes session key SKSL, as follows:

SKSL = h((rL*RS)||IDS||IDL). (11)

Then the logistics encrypts (RS,IDS) with SKSL, as follows:

C3 = ESKSL(RS, IDS). (12)

Next, logistics signs the (RL,IDL) with the private key PrkL, as follows:

SigLS = SprkL(RL,IDL), (13)

and sends (RL,IDL,C3,SigLS) to the seller.

Step 4: The buyer verifies the SigSB with the public key PukS to determine whether the signagture is
legal or not, as follows:

VpukS(SigSB)
?
=

(RS, IDS). (14)
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The buyer then computes session key SKBS, as follows:

SKBS = h((rB*RS)||IDB||IDS), (15)

and uses the SKBS to decrypt C1, as follows:

(RB∗, IDB∗) = DSKBS(C1), (16)

and determines whether (RB,IDB) is equal or not, as follows:

(RB, IDB)
?
=

(RB, IDB) ∗ . (17)

The seller then encrypts (RS,IDS,IDB,MB,Mproduct) with SKBS, as follows:

C2 = ESKBS

(
RS, IDS, IDB, MB, Mproduct

)
, (18)

Then buyer then sends (IDB,C2) to the seller.

Step 5: The seller decrypts C2 with SKBS, as follows:(
RS∗, IDS∗, IDB, MB, Mproduct

)
= DSKBS(C2), (19)

and then gets (RS*,IDS*), and determines whether (RS,IDS) is equal or not, as follows:

(RS, IDS)
?
=

(RS∗, IDS∗). (20)

The seller verifies the SigLS with the public key PukL to determine whether the signagture is legal
or not, as follows

VpukL(SigLS)
?
=

(RL, IDL). (21)

If it passes the verification, the seller computes SKSL, as follows:

SKSL = h((rS*RL)||IDS||IDL), (22)

and decrypts C3 with SKSL, as follows:

(RS∗, IDS) = DSKSL(C3). (23)

The seller gets (RS*,IDS*), determines whether (RS,IDS) is equal or not, as follows:

(RS, IDS)
?
=

(RS∗, IDS∗), (24)

If it holds, the seller encrypts (RL,IDL,IDS,MS,IDB,MB) with SKSL, as follows:

C4 = ESKSL(RL, IDL, IDS, MS, IDB, MB), (25)

and then sends (IDS,C4) to logistics.
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(RS,IDS,SigSL) 

(RS*,IDS*,IDB,MB,Mproduct) 
= (C ) 
(RS,IDS) (RS*,IDS*) 

VpukL(SigLS) (RL,IDL) 
SKSL = h((rS*RL)||IDS||IDL) 

(RS*,IDS*) = (C ) 
(RS,IDS)) (RS,IDS)* 

C = (RL,IDL,IDS,MS,IDB,MB) 

VpukS(SigSB) (RS,IDS) 
SKBS = h((rB*RS)||IDB||IDS) 

(RB*,IDB*) = (C1) 
(RB,IDB) (RB*,IDB*) 

C = (RS,IDS,IDB,MB,Mproduct) 

Logistics 

 rL 
RL = rL*P 
VpukS(SigSL) (RS,IDS) 
SKSL = h((rL*RS)||IDS||IDL) 
C3 = (RS,IDS) 
SigLS = SprkL(RL,IDL) 

Buyer Seller 

rB 
RB = rB*P 
SigBS = SprkB(RB,IDB) 

 rS 
RS = rS*P 

SigSL = SprkS(RS,IDS) 
VpukB(SigBS) (RB,IDB) 
SKBS = h((rs*RB)||IDB||IDS) 
C = (RB,IDB) 

SigSB = SprkS(Rs,IDs) 

(RB,IDB,SigBS) 

(RL,IDL,C3,SigLS) 

(RS,IDS,C1,SigSB) 

(IDB,C2) 

(IDS, ) 
((RL*,IDL*,IDS,MS,IDB,MB) 
= (C ) 
(RL,IDL) (RL*,IDL*) 

 TID 
TagDB = IDD (IDB,MB) 
C5 = (TagDB,TID) 

(IDL,C ) 

(TagDB,TID) = (C5) 
C = (TID) 

(IDS,C ) 

(TID) = (C ) 
TID 

Figure 2. Session key generation and order request phase.
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Step 6: The logistics decrypts C4 with SKSL, as follows:

(RL∗, IDL∗, IDS, MS, IDB, MB) = DSKSL(C4), (26)

and then gets (RL*,IDL*) and determines whether (RL,IDL) is equal or not, as follows:

(RL, IDL)
?
=

(RL∗, IDL∗), (27)

Logistics generates TID and TagDB, and computes the following:

TagDB = IDD⊕(IDB,MB). (28)

and then uses the SKSL to encrypt (TagDB,TID), as follows:

C5 = ESKSL(TagDB, TID), (29)

then sends (IDL,C5) to the seller.

Step 7: The seller decrypts C5 with SKSL, as follows:

(TagDB, TID) = DSKSL(C5). (30)

The seller encrypts (TID) with SKBS, as follows:

C6 = ESKBS(TID), (31)

then sends (IDS,C6) to the buyer.

Step 8: The buyer decrypts C6 with SKBS, as follows:

TID = DSKBS(C6), (32)

and then gets TID.

3.5. Package Collection Phase

The logistics sends the tag containing the seller information to the deliverer. The deliverer decrypts
the tag and goes to the seller’s house. After verifying the delivery identity, the seller transmits their
signature to give the goods and the buyer’s tag to the deliverer. The package collection phase is
illustrated in Figure 3.

Step 1: The logistics signs (IDD,IDL,TID) with private key PrkL, as follows:

SigLS = SprkL(IDD,IDL,TID), (33)

The logistics uses SKSL to encrypt (IDD,IDL,TID), as follows:

C7 = ESKSL(IDD, IDL, TID), (34)

then generates TagDS, as follows:
TagDS = IDD⊕(IDS,MS), (35)

and sends (IDL,TagDS,C7,SigLS) to the deliverer.
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Step 2: The deliverer computes the following formula:

(IDS,MS) = TagDS⊕IDD, (36)

and the deliverer can then get (IDS,MS).

Step 3: The deliverer sends (IDD,IDL,TagDS,C7,SigLS) to the seller for verification and the seller
computes IDD* as follows:

IDD* = TagDS⊕(IDS,MS), (37)

and verifies whether IDD is equal or not, as follows:

IDD
?
=

IDD. (38)

 

(IDB,MB) = TagDB IDD 

Seller Logistics Deliverer 

SigLS = SprkL(IDD,IDL,TID) 
C = (IDD,IDL,TID) 

TagDS = IDD (IDS,MS) 

(IDS,MS) = TagDS IDD 

(IDL,TagDS,C ,SigLS) 

(IDD,IDL,TagDS,C ,SigLS) 

IDD* = TagDS (IDS,MS) 

IDD* IDD 

(IDD,IDL,TID)* = (C ) 
VpukL(SigL) (IDD,IDL,TID)* 

SigSL = SprkS(IDS,IDD,IDL,TID) 
C = (IDS,IDD,IDL,TID) 

(IDS,TagDB,C ,SigSL) 

Figure 3. Package collection phase of the proposed scheme.

The seller decrypts C7 with SKSL, as follows:

(IDD, IDLTID)∗ = DSKSL(C7). (39)

The seller verifies the SigLS with the public key PukL to determine whether the signagture is legal
or not, as follows:

VpukL(SigLS)
?
=

(IDD, IDL, TID) ∗ . (40)
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If it passes the verification, the seller signs the (IDS,IDD,IDL,TID) with the private key PrkS,
as follows:

SigSL = SprkS (IDS, IDD,IDL,TID), (41)

and uses SKSB to encrypt (IDS, DD, IDL,TID), as follows:

C8 = ESKSB(IDS, IDD, IDL, TID). (42)

The seller then gives the goods and (IDS,TagDB,C8,SigSL) to the deliverer.

Step 4: The deliverer computes as following formula:

(IDB,MB) = TagDB⊕IDD, (43)

and gets (IDB,MB).

3.6. Product Transfer Phase

The deliverer decrypts the tag and sends the goods to the buyer’s address. After verifying the
deliverer’s identity, the buyer obtains the goods and sends a signature to the deliverer. The deliverer
takes the signatures of the buyer and the seller. The deliverer then returns to the logistics for
confirmation and completes the transaction. The product transfer phase is illustrated in Figure 4.

Step 1: The deliverer sends the goods and (IDD, TagDB, C8) to the buyer to verify the identity, using the
following formula:

IDD* = TagDB⊕(IDB,MB), (44)

Once the deliverer has IDD*, they determine whether the IDD is equal or not, as follows:

IDD ∗ ?
=

IDD. (45)

The buyer decrypts C8 with SKSB, as follows:

(IDS, IDD, IDL, TID) = DSKSB(C8), (46)

and then gets TID* and determines whether the TID, which is stored in the session key generation and
order request phase, is equal or not, as follows:

TID ∗ ?
=

TID. (47)

The deliverer uses PrkB to sign (IDB,IDS,IDD,IDL,TID), as follows:

SigBL = SprkB(IDB,IDS,IDD,IDL,TID), (48)

The buyer sends (SigBL, IDB) to the deliverer.

Step 2: The deliverer returns to the logistics. Logistics verifies SigS with public key PukS, as follows:

VpukS(SigSL)
?
=

(IDS, IDD, IDL, TID), (49)

and then determines whether the signagture is legal or not. Logistics verifies SigB with public key
PukB, as follows:

VpukB(SigBL)
?
=

(IDB, IDS, IDD, IDL, TID), (50)
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and determines whether the signagture is legal or not.
If it passes the verification, the transaction is completed.

(SigSL,SigBL,IDS,IDB) 

Deliverer Buyer 

IDD* = TagDB (IDB,MB) 

IDD* IDD 

(IDS,IDD,IDL,TID) = (C ) 
TID* TID 

SigBL = SprkB(IDB,IDS,IDD,IDL,TID) 

(IDD,TagDB,C ) 

(SigBL,IDB) 

Logistics 

VpukS(SigSL) (IDS,IDD,IDL,TID) 

VpukB(SigBL) (IDB, IDS,IDD,IDL,TID) 

Figure 4. Product transfer phase of the proposed scheme.

4. Security Analysis and Discussion

4.1. Mutual Authentication Issue

This study uses BAN logic to prove that the proposed scheme achieves mutual authentication in
each phase. In the session key generation and order request phases of the proposed scheme, the main
goal is to determine whether the data has been modified between the buyer and seller, or the seller and
the logistics provider.

The notation of BAN logic is described below:

P|≡X P believes X, or P would be entitled to believe X.
P�X P sees X, someone has sent a message containing X to P, who can read and repeat X.
P|~X P once said X. P at some time sent a message including X.

P| K→X P has X as a public key.

P k↔X P and X may use the session key K to communicate
P|⇒X P has jurisdiction over x.
#(X) The formula X is fresh.
{X}K The formula X encrypted by K.

The main goals of the scheme must be achieved in order to verify that the transmitted data has not
been modified between buyer and seller, or between the seller and the logistics provider. These goals
are listed below:
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G1 S|≡S
SKBS↔ B

G2 S|≡B|≡S
SKBS↔ B

G3 B|≡S
SKBS↔ B

G4 B|≡B|≡S
SKBS↔ B

G5 S|≡S
SKSL↔ L

G6 S|≡L|≡S
SKSL↔ L

G7 L|≡S
SKSL↔ L

G8 L|≡S|≡S
SKSL↔ L

G9 S|≡IDB
G10 S|≡B|≡IDB
G11 B|≡IDS
G12 B|≡S|≡IDS
G11 L|≡IDS
G12 L|≡S|≡IDS
G11 S|≡IDL
G12 S|≡L|≡IDL

According to the purchase phase, BAN logic is used to produce an idealized form, as follows:

M1 ({RB,IDB}prkB,{RS,IDS,IDB,MB,Mproduct}SKBS),
M2 ({RS,IDS}prkS,{RB,IDB}SKBS),
M3 ({RS,IDS}prkS,{RL,IDL,IDS,MS,IDB,MB}SKSL),
M4 ({RL,IDL}prkL,{RS,IDS}SKBS).

In order to analyze the proposed improved scheme, this study makes the following assumptions:

A1 S|≡#(RB)
A2 B|≡#(RB)
A3 S|≡#(RS)
A4 B|≡#(RS)
A5 L|≡#(RS)
A6 S|≡#(RS)
A7 L|≡#(RL)
A8 S|≡#(RL)
A9 S|≡#SKBS
A10 B|≡#SKBS
A11 L|≡#SKSL
A12 S|≡#SKSL

A13 B|≡|pubB→ S

A14 S|≡|pubB→ S

A15 B|≡|pubS→ B

A16 S|≡|pubS→ B

A17 L|≡|pubS→ L

A18 S|≡|pubS→ L

A19 L|≡|pubL→ S

A20 S|≡|pubL→ S
A21 S|≡B|⇒S

SKBS↔ B
A22 B|≡S|⇒S

SKBS↔ B
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A23 L|≡S|⇒S
SKSL↔ L

A24 S|≡L|⇒S
SKSL↔ L

A25 S|≡B|⇒ IDB
A26 B|≡S|⇒ IDS
A27 L|≡S|⇒ IDS
A28 S|≡L|⇒ IDL

According to these assumptions and the rules of BAN logic, this study shows the session key
generation and order request phases of the proposed scheme as follows:

a. Seller S authenticates Buyer B By M1 and the seeing rule, derive the following:

S� ({RB,IDB}prkB,{RS,IDS,IDB,MB,Mproduct }SKBS). (Statement 1)

By A1 and A2 and the freshness rule, derive the following:

S|≡#({RB,IDB}prkB,{RS,IDS,IDB,MB,Mproduct }SKBS). (Statement 2)

By (Statement 1), A9, A13, and A14 and the message meaning rule, derive the following:

S|≡B|~#({RB,IDB}pukB,{RS,IDS,IDB,MB,Mproduct }SKBS). (Statement 3)

By (Statement 2), (Statement 3), and the verification rule, derive the following:

S|≡B|≡({RB,IDB}pukB,{RS,IDS,IDB,MB,Mproduct }SKBS. (Statement 4)

By (Statement 4) and the belief rule, derive the following:

S| ≡ B| ≡ S
SKBS↔ B. (Statement 5)

By (Statement 5), A21, and the jurisdiction rule, derive the following:

S| ≡ S
SKBS↔ B. (Statement 6)

By (Statement 6) and the belief rule, derive the following:

S|≡B|≡IDB. (Statement 7)

By (Statement 7), A25, and the belief rule, derive the following:

S|≡IDB. (Statement 8)

b. Buyer B authenticates Seller S By M2 and the seeing rule, derive the following:

B�({RS,IDS}prkS,{RB,IDB}SKBS). (Statement 9)

By A3, A4, and the freshness rule, derive the following:

B |≡#({RS,IDS}prkS,{RB,IDB}SKBS). (Statement 10)

By (Statement 9), A10, A15, A16, and the message meaning rule, derive the following:

B|≡S|~#({RS,IDS}pukS,{RB,IDB}SKBS). (Statement 11)
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By (Statement 10), (Statement 11) and the verification rule, derive the following:

B|≡S|≡({RS,IDS}prkS,{RB,IDB}SKBS). (Statement 12)

By (Statement 12) and the belief rule, derive the following:

B| ≡ S| ≡ S
SKBS↔ B. (Statement 13)

By (Statement 13), A22 and the jurisdiction rule, derive the following:

B| ≡ S
SKBS↔ B. (Statement 14)

By (Statement 14) and the belief rule, derive the following:

B|≡S|≡IDS (Statement 15)

By (Statement 15), A26 and the belief rule, derive the following:

B|≡IDS. (Statement 16)

By (Statement 6), (Statement 8), (Statement 14), and (Statement 16), it is proved that buyer B and
seller S authenticate each other in the proposed scheme. The seller authenticates the buyer by (5).
If it passes the verification, the seller authenticates the legality of the buyer and then the buyer
authenticates the seller by (14).

c. Logistics L authenticates Seller S By M3 and the seeing rule, derive the following:

L�({RS,IDS}prkS, {RL,IDL,IDS,MS,IDB,MB}SKSL). (Statement 17)

By A5, A6, and the freshness rule, derive:

L|≡#({RS,IDS}prkS, {RL,IDL,IDS,MS,IDB,MB}SKSL). (Statement 18)

By (Statement 17), A11, A17, A18, and the message meaning rule, derive the following:

L|≡S|~#({RS,IDS}pukS, {RL,IDL,IDS,MS,IDB,MB}SKSL). (Statement 19)

By (Statement 18), (Statement 19), and the verification rule, derive the following:

L|≡S|≡({RS,IDS}pukS, {RL,IDL,IDS,MS,IDB,MB}SKSL). (Statement 20)

By (Statement 20) and the belief rule, derive the following:

L| ≡ S| ≡ S
SKBS↔ B. (Statement 21)

By (Statement 21), A23, and the jurisdiction rule, derive the following:

L| ≡ S
SKBS↔ B. (Statement 22)

By (Statement 22) and the belief rule, derive the following:

L|≡S|≡IDS. (Statement 23)
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By (Statement 23), A27, and the belief rule, derive the following:

L|≡IDS. (Statement 24)

d. Logistics L authenticates Seller S By M4 and the seeing rule, derive the following:

S�({RL,IDL}prkL, {RS,IDS}SKBS). (Statement 25)

By A7, A8, and the freshness rule, derive the following:

S|≡#({RL,IDL}prkL, {RS,IDS}SKBS). (Statement 26)

By (Statement 25), A12, A19, A20 and the message meaning rule, derive the following:

S|≡L|~#({RL,IDL}prkL, {RS,IDS}SKBS). (Statement 27)

By (Statement 26), (Statement 27), and the verification rule, derive the following:

S|≡L|≡({RL,IDL}prkL, {RS,IDS}SKBS). (Statement 28)

By (Statement 28) and the belief rule, derive the following:

S| ≡ L| ≡ S
SKSL↔ L. (Statement 29)

By (Statement 29), A24, and the jurisdiction rule, derive the following:

S| ≡ S
SKSL↔ L. (Statement 30)

By (Statement 30) and the belief rule, derive the following:

S|≡L|≡IDL. (Statement 31)

By (Statement 31), A28, and the belief rule, derive the following:

S|≡IDL. (Statement 32)

By (Statement 22), (Statement 24), (Statement 30), and (Statement 32), it is proved that logistics
L and seller S authenticate each other in the proposed scheme. The logistics authenticates the
seller by (14): If it passes the verification, the logistics provider authenticates the legality of the
seller and then the buyer authenticates the logistics as (21).

4.2. Non-Repudiation Issue

The proposed scheme uses digital signatures to achieve non-repudiation between the parties in
each phase. The sender uses their private key to sign the transmitted message and then the receiver
verifies the received message. The receiver uses their private key to sign the response message. Table 1
shows the non-repudiation of the proposed scheme.
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Table 1. Non-repudiation of the proposed scheme.

Party

Phase
Proof Issuer Holder Verification

Session key
generation and

order request phase

(RB,IDB) Buyer Seller VpukB(SigBS)
?
=

(RB,IDB)

(RS,IDS) Seller Buyer VpukS(SigSB)
?
=

(RS,IDS)

(RS,IDS) Seller Logistics VpukS(SigSL)
?
=

(RS,IDS)

(RL,IDL) Logistics Seller VpukL(SigLS)
?
=

(RL,IDL)

Package collection
phase (IDD,IDL,TID,SigL) Logistics Seller VpukL(SigL)

?
=

(IDD,IDL,TID)

Product transfer
phase

(IDS,IDD,IDL,TID,SigS) Seller Buyer VpukS(SigS)
?
=

(IDS,IDD,IDL,TID)

(IDB,IDS,IDD,IDL,TID,SigB) Buyer Logistics VpukB(SigB)
?
=

(IDB,IDS,IDD,IDL,TID)

4.3. Anonymity Issue

All personal information, TagDS = (IDS,MS)⊕IDD and TagDB = (IDB,MB)⊕IDD, is protected so that
only the legal identities IDD, IDS, and IDB can read the content. Therefore, the contents will not disclose
any information about buyer or seller.

4.4. Low Overhead Issue

In the package collection phase and the product transfer phase, this study uses exclusive
operation or encryption to quickly verify and reduce the verification cost. This study also uses
session keys to substitute public key encryption to enhance calculation speed, thus meeting the low
overhead requirement.

4.5. Data Integrity Issue

This study uses digital signatures to ensure data integrity. A malicious attack can be detected
using digital signatures to verify the integrity of the data, even if an attacker has tampered with the
transmitted data. Thus, attackers cannot tamper with the transmitted data without being detected.
Therefore, the proposed scheme achieves data integrity.

4.6. Security Against Known Attacks

4.6.1. Modification Attack

In the information transmission process, encryption is performed using session keys, preventing
the modification of transmitted data:

(1) The session key generation and order request phase is as follows:

C1 = ESKBS (RB,IDB), (7)
C3 = ESKSL (RS,IDS), (12)
C2 = ESKBS (RS,IDS,IDB,MB,Mproduct), (18)
C4 = ESKSL (RL,IDL,IDS,MS,IDB,MB), (25)
C5 = ESKSL (TagDB,TID), (29)
C6 = ESKBS (TID). (31)

(2) Package collection phase:

C7 = ESKSL (IDD,IDL,TID), (34)
C8 = ESKSB (IDS,IDD,IDL,TID). (42)
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4.6.2. Impersonation Attack

In the session key generation and order request phase, package collection phase, and product
transfer phase of information transmission, digital signatures cannot be disguised.

(1) The session key generation and order request phase is as follows:

SigBS = SprkB(RB,IDB), (2)
SigSL = SprkS(RS,IDS), (4)
SigSB = SprkS(RS,IDS), (8)
SigLS = SprkL(RL,IDL). (13)

(2) Package collection phase:

SigSL = SprkS (IDS,IDD,IDL,TID). (41)

(3) Product transfer phase:

SigBL = SprkB(IDB,IDS,IDD,IDL,TID), (48)

4.6.3. Man-in-the-Middle Attack

The proposed scheme uses signature mechanisms SigBS = SprkB(RB,IDB), SigSL = SprkS(RS,IDS),
and SigLS = SprkL(RL,IDL) to prevent modification of the RB, RS, and RL, and uses those variables
to generate session keys SKBS = h((rs*RB)||IDB||IDS) and SKSL = h((rL*RS)||IDS||IDL). The session key
encryption/decryption offers security against man-in-the-middle attacks.

4.6.4. Clone Attack

In the package collection phase and the product transfer phase, the deliverer must give their own
information, IDD and TagDS, and the seller can then execute the exclusive-or operation or encrypt the
TagDS and verify the identity of the deliverer IDD* = TagDS⊕(IDS,MS). In the product transfer phase of
the proposed scheme, the deliverer must give their own information, IDD and TagDB, and the buyer
can then execute the exclusive-or operation or encrypt the TagDB and verify the identity of the deliverer
IDD* = TagDB⊕(IDB,MB), thus preventing a clone attack.

4.7. Computation Cost

Table 2 shows the computation costs of the proposed scheme.

Table 2. Computation costs of the proposed scheme.

Party

Phase
Buyer Seller Logistics Deliverer

Session key generation and
order request phase

2Tasy + 3Tsys +
1Th + 1Tmul

4Tasy + 6Tsys +
2Th + 2Tmul

2Tasy + 3Tsys + 1Th
+ 1Txor + 1Tmul

N/A

Package collection phase N/A 2Tasy + 2Tsys +
1Txor

1Tasy + 1Tsys +
1Txor

2Txor

Product transfer phase 1Tasy + 1Tsys +
1Txor

N/A 2Tasy N/A
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Notes:

Tasy The time required for an asymmetrical signature/verifying a signature.
Tsys The time required for a symmetrical encryption/decryption operation.
Th The time required for a one-way hash function.
Txor The time required for an exclusive-or operation.
Tmul The time required for a multiplication operation.

In Table 2, the proposed scheme’s computation costs are analyzed for the buyer, seller, logistics, and
deliverer in each phase. Due to the insignificant comparison operation impacts, they are not considered.
For the highest computation cost reduction in the session key generation and order request phase, a buyer
needs three asymmetrical signatures/verifying a signature, three symmetrical encryption/decryption
operations, one hash function operation, and one multiplication operation. A seller needs four
asymmetrical signatures/verifying a signature, six symmetrical encryption/decryption operations,
two hash function operations, and two multiplication operations. The logistics provider needs two
asymmetrical signatures/verifying a signature, three symmetrical encryption/decryption operations,
one hash function operation, one exclusive-or operation, and one multiplication operation.

4.8. Communication Cost

Table 3 shows the communication cost of the proposed scheme.

Table 3. Communication cost of the proposed scheme.

Party

Phase
Message Length Round 3.5G (14 Mbps) 4G (100 Mbps)

Session key generation
and order request phase

4Tsig + 6Tsys = 4 × 1024 + 6 ×
256 = 5632 bits 8 5632/14000 =

0.402 ms
5632/100000 =

0.056 ms

Package collection phase 3Tsig + 3Tsys + 3Txor = 3 × 1024 +
3 × 256 + 3 × 80 = 4080 bits 3 4080/14000 =

0.291 ms
4080/100000 =

0.041 ms

Product transfer phase 3TSig + 1Tsys + 1Txor = 3 × 1024
+ 1 × 256 + 1 × 80 = 3408 bits 3 4432/14000 =

0.243 ms
4432/100000 =

0.044 ms

Notes:

Tsig The time required to transmit a signature (1024 bits).
Tsys The time required to transmit a symmetric encryption/decryption ciphertext (256 bits).
Txor The time required to transmit an exclusive-or operation (80 bits).

From Table 3, the communication cost of the proposed scheme during the transaction process of
each phase was analyzed and, since other operations have little impact, they were not considered in the
communication cost. For the highest communication cost reduction in the session key generation and
order request phase, four signature operations and six symmetric encryption/decryption operations
must be transmitted. It thus requires 1024× 4+ 256× 6= 5632 bits. In a 3.5G environment, the maximum
transmission speed is 14 Mbps, which only takes 0.402 ms to transfer all messages. In a 4G environment,
the maximum transmission speed is 100 Mbps and the transmission time is reduced to 0.056 ms
(ITU 2016).
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4.9. Storage Cost

Table 4 shows the storage cost of the proposed scheme.

Table 4. Storage cost of the proposed scheme.

Party

Phase
Buyer Seller Logistics Deliverer

Session key
generation and order

request phase

1Tasy + 1Tsys + 1Th +
2Tmul + 4Tother =

2176 bits

2Tasy + 3Tsys + 2Th +
3Tmul + 5Tother =

4208 bits

1Tasy + 2Tsys + 1Th +
2Tmul + 7Tother =

2672 bits
N/A

Package collection
phase N/A 1Tasy + 1Tsys +

5Tother = 1680 bits
1Tasy + 1Tsys +

6Tother = 1760 bits
1Tother = 80

bits

Product transfer
phase 5Tother = 400 bits N/A 1Tasy + 5Tother = 1424

bits N/A

Notes:

Tasy The space required to storage an asymmetrical signature (1024 bits).
Tsys The space required to storage a symmetrical encryption/decryption ciphertext (256 bits).
Th The space required to storage a one-way hash function calculated message (256 bits).
Tmul The space required to storage a multiplication calculated message (160 bits).
Tother The space required to storage other messages (80 bits).

In Table 4, the storage cost of the proposed scheme was analyzed for the buyer, seller, logistics
and deliverer in each phase. For the highest storage cost in the session key generation and
order request phase, a seller needs two asymmetrical signatures storage space, three symmetrical
encryption/decryption ciphertexts storage space, two one-way hash function calculated messages
storage space, three multiplication calculated messages storage space, and five other messages storage
space. It thus requires 1024 × 2 + 256 × 3 + 256 × 2 + 160 × 3 + 80 × 5= 4208 bits storage space.

5. Conclusions

In recent years, e-commerce services have prospered and online shopping has become a current
trend. The security of personal information exchanged when purchasing a product online has thus
become an important issue. This paper proposes a tag-based protection of personal information and a
non-repudiable logistics system. The proposed scheme can effectively provide the secure transmission
of personal information transmitted by items.

In the session key generation and order request phases, digital signatures are used to transmit
data from the sender to the receiver, which ensures that the data cannot be modified. In the package
collection phase and product transfer phase, tags containing hidden personal information are used
to prevent personal information being leaked and to speed up the verification of the deliverer for
buyers and sellers. The proposed scheme offers a reduction of computation costs, compared to other
related works. The logistics can use the proposed system to achieve non-repudiation and to complete
transactions by examining the digital signatures of the buyer and seller.

(1) The process of communication between buyers and sellers is mutual authentication.
(2) The non-repudiation of the goods delivery process is achieved through the signature mechanism.
(3) Personal information protection is achieved through exclusive-or operations.
(4) Tags use lightweight authentication technology to reduce the computation cost, compared to

related works.

Future work will include the payment flow and applying block-chain technology to track the stream of
and to prevent the loss of goods.
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Abstract: The current control of the permanent-magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) using an
interval type-2 (IT2) Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy systems is designed and implemented. PMSG is
an energy conversion unit widely used in wind energy generation systems and energy storage
systems. Its performance is determined by the current control approach. IT2 T-S fuzzy systems are
implemented to deal with the nonlinearity of a PMSG system in this paper. First, the IT2 T-S fuzzy
model of a PMSG is obtained. Second, the IT2 T-S fuzzy controller is designed based on the concept
of parallel distributed compensation (PDC). Next, the stability analysis can be conducted through the
Lyapunov theorem. Accordingly, the stability conditions of the closed-loop system are expressed in
Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) form. The AC power from a PMSG is converted to DC power via a
three-phase six-switch full bridge converter. The six-switch full bridge converter is controlled by the
proposed IT2 T-S fuzzy controller. The analog-to-digital (ADC) conversion, rotor position calculation
and duty ratio determination are digitally accomplished by the microcontroller. Finally, simulation
and experimental results verify the performance of the proposed current control.

Keywords: permanent-magnet synchronous generator; T-S fuzzy; current control; interval type-2

1. Introduction

A permanent-magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) [1] is an essential unit implemented to
convert energy. Its power density and power conversion efficiency is high and its maintenance cost is
low. Consequently, PMSG can be implemented in various utilizations like electric vehicles (EV) and
hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) [2,3], home appliances [4], wind generation systems [5], flywheel energy
storage systems (FESS) [6] and ultrahigh-speed elevators [7]. The embedded type of the permanent
magnet will affect the characteristics of a PMSG. The interior-type [8–10] has high inductance saliency
and generates higher torque. However, its torque ripple is also higher. On the contrary, the torque
ripple of the surface-mounted type [10,11] is lower and its reluctance torque is nearly absent [12].
In motor design concept, magnet design methods [13,14] are presented to optimize the performance
and minimize the torque ripple.

If the d-axis current is controlled at zero, then the electromagnetic torque of a PMSG is proportional
to the q-axis current. This characteristic enhances the importance of current controls [15–20] for the
PMSG. Since the power generating performance of a PMSG is affected by its winding current, the torque
ripple can be eliminated by reducing winding current harmonics [16]. Moreover, the generating
capability of a PMSG can be improved via adopting proper and good current control algorithms.
The traditionally implemented current control schemes include fixed-frequency control [17,18],
hysteresis control [19] and predictive control [20]. The state space equation of a PMSG is nonlinear.
Therefore, the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy [21,22] (T-S fuzzy) system is implemented to design a speed
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controller for the permanent-magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) and a current controller for the
PMSG. System uncertainty [23] generally exists in nonlinear systems. Therefore, the interval type-2
(IT2) fuzzy logic system [24,25] is proposed to deal with this problem. In this paper, IT2 T-S fuzzy
models are implemented in the design of a current controller for the PMSG.

In this study, system configuration of the PMSG is first introduced. Then the dynamic model
of a PMSG is conducted. Next, IT2 T-S fuzzy models of a PMSG are established for the design of
an IT2 T-S fuzzy current controller. The stability of the IT2 T-S fuzzy control system for PMSG is
analyzed using the Lyapunov theorem. The stability conditions of the proposed current controller are
expressed in Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) form. Experimental results, including constant current
command tracking, variable current command tracking and computation time of the microcontroller,
are demonstrated to verify the performance of the designed IT2 T-S fuzzy current controller.

2. System Configuration and Dynamic Model

Figure 1 introduces the system configuration of the PMSG based on the IT2 T-S fuzzy control
systems. The prime mover of the PMSG consists of a PMSM with a PMSM driver. The input torque
of PMSG is provided by the prime mover. The encoder signals on the shaft are utilized to calculate
rotor speed and rotor position. Three-phase winding currents are sensed through the analog-to-digital
converter (ADC). Then the abc-frame currents are transformed to dq-frame currents. The current
commands and dq-frame currents are implemented in the IT2 T-S fuzzy current controller to calculate
the dq-frame voltage commands. The corresponding duty ratio of six switches is determined via
space-vector pulse-width modulation (SVPWM). All the control and transformation schemes are
digitally realized using the microcontroller Renesas RX62T (Renesas Electronics Corp., Tokyo, Japan).
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Figure 1. System configuration of the PMSG based on theIT2 T-S fuzzy control systems.

For convenience, voltage equations of the PMSG are expressed in dq-frame [1]:

vq = −rsiq − Lq
.
iq −ωrLdid +ωrλm

vd = −rsid − Ld
.
id +ωrLqiq

(1)
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where vd and vq are dq-frame voltages, id and iq are dq-frame currents, rs is winding resistance, Ld and
Lq are dq-frame inductances, ωr is electrical rotor speed and λm is the flux linkage established by the
permanent magnet.

A PMSG can produce electromagnetic torque as follows:

Te =
(3

2

)(P
2

)[
λmiq + (Lq − Ld)iqid

]
. (2)

The electromagnetic torque is related to electrical rotor speed in the mechanical equation:

Te = −J
( 2

P

)
.
ωr − B

( 2
P

)
ωr + TI (3)

where J is the inertia of a PMSG, B is the damping coefficient of a PMSG, TI is the input torque and P is
magnetic pole number.

If id = 0 is satisfied in Equation (2), then the state equations of a PMSG are obtained:

.
iq = 1

Ls

(
−vq − rsiq −ωrLsid +ωrλm

)
.
id = 1

Ls

(
−vd − rsid +ωrLsiq

)
.
ωr =

1
J

[(
P
2

)
(TI − Te) − Bωr

]
=
(
− 3P2

8J λmiq − B
J ωr +

P
2J TI

) (4)

3. Design of the IT2 T-S Fuzzy Current Controller

Two new state variables are defined to guarantee current tracking capability:

s1 =
∫
[r1 − iq]dt

s2 =
∫
[r2 − id]dt

⇒
.
s1 = r1 − iq
.
s2 = r2 − id

(5)

where r1 is the target value of iq and r2 is target value of id.
Extended state equations of the PMSG are obtained by combing Equations (4) and (5):

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

.
ωr.
iq.
id
.
s1
.
s1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−B
J − 3P2λm

8J 0 0 0

−λm
Lq

− rs
Lq

−Ld
Lq
ωr 0 0

Lq
Ld

iq 0 − rs
Ld

0 0
0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ωr

iq
id
s1

s2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
− 1

Lq

0
0
0

0
0
− 1

Ld

0
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
[

vq

vd

]
+

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

PTI
2J
0
0
r1

r2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6)

⇒ .
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Ev(t) (7)

where v(t) represent disturbances in PMSG systems.
The required output function is:

y(t) =
[

0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0

]⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ωr

iq
id
s1

s2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= Cx(t). (8)

The IT2 T-S fuzzy models and IT2 T-S fuzzy controller are combined to form the IT2 T-S fuzzy
control systems. The characteristics of IT2 T-S fuzzy control systems employ the upper membership
function and lower membership function to represent the model uncertainty of a nonlinear system. In
the nonlinear system matrix of the PMSG, state variables iq and ωr are found. Therefore, iq and ωr are
selected as Antecedent z1 and z2, respectively. The membership function of the IT2 T-S fuzzy is shown
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in Figure 2. zp is the Antecedent variable. ap, bp, cp and dp are the boundaries of the upper and lower
membership functions. In the developed PMSG system, the rating of iq is 18A and the rating of ωr

is 754 rad/sec. In order to represent the model uncertainty of the PMSG system, 5% variation of the
Antecedent variable is selected. Therefore, the Antecedent variables and boundaries of the PMSG are
summarized in Table 1.

pz

pM pM

pa pb pc pd
 

Figure 2. Membership function of the IT2 T-S fuzzy control systems.

Table 1. Antecedent variables and boundaries of the PMSG.

Antecedent

Boundaries ap bp cp dp

z1 0 A 1.8 A 17.1 A 18.9 A

z2 0 rad/sec 76 rad/sec 716 rad/sec 792 rad/sec

In the design of the IT2 T-S fuzzy current controller, the nonlinear PMSG system is represented
via linear sub-systems according to the model rules of the IT2 T-S fuzzy models:

Model rules i :
I f z1(t) is M̃i

1 and · · · and zp(t) is M̃i
p,

then
.
x(t) = Aix(t) + Biu(t) + Eiv(t),

y = Cix(t), i = 1, 2, · · · , r

(9)

where M̃i
p are IT2 fuzzy sets, x(t) are state variables, u(t) are control inputs, Ai, Bi are state and input

matrices of the sub-system, Ei is a constant matrix and r = 4 is the number of rules. The firing strength
of the i-th rule is represented as follows:

w̃i(z(t)) =
[
wi(z(t)), wi(z(t))

]
, i = 1, 2, · · · , r (10)

and

wi(z(t)) =
p∏

j=1

μM̃i
j
(zj(t)) (11)

wi(z(t)) =
p∏

j=1

μ
M̃i

j

(zj(t)) (12)

wi(z(t)) ≥ wi(z(t)) ≥ 0, ∀i (13)
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where wi(z(t)) is the upper grade of membership, wi(z(t)) ≥ 0 is the lower grade of membership,
μM̃i

j
(zj(t)) is the upper membership function and μ

M̃i
j

(zj(t)) is the lower membership function. Then,

the inferred IT2 T-S fuzzy model can be described as:

.
x(t) = m

r∑
i=1

wi(z(t))(Aix(t) + Biu(t) + Eiv(t))

r∑
i=1

wi(z(t))
+ n

r∑
i=1

wi(z(t))(Aix(t) + Biu(t) + Eiv(t))

r∑
i=1

wi(z(t))
(14)

y(t) = m

r∑
i=1

wi(z(t))(Cix(t))

r∑
i=1

wi(z(t))
+ n

r∑
i=1

wi(z(t))(Cix(t))

r∑
i=1

wi(z(t))
(15)

where m and n are tuning parameters.
The parallel distributed compensation (PDC) of the IT2 T-S fuzzy controllers corresponding to the

model rules are:

Control rules i :I f z1(t) is M̃i
1and...and zp(t)is M̃i

p,then u(t) = Kix(t), i = 1, 2, · · · , r (16)

where Ki is the controller gain. The inferred IT2 T-S fuzzy controller can be expressed as:

u(t) = m

r∑
i=1

wi(z(t))(Kix(t))

r∑
i=1

wi(z(t))
+ n

r∑
i=1

wi(z(t))(Kix(t))

r∑
i=1

wi(z(t))
. (17)

The close loop IT2 T-S fuzzy control system can be obtained by substituting Equation (17) into
Equation (14).

4. Stability Analysis

Define the H∞ performance index:

sup
‖v(t)‖2�0

‖y(t)‖2
‖v(t)‖2

≤ γ, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 (18)

where γ represents disturbance suppression ability of the IT2 T-S fuzzy control system.

Lemma [26]: Assume there exists a positive definite matrix X ∈ n×n and matrix Mi ∈ m×n, which
makes the following LMI condition feasible:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Φiii ∗ ∗
−(mEi + nEi)

T γ2I 0
(m + n)CiX 0 I

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≥ 0, (19)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Φi j j + Φ jii ∗ ∗

−((m + n)(Ei + Ej)
T 2γ2I 0

((m + n)(Ci + Cj))X 0 2I

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≥ 0, i < j (20)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Φi jk + Φik j ∗ ∗

−(2mEi + n(Ej + Ek))
T 2γ2I 0

(2mCi + n(Cj + Ck))X 0 2I

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≥ 0, j < k (21)
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where
X = P−1, Mi = KiX (22)

Φi jk = −m(AiX + XAT
i ) − n(AjX + XAT

j ) + m(BiMk + MT
k BT

i ) + n(BjMk + MT
k BT

j ). (23)

Then, the designed current controller in Equation (17) will guarantee the current tracking capability,
which means the current tracking error will converge to zero. The detailed proof procedure can be
referred in [26]. The controller gain can be found through using Ki = MiX−1.

Let γ = 0.86, m = 0.4 and n = 0.5; the following controller gains are obtained from the LMI
conditions listed in Equations (19) to (21):

K1 =

[
1.47332 −0.28632 −0.7274 −893.16 −0.18312
0.0222 −0.7851 −0.315 0.002 −72.6

]
K2 =

[
1.3759 −0.28656 −0.2424 −796.401 −0.0618
0.0208 −0.2617 −0.31524 0.001 −72.6

]
K3 =

[
1.5066 −0.28668 −0.7274 −1414.17 −0.18312
0.0021 −0.7851 −0.31536 0.002 −72.6

]
K4 =

[
1.3759 −0.2391 −0.2425 −796.401 −0.0618
0.0007 −0.2617 −0.3156 0.001 −69.3

]
(24)

5. Results and Discussions

The parameters of the PMSG are listed in Table 2. Table 3 shows the specifications of the PMSG
drive. Figure 3 demonstrates the experimental equipment of the PMSG system based on the IT2
T-S fuzzy systems. The adopted PMSG is the model YBL17B-200L manufactured by YELI electric &
machinery Co., LTD, Taiwan. The oscilloscope is KEYSIGHT DSO-X 3014T (Keysight Technologies,
Santa Rosa, CA, USA). The current measurement system includes current probe Tektronix TCP303 and
amplifier Tektronix TCPA300. Constant and variable current commend experimental results are given
as follows.

Table 2. Parameters of the PMSG.

Poles rs Ld Lq

8 0.24 Ω 1.896 mH 2.131 mH

Rated Speed Rated Torque Rated Current Rated Power

1800 rpm 23 N·m 11.8 Arms 4.5 kW

Table 3. Specifications of the PMSG Drive.

Rated power 5 kW DC-link voltage 380 Vdc
Rated voltage 220 Vrms DC-link capacitance 5600 μF
Rated current 13.1 Arms Switching frequency 20 kHz
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Figure 3. Experimental equipment for the PMSG system based on the IT2 T-S fuzzy systems.

5.1. Constant Current Command

Let the current command be i∗q = 15 A, i∗d = 0 A. In this case, the three-phase winding current
will be balanced with peak value 15 A. Figure 4a–c show the winding current waveforms measured at
different generator speeds. Table 4 summarizes the error and total harmonic distortion (THD) of the
measured waveforms. It can be found that the current command tracking error is less than 2.5% in all
conditions. The winding current can exactly track the current command. Moreover, the THD is less
than 2%, and this means winding currents are nearly sinusoidal.

ai bi ci

 
(a) 

ai bi ci

 
(b) 

ai bi ci

 
(c) 

Figure 4. Winding current waveforms by letting i∗q = 15 A and i∗d = 0 A at different generator speeds: (a)
600 rpm, (b) 900 rpm and (c) 1200 rpm.

Table 4. Error and THD of the measured waveforms.

Generator Speed Measured Current (A) Error (%) THD (%)

600 rpm 14.849 1.01 1.35

900 rpm 15.179 1.19 1.20

1200 rpm 15.368 2.45 1.50

Note: error(%) =
∣∣∣measured current−current command

current command

∣∣∣× 100%, THD(%) =
( THDa+THDb+THDc

3

)
.
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To improve the scientific merit of this paper, the simulation is performed by PSIM Ver. 10.
The same conditions with Figure 4a–c are simulated and shown in Figure 5a–c, respectively. From the
simulation results, it can be found that the three-phase winding currents are balanced with peak value
15 A. Moreover, the THD is less than 2%; this means winding currents are nearly sinusoidal.
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(a) 
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(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 5. Simulation winding current waveforms by letting i∗q = 15 A and i∗d = 0 A at different generator
speeds: (a) 600 rpm, (b) 900 rpm and (c) 1200 rpm.

5.2. Variable Current Command

First, the current command i∗q is stepped from 5 A to 10 A (i∗d = 0) at 900 rpm. Figure 6a is the
step occurring at 60◦ and Figure 6b is the step occurring at 120◦. The results using the IT1 T-S fuzzy
system are compared in Figure 6c,d, respectively. The overshoot and settling time of the IT1 and IT2
T-S fuzzy systems are summarized in Table 5. It can be found that the winding currents can achieve
the step current command faster by using the proposed IT2 T-S fuzzy control. The overshoot of the IT2
T-S fuzzy system is also less than the IT1 T-S fuzzy system, which makes the developed system more
reliable and flexible.

Table 5. Overshoot and settling time of the IT1 and IT2 T-S fuzzy systems.

Step Position Control System Overshoot Settling Time

Step occurs at 60◦ IT1 T-S fuzzy 2.125 A 1.12 ms

IT2 T-S fuzzy 2.03 A 1.03 ms

Note: overshoot = (maximum current − desired current) settling time: the required time when current tracking
error is less than 5%.

Second, the speed is 1200 rpm and the current command is going from zero to a constant value.
Figure 7a,b show the winding current waveforms of the current command that goes from zero to a
constant value. The current tracking capability is verified.
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Figure 6. Winding current waveforms of the current command stepped from 5 A to 10 A at 900 rpm:
(a) step occurs at 60◦ with IT2 T-S fuzzy, (b) step occurs at 120◦ with IT2 T-S fuzzy, (c) step occurs at 60◦
with IT1 T-S fuzzy and (d) step occurs at 120◦ with IT1 T-S fuzzy.
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Figure 7. Winding current waveforms of the current command goes from zero to a constant value at
1200 rpm: (a) 10 A; (b) 15 A.
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Finally, the speed is 900 rpm and 1500 rpm, respectively, and the current command is varying as
0 A→5 A→10 A→15 A→10 A→5 A. Figure 8a,b show the winding current waveforms, respectively.
It is obvious that the winding current can track the variable current command very well. The output
power of the PMSG can be adjusted by changing the current command in this situation.

abci

 
(a) 

abci

 
(b) 

Figure 8. Winding current waveforms of the current command is varying as 0 A→5 A→10 A→15
A→10 A→5 A: (a) 900 rpm; (b) 1500 rpm.

5.3. Calculation Time

The calculation time of the IT2 T-S fuzzy and the IT1 T-S fuzzy systems is compared in Figure 9a,b.
The calculation time of the IT2 T-S fuzzy is 32.6 μs and the calculation time of the IT1 T-S fuzzy is 30 μs.
The IT2 T-S fuzzy system requires 2.6 μs more than the IT1 T-S fuzzy system to process the control
algorithm. The switching period of the developed system is 50 μs. Therefore, the proposed algorithm
is acceptable in implementation.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. Calculation time of the IT2 T-S fuzzy and the IT1 T-S fuzzy systems: (a) IT2 T-S fuzzy; (b) IT1
T-S fuzzy.

6. Conclusions

The current control of the PMSG was designed and implemented based on the IT2 T-S fuzzy
systems. First, the system configuration and the dynamic model were introduced. Next, the current
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controller was designed based on the IT2 T-S fuzzy models. The IT2 T-S fuzzy control system was
implemented to consider the uncertainty of nonlinear systems. The stability analysis and detailed
design process were also demonstrated. The controller gain could be found by using the LMI conditions.
Furthermore, the experimental equipment of the PMSG was illustrated. Experimental results, including
constant current command, variable current command and calculation time, were demonstrated to
verify the performance of the proposed current control. Simulation results were also performed in
constant current command to improve the scientific merit of this paper. The IT2 T-S fuzzy system is
more complex than the IT1 T-S fuzzy system. However, its calculation time is acceptable. Furthermore,
its overshoot and settling time under the current command variation is better than the IT1 T-S fuzzy
system. The output power of a PMSG can be adjusted by changing the peak value of three-phase
balanced winding currents. In the future, the sensorless control combined with the IT2 T-S fuzzy
systems may be adopted to increase the practicability of the PMSG system.
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Abstract: This paper proposes a novel approach toward solving the optimal energy dispatch of
cogeneration systems under a liberty market in consideration of power transfer, cost of exhausted
carbon, and the operation condition restrictions required to attain maximal profit. This paper
investigates the cogeneration systems of industrial users and collects fuel consumption data and
data concerning the steam output of boilers. On the basis of the relation between the fuel enthalpy
and steam output, the Least Squares Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) is used to derive boiler and
turbine Input/Output (I/O) operation models to provide fuel cost functions. The CO2 emission of
pollutants generated by various types of units is also calculated. The objective function is formulated
as a maximal profit model that includes profit from steam sold, profit from electricity sold, fuel costs,
costs of exhausting carbon, wheeling costs, and water costs. By considering Time-of-Use (TOU)
and carbon trading prices, the profits of a cogeneration system in different scenarios are evaluated.
By integrating the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA), an Enhanced ACO
(EACO) is proposed to come up with the most efficient model. The EACO uses a crossover and
mutation mechanism to alleviate the local optimal solution problem, and to seek a system that offers
an overall global solution using competition and selection procedures. Results show that these
mechanisms provide a good direction for the energy trading operations of a cogeneration system.
This approach also provides a better guide for operation dispatch to use in determining the benefits
accounting for both cost and the environment in a liberty market.

Keywords: cogeneration systems; Time-of-Use (TOU); CO2 emission; Ant Colony Optimization

1. Introduction

Cogeneration systems, which combine heat and power (CHP) systems, have previously been
extensively applied in industry. They offer an economic strategy providing both heat and power,
which can then be passed on to buyers. Cogeneration systems offer a significant advantage when
it comes to consideration of environmental issues. They are used as a distributed energy source,
which can simultaneously sell both thermal steam and electricity to other industries. They can also be
constructed in urban areas and used as distributed energy resources in microgrids [1–3]. In recent
decades, consolidated cogeneration solutions have been used in industrial applications [4], while
cogeneration system applications continue to grow. However, more experience is required in order to
achieve the most efficient and energy-saving operation of these systems. To improve the competiveness
of cogeneration systems in a liberalized market, an efficient tool for achieving the optimal operation of
these systems must be developed.

To date, several efficiency strategies have been developed to achieve this optimal operation [5–19].
Ref. [5] presented a generalized network programming (GNP) to perform the economic dispatch
of electricity and steam in a cogeneration plant. Ref. [6] presented an dispatching scheme which
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economically transfers energy between facilities and utilities. An optimal operation of the cogeneration
system is proposed, which will integrate energy into the electricity grid by using the decision-making
technique [7]. Ref. [8] is used to assess the potential process of using micro-cogeneration systems
based on Stirling engines. The results demonstrate that a numerical analysis of the Stirling engine
can accurately indicate the operation of the actual machine. Ref. [9] used a non-linear programming
with Time-of-Use (TOU) rates considered during operation. Ref. [10] presented the operation
of steam turbines experiencing blades failures during peak load times of the summer months at
a cogeneration plant. The author of [11] applied some possible technologies to integrate pulp and paper
production within the context of a high-efficiency cogeneration system. Grey wolf optimization [12]
and cuckoo search algorithms [13] are proposed to simultaneously solve the economic logistics of
using a combined heat and power system. Ref. [14,15] presented the suggested economical operation
of a cogeneration system under control, with resultant multi-pollutants from a fossil-fuels-based
thermal energy generation. The author of [16] introduced an original framework based on identifying
the characteristics of small-scale and large-scale uncertainties, whereby a comprehensive approach
based on multiple time frames was formulated. Ref. [17] developed a tool for long-term optimization
of cogeneration systems based on mixed integer linear-programming and a Lagrangian relation.
Ref. [18] proposed an enhanced immune algorithm to solve the scheduling of cogeneration plants
in a deregulated market. Ref. [19] addressed an optimal strategy for the daily energy exchange of
a 22-MW combined-cycle cogeneration plant in a liberty market.

One of the key issues of a cogeneration operation is heat and power modeling. In the papers
described above, pure power dispatch was a major objective. Inevitably, though, more design
objectives coupled with higher constraints will have to be incorporated. The energy trading dispatch
of cogeneration systems is a complicated process, especially when the solution is being sought in
a world of uncertainty. Conventional methods have thus become more difficult to solve. Recently,
artificial intelligence (AI) has been applied in the economic dispatch of cogeneration systems [20–23].
The strategies proposed by AI algorithms must consider computer execution efficiency and a large
computing space. Conventional algorithms may be faster, but are very often limited by the problem
structure, and may diverge, or lead to a local minimum. This paper therefore proposes an Enhanced
Ant Colony Optimization (EACO) to solve the energy trading dispatch of cogeneration systems.

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) applies the activity characteristics of biotic populations to search
optimization problems [24,25]. When ants are foraging, they not only refer to their own information
but also learn from the most efficient ants in order to correct their route. They learn and exchange
their information to search for the shortest route between their colony and food sources, and pass
this information on until the whole ant colony reaches optimal status. The advantages of the ACO
algorithm are that individual solutions within a range of possible solutions can converge to discover
the optimal solution through a small number of evolution iterations. ACO has previously been applied
to the economic dispatch of power systems [26–30]; however, while ACO is good at global searches,
the populations produced are still a dilemma. In this paper, an EACO algorithm is proposed to improve
this search ability. In the EACO, the crossover and mutation mechanisms [31] are used to generate
offspring equipped to escape the local optimum. This paper proposes the use of EACO to solve the
energy trading dispatch of the cogeneration systems by considering the TOU rate [32]. The different
carbon prices of CO2 emissions are also simulated and analyzed in the energy trading dispatch of these
cogeneration systems. It can show the performance of the energy trading dispatch of the cogeneration
systems to obtain the maximal profit.

2. Problem Formulation

Figure 1 shows M back pressure steam turbines, N extraction condensing steam turbines, and K
high pressure steam boilers, where the high and medium pressure steam systems are connected by
a common pipeline. Part of the generated electricity is supplied to the service power, and the excess
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electricity is sold to the power company. Input/Output (I/O) models of the boiler and turbine are
described as follows.

 

Figure 1. Energy flow of a cogeneration system.

2.1. Operation Models of Boilers

By using the Least-Square Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) [33], the operation models of boilers
can be calculated from boiler operational records as shown in Figure 2. The temperature, pressure, fuel
consumption, and steam generation for a real cogeneration system are measured from the operational
data of boilers. The LSSVM is used for model training, and the input layer data are transferred to the
output layer through the LSSVM. In general, using the Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) kernel
function, K(x, y) = e(−σ2 |x−y|2), can yield a good prediction of the LSSVM model. Therefore, we adopt
the RBFN kernel function as the kernel function of the LSSVM model. The error is calculated by using
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) as shown in Equation (1):

MAPE =
1
T

∑T

t=1

∣∣∣SA
t − SF

t

∣∣∣
SA

t

× 100% (1)

where SA
t is t actual operation data to be predicted SF

t is the t operation data constructed with LSSVM,
and T is total training time.
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Figure 2. Operation model of boilers using the LSSVM.

2.2. Operation Model of Steam Turbines

The steam from back-pressure steam turbines flows to the single inlet. After the high temperature
and high pressure steam enters the steam turbine, the pressure reduces, the volume expands, and the
temperature reduces. The steam in the outlet end is the 20 kg/300 ◦C medium pressure steam required
for the process. The operation of the back-pressure steam turbine relies on the relationship between
steam flow at the outlet and the generated electricity; the operation model of the back-pressure steam
turbine is constructed by LSSVM, as shown in Figure 3.

 

Figure 3. Operation model of the back-pressure steam turbine using the LSSVM.

Extraction condensing turbines are different from the backpressure turbines, meaning the extraction
condensing turbines have a single steam inlet. In the multi sections, after extraction of the middle/low
pressure steam and exhaust of the steam at the final section, the condensing turbines are shown as in
Figure 1. LSSVM is used to construct the generated electricity functions between the process steam
outlet flow and the steam flow at the condensing section. The operation model constructed by LSSVM
is shown in Figure 4.

 

Figure 4. Operation model of the extraction condensing steam turbines using LSSVM.
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2.3. Emission Model

CO2 emission models may be defined based upon the amount of fuel consumed. The model of
emission for CO2 is formulated by the IPCC [34] as:

Eco2,i(t) = H
(
Pgi(t)

)
× 4.1868× 44

12
×CEPi ×CORi (2)

H
(
Pg,i(t)

)
= di + eiPgi(t) + fiP2

gi(t) + giP3
gi(t), approximated by the three order function gives the

thermal conductivity of each kind of unit. di, ei, fi, gi are the coefficients of the emission of unit i.
CEPi is the carbon emission parameter of unit i (21.1 kg-C/GJ for oil, 25.8 kg-C/GJ for coal, 15.3 kg-C/GJ
for natural gas) and CORi is the carbon oxidizing rate of unit i (0.99 for oil, 0.98 for coal, 0.995 for
natural gas).

2.4. Objective Function and Constraints

The purpose of the proposed scheme is to maximize profit while satisfying operational constraints.
The objective function, including profit from steam sold, profit from electricity sold, fuel costs, emissions
costs, wheeling costs, and water costs, is formulated in Equation (3):

maxTC(·) =
T∑

t=1

[
TCsteam(t) + TCelect(t) − TC f uel(t) − TCemiss(t) − TCtran(t) − TCwater(t)

]
(3)

(1) The profit from thermal steam sold:

TCsteam(t) = Sout(t) × Steamcost (4)

(2) The profit from electricity sold:

TCelect(t) = TOU(t) × Ptie(t) (5)

(3) The cost of fuel:

TC f uel(t) =
∑K

i=1
Fbi(Sbi(t)) × Fuel_cos t (6)

(4) Emission costs:

TCemiss(t) = CC ×
K∑

i=1

ECO2,i(t) (7)

(5) Wheeling costs:
TCtran(t) = WUC× Ptie(t) (8)

(6) The cost of pure water:
TCwater(t) = WC×Wb(t) (9)

Cc: The charged emission price for CO2.(NT$235/ton) [35]; Fbi(Sbi(t)): consumed enthalpy of the i
steam boiler at t hour; Fuel_cost: The fuel cost(NT$/MBTU) for coal, gas, and oil; Sout(t): The thermal
steam sold at time t (ton/h); Steamcost: The price of thermal steam sold (NT$/ton); Ptie(t): The electricity
sold to utility at time t; TOU(t): Time-of-Use rate (NT$/KWH), as shown in Table 1 [32]; Wb(t): The
water used by boilers at time t (ton/h); WC: The cost of water (NT$/ton); WUC: the wheeling cost
(NT$/MWH).
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Table 1. The time-of-use rates of Taipower Company.

Electricity Sale Rate (NT$/KWH) Utility Buy-Back Rate
NT$/KWHLevel 1 Level 2

Peak Period 3.04 2.7480 3.04
Semi-peak Period 1.83 1.5767 1.83
Off-peak Period 0.69 0.4729 0.69

Level 1: power exported at under 20% rated capacity; Level 2: power exported at over 20% rated capacity.

The operation constraints are considered as follows:
(1) Power balance in the power system:

M+N∑
i=1

Pgi(t) − Pite(t) − Pload(t) = 0 (10)

(2) Steam balance for boilers, turbines, sold, and industrial processes:∑K

i=1
Sbi(t) −Dh(t) −

∑M+N

i=1
Shi(t) = 0 (11)

∑M+N

i=1
Shi(t) −

∑M+N

i=1
Smi(t) −

∑N

i=1
Swi(t) = 0 (12)∑M+N

i=1
Smi(t) −Dm(t) − Sout(t) = 0 (13)

(3) Operation constraints for boilers, steam turbines and power generation:

Smin
bi ≤ Sbi(t) ≤ Smax

bi , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , K (14)

Smin
hi ≤ Shi(t) ≤ Smax

hi , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , M + N (15)

Smin
mi ≤ Smi(t) ≤ Smax

mi , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , M + N (16)

Smin
wi ≤ Swi(t) ≤ Smax

wi , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N (17)

Pmin
gi ≤ Pgi(t) ≤ Pmax

gi , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , M + N (18)

Dh(t), Dm(t): The high/medium pressure steam demands of industry at time t (T/h); Pload(t): The
load of cogeneration system at time t; Smin

bi , Smax
bi : Minimal/maximal limits of steam for boiler i; Smin

hi ,
Smax

hi : Minimal/maximal limits of high pressure steam for turbine i; Smin
mi , Smax

mi : Minimal/maximal limits
of medium pressure extraction steam for turbine i; Smin

wi , Smax
wi : Minimal/maximal limits of medium

pressure exhausted steam for turbine i; Pmin
gi , Pmax

gi : Minimal/maximal limits of the generated power for
turbine i.

3. Solution Algorithm

This study proposes an EACO, which combines the ACO and Genetic Algorithm (GA), in order
to achieve the optimal energy trading dispatch of a cogeneration system. Crossover and mutation
mechanisms are integrated into the ACO procedure, and serve to generate offspring in order to escape
from the local optimum. The EACO procedure applied in the energy trading dispatch of a cogeneration
system is described as follows.

(1) Input Data

Input data includes high/medium steam demand, internal load, plant type, plant capacity, and
number of plants.
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(2) Set EACO Parameters

EACO parameters include the population of ants (k), the number of generations (G), initial
pheromone (τ0 = 0.1), the relative influence of the pheromone trail (α = 1), the relative influence of
the heuristic information (β = 2), and the pheromone evaporation rate (ρ = 0.5).

(3) Initialized Individuals

Ri
s =

{
Si

b, Si
m, Si

w

}
is an individual, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. k, which is the number of ants, is set to 30 in

our study. s is the number of parameters. All individuals are set between the minimal and maximal
limits with a uniform distribution as shown in Equation (19). The fitness score of each Ri

s is obtained
by calculating the objective function (TC(·)) by considering Equations (10)~(18). The fitness values
were arranged in descending order from the maximum (TC(Ri

s)max) to the minimum (TC(Ri
s)min).

Ri
s = Ri

smin + Rand×
(
Ri

smax −Ri
smin

)
(19)

Rand: The uniform random number in (0,1).

(4) The State Transition Rule

The state-based ants are generated according to the level of pheromone and constrained conditions.
The transition probability for the k− ant from one state s to the next j is at the t− th interval, as given in
Equation (20):

Pk
t,sj(g) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
[τt,sj(g)]

α×[ηt,sj(g)]
β∑

l∈Nk
t (s)

[τt,sl(g)]
α×[ηt,sl(g)]

β , i f j ∈ Nk
t (s)

0 , others

(20)

where ηt,sj(g) and ηt,sl(g) are the inverse of the edge distance at the g− th generation, which are defined
as Equations (21) and (22):

ηt,sl(g) =
1∣∣∣∣∣TC

(
Rt,s

)
− TC

(
Rt,optimal

)∣∣∣∣∣ (21)

ηt,sl(g) =
1∣∣∣∣TC

(
Rt,s

)
− TC

(
Rt,l

)∣∣∣∣ , l ∈ Nk
t (s) (22)

TC(·) is the objective function as given in Equation (3). TC
(
Rt,s

)
and TC

(
Rt,l

)
are the score of the

s− th and l− th individuals at the t− th interval, and TC
(
Rt,optimal

)
is the optimal fitness score at the

t− th interval. Nk
t (s) is the number of feasible individuals at the t− th interval.

τt,sj(g) and τt,sl(g) are the pheromone intensity on edge (s, j) and edge (s, l) at the g− th generation.
Ant k positioned on state s chooses to move to the next state by taking account of τt,sl and ηt,sl. When
the value of τt,sl increases, this indicates there has been a lot of traffic on this path and it is therefore
more desirable in order to reach the optimal solution. When the value of ηt,sl increases, it indicates that
the current state should have a higher probability. Each stage contains several states, while the order of
states selected at each stage can be combined as an achievable path deemed to be a feasible solution to
the problem.

(5) Ant Reproduction

New ants are generated by the scheme of crossover and mutation. Crossover is a structured
recombination operation that exchanges two individual ants. Mutation is the occasional random
alteration of an individual. The crossover and mutation scheme is described as follows:
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(i) Randomly select two parents, and generate offspring by assigning a Control Variable (CV(g))

(a) If rang > CV(g) : Mutation is used;
(b) If rang > CV(g) : Crossover is used. Rand: the uniform random in [0, 1]; CV(g): the control

variable between 0.1 to 0.9. The initial value set to 0.5; g: the current iteration number.

(ii) If TC
(
t,optimal

)
comes from crossover used, the control variable CV(g + 1) will be decreased as

shown in Equation (23):
CV(g + 1) = CV(g) − RP (23)

where RP =
|CV(g)−CV(g−1)|

2 is the regulated parameter. When RP is added in the crossover
process, the higher probability for crossover operation will produce the next offspring.

(iii) If TC
(
t,optimal

)
comes from mutation, the control parameter CV(g + 1) will be increased as

shown in Equation (24):
CV(g + 1) = CV(g) + D (24)

Similarly, when RP is added in the mutation process, the higher probability for mutation operation
will produce the next offspring.

(iv) If TCmin(g− 1) = TCmin(g), the control variable needs to hold back. If CV(g) > CV(g− 1),
we have:

CV(g + 1) = CV(g) − D (25)

otherwise,
CV(g + 1) = CV(g) + D (26)

The crossover operator proceeds to exchange two individual ants by random. Rt,s and Rt,l, which
are the s− th and l− th individual ants at the t− th interval, are exchanged by the crossover operator.
The mutation operation is carried out to produce another individual ant. Each individual ant is
mutated and created to a new individual ant by using (27).

R j+1
t,s = R j

t,s + N
(
0, σ2

)
(27)

N
(
0, σ2

)
represents a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variable σ2. σ2 can be

calculated by:

σ = β×
(
R j

t,s, max −R j
t,s, min

)
× TC(·)k

TC(·)k
max

(28)

β, which is a mutation factor at the j-th generation, is set within [0, 1].

(6) Update the Pheromone

While building a solution to the problem, the pheromone of a visited route can be dynamically
adjusted by Equation (29). This process is called the “local pheromone-updating rule”:

τk+1
t,sj = (1− ρ)τk

t,sj + Δτk
t,sj (29)

ρ is the constant of pheromone intensity (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1) and Δτk
t,sj is the deviation of pheromone intensity

on edge (s, j) at the t − th interval, as shown in Equation (30):

Δτk
t,st =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Q/ek

t,sj , the path(s, j) f or k− th ant

0 , other

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (30)

Q is the release rate of pheromone (0 ≤ Q ≤ 1) and Δek
t,sj is the path error (s, j) for the k-th ant.
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(7) Stopping Rule

If a pre-specified stopping condition is satisfied, the run must be stopped and the results outputted;
otherwise, return to step 4. In this study, the stopping rule is set at 300 generations.

4. Case Study

The proposed algorithm was tested with three back-pressure steam turbines, four extraction
condenser steam turbines and seven steam boilers using gas, oil, and coal as fuel. Steam generation
was measured in the field. All facilities including generators, boilers, and steam turbines have their
capacity limitation. The limits of all facilities are introduced in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Maximal and minimal limits of boiler flows and generators.

Unit No. Fuel Type Min. (ton) Max. (ton) Unit No. Min. (MW) Max. (MW)

Boiler1 Gas 68 137.5 Gen1 4.1 10
Boiler2 Gas 52 120 Gen2 4.9 10
Boiler3 Gas 60 137.5 Gen3 4.4 10
Boiler4 Oil 52 100 Gen4 15.6 50
Boiler5 Coal 127 250 Gen5 20 100
Boiler6 Coal 84 280 Gen6 20 100
Boiler7 Coal 90 300 Gen7 20 100

Table 3. Steam output limits.

Unit No. Unit Type Min. (ton/h) Max. (ton/h)

Mm1 Back-pressure 75 120
Mm2 Back-pressure 55 140
Mm3 Back-pressure 50 80
Mm4 Extraction condenser steam 30 150
Mm5 Extraction condenser steam 30 150
Mm6 Extraction condenser steam 30 150
Mm7 Extraction condenser steam 30 150
Mw4 Extraction condenser steam 20 200
Mw5 Extraction condenser steam 25 300
Mw6 Extraction condenser steam 25 300
Mw7 Extraction condenser steam 25 300

4.1. Modeling Tests for Boilers and Steam Turbines

In this paper, the operation data of the boilers in the cogeneration system are recorded during the
periods of each normal working day. The number of operation data samples for each boiler is 60; these
are used to establish the operational models of boilers 1–7. The error results are shown in Table 4, and
the example for operation models of boilers 1–2 are shown in Figure 5.

Table 4. The error results for the operation model of boilers.

Unit No. Number. of Operation Data LS Error (%) LSSVM Error (%)

Boiler1 60 4.0999 3.1537
Boiler2 60 3.0520 2.0379
Boiler3 60 3.1001 1.6948
Boiler4 60 2.9621 1.8252
Boiler5 60 2.6386 1.7779
Boiler6 60 2.6326 1.7169
Boiler7 60 2.7150 1.5325
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Figure 5. Example of the operation models of boilers 1–2.

In this paper, the operation data of the backpressure steam turbines (ST1~3) and extraction
condensing steam turbines (ST4~7) in the cogeneration system are recorded and used by LS and
LSSVM to establish the operation models of the steam turbines (ST1~7). The error results are shown
in Table 5, and the example for the operation curves of steam turbines ST1 and ST6 are shown in
Figure 6. The error results for the operation model of steam turbines is from 1.3916% to 2.1475%. It can
be proved that the accuracy is reliable.

Table 5. The error results for the operation model of steam turbines.

Unit No. Number. of Operation Data LS Error (%) LSSVM Error (%)

ST1 54 2.2081 1.5324
ST2 54 2.1404 1.4494
ST3 90 2.1960 1.7109
ST4 90 2.2494 1.9637
ST5 90 2.6757 2.1475
ST6 135 2.0326 1.5379
ST7 135 7.4892 1.3916

 

Figure 6. Example for the operation models of steam turbines (ST1/ST6).

4.2. Results at Different TOU Intervals

EACO was used to solve the energy dispatch of the cogeneration systems under a liberalized
market. In the study system, the internal load was 30 MW and the steam demands of the industry
for high- and medium-pressure were 60 T/H and 600 T/H, respectively. Table 6 shows the simulation
results at the different TOU intervals. Table 6 indicates that all constraints were met. Since the electricity
price is higher at the peak period, the operation strategy of cogeneration systems sold more power to
the utility in order to achieve greater benefit. During off-peak periods, the cogeneration systems sell
more thermal steam power to attain further benefits. It can be shown that the operation dispatch of the
cogeneration systems during the peak period generated 273.321 MW and sold about 243.321 MW to
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the utility. During the peak period, all generators produced their highest outputs, while tending to
sell the thermal steam to industries during semi-peak and off-peak periods. The TOU rate plays an
important role in the economic dispatch of a cogeneration system.

Table 6. Dispatch results at different TOU intervals.

TOU Peak Period Semi-Peak Period Off-Peak Period

Pg1 (MW) 5.322 4.100 6.235
Pg2 (MW) 6.704 5.182 5.061
Pg3 (MW) 5.355 6.175 6.362
Pg4 (MW) 50.000 50.000 50.000
Pg5 (MW) 70.212 33.103 32.389
Pg6 (MW) 49.873 33.967 21.210
Pg7 (MW) 85.856 31.445 31.445

Total Generation (MW) 273.321 163.972 152.703

Ptie (MW) 243.321 133.972 122.703
Sw (ton/h) 521.944 129.219 98.716
Sout (ton/h) 0.000 535.781 566.284

Table 7 gives a profit analysis of cogeneration systems at different TOU intervals. The profits
during peak period, semi-peak period, and off-peak peroid are 267,678.05, 13,606.32, and −121,047.33,
respectively. The profit is lost during the off-peak period. As the cogeneration systems sell more power
to utilities during the peak period, greater profits are realized. In the off-peak period, cogeneration
systems sell more thermal steam to industries, thereby optimizing the energy trading dispatch. From
Table 7, it is noted that the TOU rate influences the profits of the cogeneration system.

Table 7. Profit analysis of cogeneration systems at different TOU intervals. Unit: NT$/H.

TOU Item Peak Period Semi-Peak Period Off-Peak Period

The profit for thermal steam sold 0.00 364,331.01 385,073.34
The profit from electricity sold 690,837.19 230,485.22 74,525.76

The cost of fuel 350,910.68 512,287.60 512,287.60
Emissions cost 199,499.69 208,611.45 208,611.45
Wheeling cost 12,166.03 6698.62 6135.14

The cost for pure water 13,200.00 13,200.00 13,200.00
Profit 267,678.05 13,606.32 −121,047.33

4.3. Convergence Test

Table 8 shows the comparisons of EP, GA, PSO, ACO, and EACO during different periods. An IBM
PC with a P-IV2.0 GHz CPU and 512 MB SDRAM was used for this test. From this, the improvement
of the EACO over other algorithms is clear. Figure 7 shows the convergent characteristics of EP, GA,
PSO, ACO, and EACO during the peak period. The average execution times for EACO and ACO were
only 1.85 s and 1.67 s, respectively. Although the executed performance of EACO was subtle, it showed
the capacity of EACO to explore a solution more likely to offer maximum benefit.

Table 8. Comparison of EP, GA, PSO, ACO, and EACO algorithms. Unit: NT$/H.

Algorithm Peak Period Semi-Peak Period Off-Peak Period

EP 263,849.60 12,813.87 −123,289.77
GA 265,247.33 13,104.46 −122,999.72
PSO 266,904.29 13,489.53 −122,030.83
ACO 266,151.07 13,104.46 −122,192.54

EACO 267,678.05 13,606.32 −121,047.33
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Figure 7. Convergence characteristics of EP, GA, PSO, ACO, and EACO during the peak period.

4.4. Robustness Test

Four algorithms including EP, GA, PSO, and ACO, were also tested at the peak period; the
results are shown in Table 9. Each algorithm was executed using 100 trials during the robustness test.
The number of optimum and average converged profit for EACO are 87 and NT$261,618.29. It is seen
that EACO offers a greater ability to attain maximum profits and a higher probability of finding the
best solution.

Table 9. Robustness test for EP, GA, PSO, ACO, and EACO algorithms in a peak period.

Algorithm
Maximal

Converged
Profit (NT$)

Minimal
Converged
Profit (NT$)

Average
Converged
Profit (NT$)

Average Number
of Generations to

Converge

No. of Trials
Reaching
Optimum

Average
Execution
Time (s)

EP 263,849.60 243,046.09 257,971.45 196 48 1.5341
GA 265,247.33 245,041.34 260,068.28 237 54 2.2153
PSO 266,904.29 254,865.39 262,555.59 173 57 1.6124
ACO 266,151.07 252,420.70 261,618.29 213 66 1.6741

EACO 267,678.05 259,030.88 264,500.37 184 87 1.8476

4.5. The Influence of Carbon Price

Table 10 shows the impact of various carbon prices experienced during the peak period. Table 10
suggests that if carbon prices are higher, CO2 emissions will decrease. Similarly, due to the fuel type
for extraction-condenser turbines being oil or coal, power generation will be reduced depending upon
the carbon price. The purpose of various carbon prices here is to illustrate the tradoff between profit
and emission costs, and also to show that generators may more economically dispatch trade electricity
or CO2 emission to find better profit.

Table 10. The impact of various carbon prices during the peak period.

Carbon Price
(NT$)

Back-Pressure Turbine
Generation (MW)

Extraction-Condenser
Turbine Generation (MW)

Profit (NT$)
Emission Cost

(NT$)

0 18.12 254.55 322,925.81 0.00
400 18.00 249.85 241,469.31 74,714.14
800 18.11 212.03 188,316.27 96,104.88

1200 17.52 172.72 142,085.10 99,394.94
1600 17.01 154.71 111,351.34 100,419.06
2000 15.36 149.44 94,250.70 105,522.53
2400 18.17 135.76 74,312.66 108,103.17
2800 18.11 135.76 56,215.64 123,906.39
3200 15.36 138.73 39,297.50 138,744.85
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Figure 8 shows the profit-emission tradeoff curves during the peak period. Figure 8 provides
diversified alternatives for decision makers, showing the effects of various carbon prices. Replaced
with the maximal allowable emission as a constraint, an appropriate decision can be chosen to satisfy
the desired level of profit and emission costs.

Figure 8. Profit-emission tradeoff curves during the peak period.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an EACO is proposed to maximize the profit of energy trading using a cogeneration
system. The objective function is formulated based upon a maximal profit model, which includes
profit from steam sold, profit from electricity sold, fuel costs, CO2 emission costs, wheeling costs, and
water costs. By considering the various carbon prices, the profits of the energy trading dispatches
are evaluated while considering three different TOU scenarios. The effectiveness of the EACO is
demonstrated and simulated on a real cogeneration system. Our analysis points to expectations of the
TOU rate or carbon price for the energy trading dispatch. With the advantages of both heuristic ideals
and ACO, EACO has threefold conventional ideals: the complicated problem is solvable, with a better
performance than ACO, and the more likelihood to get a global optimum than heuristic methods. The
results indicate that both provide good tools for determining the optimum energy trading operation
of a cogeneration system. This shows that the tradeoff between investment cost and environmental
protection can be clearly predetermined in the liberty market. EACO also has great potential to be
further applied to many ill-conditioned problems in power system planning and operations.
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Abstract: In this study, p-type amorphous silicon oxide (a-SiOx) films are deposited using a
radio-frequency inductively-coupled plasma chemical vapor deposition system. Effects of the
CO2 gas flow rate on film properties and crystalline silicon heterojunction (HJ) solar cell performance
are investigated. The experimental results show that the band gap of the a-SiOx film can reach 2.1 eV
at CO2 flow rate of 10 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm), but the conductivity of the
film deteriorates. In the device simulation, the transparent conducting oxide and contact resistance
are not taken into account. The electrodes are assumed to be perfectly conductive and transparent.
The simulation result shows that there is a tradeoff between the increase in the band gap and the
reduction in conductivity at increasing CO2 flow rate, and the balance occurs at the flow rate of
six sccm, corresponding to a band gap of 1.95 eV, an oxygen content of 34%, and a conductivity of
3.3 S/cm. The best simulated conversion efficiency is 25.58%, with an open-circuit voltage of 741 mV,
a short-circuit current density of 42.3 mA/cm2, and a fill factor of 0.816%.

Keywords: heterojunction; crystalline silicon; solar cell; silicon oxide

1. Introduction

Crystalline silicon heterojunction (SHJ) solar cells have attracted significant attention in recent
years, as they can provide high performance together with the prospect of low-cost fabrication and a
decrease of silicon wafer thickness below 100 μm [1]. The advantage of the heterojunction between
amorphous and crystalline silicon was first introduced into the so-called HIT concept (Hetero-junction
with Intrinsic Thin-layer) by the former company SANYO (Osaka, Japan) (currently part of the company
Panasonic) in 1992 [2]. The SHJ HIT solar cell is composed of a single thin crystalline silicon wafer
surrounded by ultra-thin intrinsic amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and n-type and p-type doped a-Si:H
layers, which can be deposited at temperatures below 200 ◦C and thus can be used in the processing of
thin wafers. On the two doped layers, transparent conducting oxide (TCO) layers and metal electrodes
are formed with sputtering and screen-printing methods, respectively. The TCO layer on the top also
works as an anti-reflection layer.

One of the key technologies of the SHJ solar cells is the interface defect density between the silicon
wafer and a-Si:H layers. For n-type crystalline silicon-based SHJ, the p-type a-Si:H is used as an emitter,
and it is well-known that the doped a-Si:H layers contain a significantly high defect density. The
interface defects between the wafer and the doped a-Si:H is high, and thus a very thin intrinsic a-Si:H
is required to be inserted at the interface. Considerable efforts have been made to reduce the carrier
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recombination rate at the a-Si:H/c-Si interface [3–6]. Due to the higher band gap of a-Si:H (about 1.7
eV) compared to that of c-Si, a carrier-selective emitter can be formed, which repels electrons by using
a high barrier presented in the conduction band, while the holes can tunnel through the interface to
the p-type a-Si:H emitter [7]. Typically, in n-type SHJ solar cells, the band mismatch is about 0.15–0.2
eV for the conduction band, and is about 0.45 eV for the valence band. The p-type emitter is also
important for SHJ solar cells, which should have a low absorption coefficient as the light absorbed in
this emitter would not contribute to the device current due to the high defects in the doped a-Si:H [8].
The emitter requires high conductivity in order to decrease the series resistance (Rs) and to increase the
carrier collection. There is increasing interest in developing various materials to replace a-Si:H emitters,
such as nanocrytalline silicon [9] to increase conductivity and silicon carbide [10,11] to increase the
band gap.

In this study, p-type amorphous silicon oxide (a-SiOx) films are prepared using inductively-coupled
plasma chemical vapor deposition (ICPCVD). The a-SiOx:H thin films having low light absorption,
a wide band gap, and high conductivity are suitable for the use as a window layer of the SHJ solar
cells. The objective of this work is to deposit a-SiOx:H films with different band gaps and conductivity
by varying the carbon dioxide (CO2) gas flow rate and to investigate their effects on SHJ solar
cell performance.

2. Materials and Methods

Boron-doped a-SiOx films were deposited using a 13.56 MHz ICPCVD system using a gas mixture
of B2H6, SiH4 and CO2. The substrate temperature was kept at 200 ◦C. The CO2 gas flow rate was
varied from 2 to 10 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm). The power density was 0.03 W/cm2.
Detailed deposition parameters are summarized in Table 1. The films were deposited on flat glass
substrates for optical, electrical, and structural characterization. The band gap (Eg) of the films was
obtained by using a Tauc plot using the following equation [12]:

(αhv)
1
n = A(hv− Eg) (1)

where α is the absorption coefficient determined from transmission and reflection spectra measured
by a UV-visible spectrometer, hv is the photon energy, n is 1/2 for direct band gap materials or 2 for
indirect band gap materials, and A is the band tailing parameter. The plotting of (αhυ)ˆ(1/n) versus hυ
gives a straight line in a certain region. The extrapolation of this straight line intercepts the (hυ)-axis
to give Eg. The atomic ratio of oxygen to silicon of the a-SiOx films was measured by using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The conductivity of the films was measured in a perpendicular
direction of the films. PC1D simulation software (version 5.9, University of New South Wales, Sydney,
Australia) was used. The device structure was p-type a-SiOx (15 nm)/intrinsic a-Si:H (5 nm)/n-type c-Si
(100 μm)/n-type a-Si:H (15 nm). The front and rear textured surfaces, with depths of 3 μm and angles
of 54.74◦, were applied. The device scheme is shown in Figure 1. The minimum set of the simulation
parameters is summarized in Table 2, where Na is acceptor concentration, Nd is donor concentration,
μn is electron mobility, μp is hole mobility, and Seff is the surface recombination rate.

Table 1. Deposition parameters for a-SiOx films.

Parameter Value

Substrate temperature (◦C) 200
Pressure (Torr) 0.005

B2H6 flow rate (sccm) 0.5
Si(CH3)3 flow rate (sccm) 8

CO2 (sccm) 2–10
Power density (W/cm2) 0.03

Thickness (nm) 15
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Figure 1. Device structure used for PC1D simulation.

Table 2. Minimum set of simulation parameters for heterojunction solar cells.

Device Parameter Value

Light source AM1.5G
Texture Front and rear (depth: 3 μm)

Emitter conductivity (S/cm) variable
Internal shunt element 0.3 S

Layer parameter p a-SiOx i a-Si:H n c-Si n a-Si:H

Eg (eV) variable 1.7 1.12 1.7
Na (cm−3) 1019 0 0 0
Nd (cm−3) 0 0 1016 1018

μn (cm2/Vs) 5 5 1200 5
μp (cm2/Vs) 1 1 400 1
Seff (cm/s) 104 0 0 104

3. Results

Figure 2 shows the O/Si atomic ratio and band gap of the a-SiOx films deposited at a different CO2

flow rate. It can be seen that the O/Si ratio is about 14.7% at the CO2 flow rate of 2 sccm. The ratio
increases by increasing the CO2 flow rate. The ratio reaches 44% when the flow rate increases to 10
sccm. This result indicates that the oxygen content in the films increases when the flow rate increases.
For a typical a-Si:H film deposited by plasma chemical vapor deposition, the band gap of the films is
about 1.6–1.7 eV depending on hydrogen incorporation [13]. The low CO2 gas flow rate of 2 sccm leads
to an O/Si ratio of 14.7%, and this oxygen incorporation increased the band gap of the film to 1.78 eV,
which is slightly higher than a-Si:H films (about 1.7 eV). At a CO2 flow rate of 6 sccm, the film with O/Si
ratio of 34.3% corresponds to a band gap of 1.95 eV. Further increasing the flow rate to 10 sccm, or O/Si
ratio up to 44.1%, gives a band gap of 2.1 eV. When a higher band gap material is used for an emitter of
n-type SHJ solar cells, the mismatch at the conduction band and valence band could help formation of
a selective contact. When a wider band gap p-type material is in contact with n-type c-Si, the band
at the interface of the c-Si side will bend downward. The Fermi-level at the interface region is, then,
much closer to the valence band compared to the conduction band, and this forms a minority carrier
inversion layer that could significantly lower the interface recombination rate and eventually enhance
the open-circuit voltage (Voc) [14]. Furthermore, the Voc of an n-type SHJ can be expressed as [15]:

Voc =
ϕB

q
− AkT

q
ln(

qNcSn

Jsc
) (2)

where ϕB is the effective barrier height for recombination, A is the ideality factor, q is the electron
charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, Nc is the effective densities of state
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of the conduction band, Sn is the surface recombination rate for electrons, and Jsc is the short-circuit
current density. The ϕB is the distance from the Fermi level to conduction band at the interface. Thus,
a higher band gap emitter could in turn have more band bending that increases ϕB and eventually Voc.
The a-SiOx films with the highest band gap of 2.1 eV are expected to have a higher Voc among others.
In addition, the high band gap will also allow more incident light to enter the device, and this may
enhance Jsc.

 
 CO2 gas flow rate (sccm) 
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Figure 2. Atomic ratio of O/Si and band gap of the films deposited with different CO2 flow rate.
Standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm).

Figure 3 shows the perpendicular conductivity of the a-SiOx films deposited at a different CO2

gas flow rate. It can be seen that the conductivity reduces from 4.1 to 2.5 S/cm when the CO2 flow rate
increases from 2 to 10 sccm. The increase of the oxygen content in the films reduces the conductivity.
The O/Si ratio of the films increases as the CO2 flow rate increases. The film structure would be
relatively close to SiO2, and thus the conductivity would decrease. The overall series resistance of SHJ
devices should be the sum of the resistances of indium tin oxide (ITO), the p-type emitter, the n-type
c-Si, and the n-type a-Si:H (resistances of metal contacts are neglected). The perpendicular conductivity
of the p-type emitter can be used as an indicator to evaluate the series resistance contributed by the
p-type emitter. The lower oxygen content films have a high conductivity, and thus are expected to have
a low series resistance and, ultimately, a higher fill factor (FF). Therefore, there is a tradeoff between
the gain in Voc brought by the increased band gap and the loss in FF due to the decreased conductivity
at an increasing CO2 flow rate.
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Figure 3. Conductivity of a-SiOx films as a function of CO2 flow rate.
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To determine the best film for the p-type emitter among the a-SiOx films with different CO2

flow rates, the properties of the films are input into simulation software. The absorption coefficient
spectra of the films were analyzed using the transmittance spectra. The reflectance spectra are input
according to the measured data for the structure of ITO/p-type a-SiOx/intrinsic a-Si:H/n-type c-S/n-type
a-Si:H structure, where the ITO was deposited using a DC magnetron sputter system. We prepared an
intrinsic a-Si:H thin film by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition using H2 and SiH4 on the both
sides of c-Si. The intrinsic a-Si:H layer had a hydrogen content of about 10% and a band gap of 1.7 eV.
The measured minority carrier lifetime (using Sinton WCT120) was 344 μs, corresponding to a surface
recombination rate of 0.15 cm/s. In the simulation, by assuming the ideal passivation of the intrinsic
a-Si:H on c-Si for simplification, the surface recombination rate of the c-Si interface is not considered.
The deposition of different p-type a-SiOx:H layers might not change the i-layer properties, and thus
the hydrogen and oxygen in the p-layer would not significantly affect the c-Si surface’s passivation
quality. Therefore, the simulation may present an overestimated result, but the trend and influence
of the p-type emitter layers on device performance are still validated. Figure 4 shows the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) in a wavelength range of 300–550 nm for SHJ solar cells with different p-type
emitters. The difference between the curves with wavelengths higher than 550 nm is neglected, so
the spectral response in the long wavelength region is not shown. It is also noted that as the light is
incident from the p-type emitter side, the impact of the emitter is mainly at the short-wavelengths. It
can be seen that the EQE response increases with increasing the CO2 flow rate. This enhancement is
mainly explained by the increased band gap and accordingly reduced absorption of the light in the
emitter region. Note that the light absorbed in the emitter would not contribute to the device current.
The relationship between Jsc and EQE is given by

Jsc =
q
hc

∫
EQE(λ)·PAM1.5G(λ)dλ (3)

where h is the Planck constant, λ is the wavelength, and P(λ) is the sun spectra at the AM1.5G condition.
Therefore, a higher EQE response gives a higher Jsc. This evidences the expectation that higher band
gap emitter can improve the Jsc of the device. It is noted that when the CO2 flow rate is greater than 6
sccm, corresponding to a band gap of 1.95 eV, the EQE curves are similar. This might indicate that light
absorption in emitter is already too low to gain further improvement.

EQ
E 
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) 
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Figure 4. Simulated external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra in 300–550 nm for crystalline silicon
heterojunction (SHJ) solar cells with different p-type emitters.

The simulated current density-voltage (J-V) curves of the SHJ solar cells with different p-type
emitters are shown in Figure 5. The extracted photovoltaic external parameters, such as Voc, Jsc, FF
and conversion efficiency (η), are listed in Table 3. It can be seen that the Jsc increases from 41.63 to
42.31 mA/cm2 when the CO2 flow rate increases from 2 to 8 sccm. The FF, on the other hand, reduces
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from 0.825 to 0.785 after increasing the CO2 flow rate from 2 to 8 sccm. It is noted that one main factor
affecting the solar cell’s FF is Rs, which is related to the conductivity in each layer, carrier transport
through the junction, and the contact resistivity of the TCO/p-layer/i-layer stack to c-Si. The carrier
transport is influenced by i and p layer thickness, their band gap, the activation energy of doped layer,
and work function of the TCO layer [16]. In this simulation, the TCO layer is not considered. The front
and rear electrodes are assumed to be perfectly conductive and transparent. The contact resistivity of
the TCO/p-layer/i-layer stack to c-Si is also not considered. The total Rs is, therefore, mainly influenced
by p-layer conductivity. The case of 10 sccm shows a nearly 5% drop in FF compared to the case of
2 sccm. The reduction in FF is mainly attributed to the decreased p-layer conductivity due to the
increase in the oxygen content of the emitter layer. In contrast, Jsc increases by 1.6%, which is much
lower than the drop of FF. The Voc increases from 730 to 745 mV when the CO2 flow rate increases
from 2 to 8 sccm. The solar cell Voc might be affected by Si surface passivation and the band bending at
the a-Si/c-Si interfaces. The latter is related to the band gap, activation energy, and work function of
TCO layer. The TCO layer is not considered in the simulation. The activation energies of the p-layers
deposited at the CO2 flow rate of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 sccm are 52, 54, 58, 67, and 73 meV, respectively.
Overall, the value of η increase from 25.07% to 25.58% by increasing the CO2 flow rate from 2 to 6 sccm,
and further increasing the flow rate from 6 to 10 sccm leads to a reduction in η from 25.58% to 24.74%.
From this result, it can be seen that the gain in Jsc and Voc due to using a large band gap emitter will
possibly be offset by the loss in FF. The emitter properties should, therefore, be carefully controlled. In
the present study, solar cells featuring an a-SiOx emitter with a band gap of 1.95 eV have the best η.
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Figure 5. Simulated J-V curves of SHJ solar cells with different p-type emitters.

Table 3. External photovoltaic parameters for SHJ solar cells with different p-type emitters.

CO2 (sccm) Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF η (%)

2 730 41.63 0.825 25.07
4 734 41.92 0.822 25.29
6 741 42.3 0.816 25.58
8 743 42.31 0.796 25.02

10 745 42.31 0.785 24.74

4. Conclusions

In this work, different p-type a-SiOx films were prepared using ICPCVD for use as an emitter of
n-type SHJ solar cells. The CO2 flow rate is varied, and the film structure changed from a-Si to a-SiOx,
corresponding to a change in band gap from 1.78 to 2.1 eV. However, the perpendicular conductivity
decreased when the oxygen content in the films increased. For the device simulation, the TCO layer
was not taken into account. The front and rear electrodes are assumed to be perfectly conductive and
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transparent, and the contact resistance is considered to not be influenced by changing the p-type layer.
The simulation result shows that the gain in Jsc saturates when the band gap reaches 1.9 eV. In addition,
using a wide band gap p-type emitter for an n-type SHJ solar cell can enhance the Voc up to 745 mV
and Jsc to 42.31 mA/cm2, but these improvements might be possibly offset by the decrease in FF. Finally,
the optimal a-SiOx is that with a band gap of 1.95 eV and conductivity of 3.3 S/cm. The best conversion
efficiency is 25.58%, which is 0.5% abs higher than that with a band gap similar to conventional p-type
a-Si:H emitters.
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